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This report summarizes the main findings of a Center for National Security Studies (CNSS)

project that examined how a number of nations other than the United States have reacted to the

course and outcome of thePersian Gulf War of 1991. The project was built around studies of key

countries on which the Gulf War might reasonably be expected to have had a significant impact:

Argentina, the ASEAN states, Brazil, China, Cuba, Egypt, France, Germany, India, Iran, Iraq,

Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan,Libya, North Korea, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Spain, Syria,

Taiwan, the United Kingdom, Viemam, and the states of the former Yugoslavia. These country

studies were written by well-recognized independent experts following acommon set of guidelines

provided by CNSS. When the country studies were completed, they were reviewed and

supplemented through a series of peer assessments and workshops. The report represents a

synthesis of material generated through this process, and is intended to stimulate thought and

further analysis on the critical topics discussed herein.

The United States Matters. The individtJal country studies of foreign perspectives on the Gulf

War reached a virtually unanimuu_ conclusion: the American performance in Operation Desert

Shield/Desert Storm ind;,¢ated that the United States is the "only superpower." (Perhaps more

accurately, most fore.ign obsewers weft . persuaded that the United States is the only nation now

capable of exercising leadership on a global or regional basis, although its power is by no means

unconstrained.) In the summer of 1990, by contrast, there had been serious questions about

whether American power and the"American system" of strategic relationships built up during the

Cold War would retain their relevance given the disappearance of the Soviet threat, the rise of the

new economic superpowers in Germany and Japan, and the general diffusion of power in the

international system. The GuifWar represented a potential watershed in foreign perceptions of the

United States. As of March 1991, the continued relevance---even dominance---of American

power, and of Washington's willingness to exercise that power, was unquestioned.

This judgment about American power was generally not limited to the military realm; the United

States was seen as much more than just the sole military superpower. To be sure, military power

was a critical element in defining American superpower statu._ But foreign observers were also

impressed by the ability of Washington to manage the G ulf War crisis and conflict by reaching and

maintaining an effective domestic consensus. The United States also demonstrated the ability,

willingness, and internationally recognized legitimacy to exercise global political leadership.

Finally, perhaps the most important and unique U.S. attribute in the Gulf crisis and war was its
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ability to act as an integrator of nations and policies. This was .seen in contrast to the domestic and

intemational weaknesses of Germany and Japan---the two powers most widely seen as emerging

contenders for global status in a world in which economic strengths were supposed to be more

important than military capabilities as a source of international influence.

In fact, for many nations in the immediate aftermath of Desert Storm, there was considerable

concern about the possible emergence of an American-dominated "unipolar world." American

policy during the Gulfcrisis and war suggested that the United States, freed from the constraints

of the Cold War and encouraged by its overwhelming triumph in the Gul f, might enter into a new

phase of international activism. This activism would be marked by Washington's efforts, using

the political-military capabilities and strategy that it exhibited during the Gulf War, to impose its

notions of democracy, human rights, and economic development on states with different values.

During and after the Gulf War, most nations adjusted their policies to anticipate the perceived

rise in the value of American power and the possible emergence of American policies designed to

enforce a unipolar world. This involved bandwagoning with, balancing against, or seeking

autonomy from, the United States, as each nation judged appropriate given its regional circum-

stances and its assessment of the purpose and duration of American power. Ironically, some states

which aligned themselves more clearly with the United States du_ag and immediately after the war

are now expressing reservations about Washington's policies. At the same time, a few other key

states which sought to increase their autonomy from Washington in the wake of the Gulf War

experience have quietly begun to trim back their more ambitious plans and are exploring

possibilities of improved cooperation with the United States.

Although emphasizing the strengths that the United States displayed during the war, foreign

observers also noted American weaknesses, particularly economic. A few states, especially those

with antagonistic relations with the United States, magnified these problems to the point of

anticipating Washington's decline. From this perspective, the Gulf War represented the last hurrah

of fading power. Deeply rooted trends in intemational relations towards multipolarity--trends that

were evident long before the Gulf War--will reassert themselves once the political afterglow of the

U.S. perform ancein Operation Desert Storm wears off. Declinist views tend to be asserted by those

states which feared a near-term U.S. drive to enforce ideological hegemony in the wake of the Gulf

War (e.g., Iraq, Iran, Cuba, and to some extent China). The U.S. decline is not expected to manifest

itsel f fully for another five to ten years, so it has limited operational value for the day-to-day policy

making of these states.

There has been some rethinking and downgrading of American power in the aftermath of the Gulf

War by foreign observers, but the United States is still regarded as the sole superpower. That said,

there is a considerable international divergence conceming the character and duration of U.S.

superpower status in light of Washington's post-Cold War interests and intentions. The most

important change has been increasing international uncertainty about U.S. goals and policies,

fueled in large part by American policy toward the former Yugoslavia and postwar Iraq. Some key

European states, most notably Germany, are becoming increasingly concerned about long-term
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U.S. commitment to their region. These Europeans believe that domestic concerns are taking

precedence in American policies, despite the Clinton administration's insistence that the United

States is not disengaging from European affairs. Concerns about a U.S. withdrawal are also

increasing in East Asia, where the Japanese informally profess to see limits on American

capabilities as well as willingness to maintain its regional security commitments. These

European and Asianviews are potentially amarked departure from those held immediately after

the Gulf War. Even in the Middle East, at least prior to the U.S. cruise missile strike against

Bagdad in June 1993, many elites were beginning to suspect that any American global

retrenchment would affect U.S. commitments in their region as weil.

The uncertainty about American interests and intentions has obviously increased in light of

the change in presidential administration. The Clinton administration may be quickly tested

politically, if not militarily, as other states determine whether the principal lesson of the Gulf
War--the United States chose to matter--is still the case.

Military Power Matters. The Gulf War demonstrated that military power matters because

(1) regional inter- and intrastate conflicts are likely to occur in the future international

environment; (2) such conflicts matter to powers outside the region; and (3) external military

power, probably organized under international auspices, can at least in some circumstances be

threatened or used to affect the course or decide the outcome of regional conflicts. Various

states, or parties or groups within states, are responding to this implication of the Gulf War in

different ways according to their particular national or factional perspectives.

The majority of states, especially the major powers, are seeking the means to influence or

control the process of international (or American) decision making that will lead up to the

possible use of force in regional interstate and intrastate conflicts. Perhaps most importantly,

the Gulf War demonstrated to Germany and Japan that they could not translate their economic

strength into greater international power and influence if they remained "introverted" states.

Monetary contributions to future international crisis management or military enforcement

actions will not be sufficient. The Germans and Japanese arc accordingly seeking ways to

contribute to intemational peace and security besides providing money--while gaining corre-

sponding influence over the process bywhich decisions about peace and security are made. The

precise long-term direction of German and Japanese policies is far from settled; there are still

major disagreements among parties and factions. The Gulf War revealed a fundamental lack

of national consensus about post-Cold War interests and security policies in both Germany and

Japan. As noted above, the governing parties in these countries are trying to become more

actively involved in political-strategic affairs, inclucljngtaking tentative steps to develop new

tools ofintervention. But thereis considerable opposition in Germany andJapan to these policies

of"pushing out the security envelope" into nontraditional military or quasi-military roles. Even

the political opposition favors greater activism and a more outward-looking orientation, but the

differences regarding appropriate means and outlook remain significant and the long-term

trajectory of Japanese and German security policy therefore remains highly uncertain.
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Some states or factions--those that see themselves as potential targets of international military

action, such as Serbia, Iraq, and Iran--arc seeking the means to dissuade or deter such intervention.

The general approach of such states is to rely on political measures desigt,ed to reassure external

powers (or at least to obfuscate the situation), coupled with measured increases in select military

capabilities to raise the price of intervention. The war, combined with the loss of the Soviet

counterweight, nevertheless had a clear "chilling effect" on states potentially hostile to American

and Western interests. This has led to or reinforced a rule of thumb: do not take actions that will

provoke international responses, especially those that would serve as a cover for U.S. military

action. There is a problem with following such a rule: these states and factions are currently

uncertain about the precise threshold for triggering international military action. For the moment,

they are tending to err on the side of caution while probing to determine where "red lines" exist.

(The decision of the United States and the international community not to intervene militarily in the

Bosnian conflict may suggest to such states that the threshold for intervention may be higher than

previously supposed.) There is no indication that the Gulf War caused any state or faction to_ter

fundamentally its ambitions over the longer term--but they are seeking (orcontinuing to seek) more

subtle and long-term means of achieving them. These means include political "charm offensives"

that break down the willingness of at least some key external powers to intervene.

Some key states within this category--Iraq, Iran, North Korea, Libya, and Syria--have placed

increased priority on weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missiles after the Gulf War. The

remark of a retired Indian Army Chief of Staff on the lesson of the Gulf--"Don't fight the

Americans without nuclear weapons"--has been widely cited as indicative of the thinking of Third

World states on this issue. A more representative formulation might be stated as follows: If a state

has nuclear weapons, it may not need to fight the Americans. Nevertheless, calculating the costs

and benefits of trying to obtain nuclear weapons is a complex exercise even for the most anti-

Western states. There are a number of reasons to acquire weapons of mass destruction besides.their

effect on the United States and other extemal powers, such as regional prestige. For these states,

international organizations and agreements (e.g., the United Nations and the nonproliferation

treaty) are run by and for the great powers. Ambitious "have not" countries must get around these

agreements in order to buy them selves a piace at the table of the great powers, and nuclear weapons,

especially in light of thc Gulf War, are seen as an important way to do this. But such programs

are two-edged swords: nuclear weapons might conceivably deter international intervention, but

efforts to develop them might also serve as a lightning rod for extemal military action designed to

preempt such programs, or as an excuse for outside intervention in local or regional conflicts.

Finally, other states or factions--those that see themselves as potential victims of local or

regional aggression--are seeking the means to encourage international intervention on their behal f.

The Gulf War was a graphic demonstration to "weaker" states and factions of their vulnerability

in the post-Cold War era. "lhe Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, which (in Saudi eyes) nearly became an

assault on Saudi Arabia, dispelled the notion that ,security could be maintained largely through

nonmilitary instruments and by local means. A few states, such as Saudi Arabia, believe that their

intrinsic importance is such that they can rely on the military guarantee of the only superpower,
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the UmtedStates---althoughthe Saudis still wanttheAmericanpresence to stay overthehorizon.

Most other states with the potential to become "victims" do not think that they can rely on

Washingtonalone. They therefore tendto favorstrengtheningUN securitymechanisms thatdeal

with the maintenance of international peace and security. There is little confidence that such

mechanisms can be relied upon, however, absent an ability to force the aggressor to conduct

reasonably costly and sustained operations, thereby perhaps drawing in the international commu-

nity, on humanitarian grounds if nothing else.

Technology Matters. Operation Desert Storm demonstrated to foreign observers the advent of

a new type of modern warfare characterized by the integrated employment of advanced military

technologies, well-led and well-trained forces, and superior doctrine and operational concepts.

Many, but not all, foreign experts are ofthe view that the Gulf War was the first significant display

of a variety of technologies that have the potential to dominate warfare over the next several

decades. As a consequence of this assessment, the GulfWar has received a good deal of attention

from foreign militaries,even if they believe that the circumstances of the war were unique or not

directly applicable to their own immediate securityproblems. This demonstration forced ageneral

reevaluation of national military capabilityand competence.

The general reaction among foreign militaries to the coalition's performance in the Gulf War

ranged from"surprised" to "stunned." The surprisewas not that the coalition won,but that the war

ended so quickly and with so few casualties for the coalition forces. Foreign militaries were also

not surprised that technology played amajor role--but as a rule they did not expect that advanced

technologies would prove to be so effective and that they would play such a dominant role. Most

foreign military assessments did note the exceptional circumstances of the Gulf War that favored

the coalition. Most foreignassessments tendednot to dwellon the limitations on American military

power that these circumstances might have implied, but rather on the inherent potential,

capabilities, and advantages possessed by advanced military forces.

Foreign observers tended to focus on three capabilities that set the United States apart as a global

military superpower and underpinned its ability to wage a unique form of high-technology, high-

intensity warfare. These are logistics, information management, and combined arms/joint

operations. The particular technological strengths of the United States were seen as being in air

power, precision-guided munitions, space systems, battlefield surveillance, electronic warfare,

night fighting, and the imaginative use of helicopters. Identified weaknesses in the coalition's

performance were in the areas of locating and destroying Iraqi mobile missiles; overcoming Iraqi

cover, concealment, anddeception (CCD) pr_,ctices;operating fixed-wing aircraftit, badweather,

conducting amphibious operations against Iraqi seamines and coastal defenses; and coordinating

andutilizing intelligence (both strategic andtactical). Upon reflection, early favorable impressions

ofthe Patriot's antitacticalballistic missile (ATBM)capabilities havebeen downgraded byforeign

observers.

Many experts in the Uniled States proclaimed that the Gulf War marked a revolution in military

affairs, alluding to the forecasts of an emerging "military-technical revolution" that had been

advanced by the Soviet General Staffbeginning in the late 1970sand early 1980s. There is, in fact,
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a widespread sense that the Gulf War did signal a technology-driven change in the character of

warfare. At the same time, there is a strong sense among most foreignmilitaries that, even if such

a military-technical revolution has occurred theoretically, it has limited practical significance for

them given fiscal and/or societal realities.

The most radical interpretation of the meaning of the Gulf War comes from some elements on

the Russian General Staff (this interpretation is by no means dominant in Russia, however). From

this perspective, future war will be dominated by attacks on systems rather than attacks on forces.

In this kind of war, aero_ace operations become the primary means to accomplish strategic

objectives. These objectives---control or denial of territory---can be fulfilled without physically

occupying that territory. In such a war, linear formations and stable fronts are obsolete. Tank-

heavy,mass formations are irrelevant; surprise, strategicinitiative, preemption, andspace systems

are critical. A more typical view is expressed by the Israeli military, which believes that the Gulf

War pointed more towards an ongoing evolution in warfare, whereby there will be a blend of old

and new technologies. Tanks have not become obsolete, although they may serve different

functions in the future. Air power will be an essential element in future combat operations, but it

cannot itself be decisive, and it cannot occupy territory.

Foreign military experts believe that the Gulf War provided evidence for the following specific

trends in military affairs.

® Air power. The war clearly marked anew or renewed appreciation forair power, particularly

its utility in the early and perhaps decisive stages of a war. Most foreign militaries are not

operating on the assumption that air power will itself be decisive, however. Under the right

circumstances, air power might defeat invading forces, but it cannot occupy territory or force

a change of regime.

• The offense-defense relationship. Most foreignmilitary observers now stress the advantages

that advanced technologies will provide the offense over the defense. Static, barrier-type

defenses were seen as being particularly ineffective under conditions of modem warfare.

• Surprise attack/preemption. Owingin part to the advantages of the offense over the defense,

there is a widespread belief that the new technologies may increase the probability of a

successful surprise attack.

• The relationship between firepower and maneuver. The Gulf War marked the continuation

of a significant rise in the value of firepower due to the expanded employment of precise and

smart munitions. LiddeU Hart's indirect approach of defeating an enemy without having

directly to engage his main forces can now (in theory) be implemented with firepower rather
than maneuver.

• The uncertain economies of high technology. Fromone perspective, the cost-effectiveness

equation works decidedly in favor of pushing for quality over quantity; high-tech weapons

systems and munitions can serve as force multipliers, ease logistic burdens, and compensate

for military deficiencies. But advanced weapons technologies may be vulnerable to relatively

cheapcountermeasures, such as cover, concealment, and deception. As arule, smaller powers
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cannot 'affordto get caught up in a measure-countermeasure game that involves increasingly

cosily high-tech weapons.

• Ballistic and cruise missiles. Surface-to-surface missiles (SSMs), and possibly cruise

missiles, look increasingly attractive in regional military contexts. They are also oneof the few

areas in which second- andthird-tier states can compete with the major powers. Mobility for

SSMs seems to provide excellent prospects for survivability against counter-air operations.

• Weaponsofmassdestruction,especiallynuclearweapons.Thereisa realdivergence

betweenthemajorpowers'viewofthedecliningutilityofnuclearweapons,andtheviewsof

somesecond-andthird-tierstates,whichseethevalueincreasing.Thevalueinthiscontext,

asnotedpreviously,ismuchmorepoliticalthanmilitary--itisaimedatdeterringthemajor

powersfrominterveninginaconflict,ratherthanprovidinganinstrumentofdirectmilitary

utility.

• Professionalism.The GulfWar stronglypointedtotheadvantagesofsmaller,more

professionalmilitaryforces.Innationswheretherehasbeenanongoingbattlebetween

"professional"and"political/revolutionary"approachestomilitaryaffairs,theGulfWar

stronglyreinforcedthepositionoftheformer(withoutcompletelyeliminatingtheinfluenceof

thelatter).

• Spacesystems.TheGulfWar underscoredthegreatandperhapsdecisivepotentialofspace

systems.Thecostofthesesystems,however,mayinclinemostforeignmilitariestopurchase

space-basedcapabilitmsfromthirdparties,ortodeviselessexpensivemeans(e.g.,air-

breathingsystems)ofachievingthesameends.

Severalkeypointsshouldbemadeinsummarizinghow theseinsightsfromtheGulfWarwill

affectthespecificplansofforeignmilitaries.First,formostforeignmilitaries,theGulfWartended

toreinforceandaccelerateexistingtrendsandpolicies,ratherthansetthemoffincompletelynew

directions.Second,nonationisseekingtocompetewiththeUnitedStatesbyacquiringmilitary

capabilitiesofequivalentmagnitudeacrossthefullrangeofnewtechnologies.Third,mostforeign

militariesarethinkingaboutselectivelyincorporatingtechnologiesthatweredemonstratedduring

OperationDesertStorm,inthecontextoftheirown nationalsecurityobjectivesandmilitary

circumstancesThefocusisonnew technologiesthatpromisetobemoreeffectiveinachieving

existingpolitical-militarygoals,ratherthanstrivingforrevolutionaryeffectsonthebattlefield.

The generalreactionofthemajordemocraticindustrialpowerstotheGulfWar--Japan,

Germany,France,andtoa lesserextentItalyandSpain--wastheimportanceofachieving

minimumautonomousnational(orregional)capabilitiesincertainkeymilitary-technicalareas,

suchassurvivablecommand,control,communications,andintelligence(C31);strategicreconnais-

sanceandearlywarning(satellitesandradar);precision-guidedmunitions;logistics;andtactical

ballisticmissiledefenses.Thesestatesarenotplanningtoacquirecapabilitiesequaltothoseof

theUnitedStatesinmagnitudeoroveralleffectiveness,buttheyareinterestedinexploitingthe

relevanttechnologiestomeettheirminimum standardsand specificnational(oralliance)

requirements.The problemthattheotherwesternindustrialpowersfaceinseekinglimited
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autonomy is expense. Serious investments in the areas listed above would strain or exceed the

national defense budgets of these nations, which are expected to decline over the next decade. As

a result, they will clearly be interested in creative, innovative solutions to address these perceived

requirements. At the same time, the Westem industrial states now assume that any significant

military deployment will be within the context of a multinational force; their need for limited

autonomous capabilities will be judged in this context.

Leading regional powers (e.g., China, Egypt, Israel, and South Korea) have a perspective quite

different from that of the democratic industrial states on the meaning of the Gulf War for their own

military forces. Most regional powers now have an increased appreciation of the value of air power

and air defense. Also, the war pointed to a few narrow technical areas on which these powers are

now tending to concentrate. The most prominent among these are electronic warfare/electronic

countermeasures, night combat capabilities, and precision-guided munitions. Other areas of

interest include cheap means of surveillance (e.g., remotely piloted vehicles, or RPVs), C31, and

advanced SSMs. Regional powers are thus tending to concentrate their resources in a few critical

areas, rather than revamping their military capabilities across the board, primarily because of the

expense that the latter approach would entail. Regional powers are tending to move away from

large standing armies towards smaller, more professional, and better trained forces. In some cases,

there may be an interest in moving toward two-tiered forces: a small, high-quality, high-tech first-

tier force, and a larger, mass-oriented second tier.

Surprisingly, military lessons learned seem not to have been the focus of powers actually or

potentially hostile to the West (e.g., Iran, North Korea, even Iraq) as they reacted to Operation

Desert Storm. To the extent that Gulf War lessons learned are being applied at the military level,

they are fundamentally conditioned by concems other than those of fighting the United States. For

most of the hostile powers, the dominant considerations are often as much intemal control and

prestige as traditional combat effectiveness. Military effectiveness itself is measured against

potential regional adversaries much more than against the United States. That said, such powers

understand that circumstances beyond their control could bring about conflict with the United

States and/or an international coalition. The limited evidence available suggests that under these

circumstances, the smaller powers would be i_lclined to adopt asymmetrical counters to the

American style of warfare, and that the Gulf War represents a model (albeit imperfect) of how to

prosecute that war.

The essential goal of an asymmetrical strategy would be regime survival, not military victory

over the United States or an international coalition. A hostile power's asymmetrical strategy would

thus depend first and foremost on avoiding the decapitation of the political and military leadership

by that air campaign, especially at the outset of a conflict. Second, a hostile state would try to

prevent or dissuade the United States from "taking Baghdad" on the ground in later stages of the

war. The hostile state may be unable todo this by military means, as Iraq could not; it must there fore

' provide the United States with incentives not to occupy the entire country. (Secretary of State

James Baker's threat to Tariq Aziz in January 1991 suggested an important American threshold
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that might trigger an escalation of U.S. war aims--the use of weapons of mass destruction.) Third,

an asymmetrical campaign by a hostile power would seek to seize or regain the initiative by striking

at U.S. and coalition centers of political gravity. These centers of gravity are, first and foremost,

the American political system and American public opinion, which are sensitive to casualties, the

length of the conflict, and collateral damage. The American-led coalition will have the same sorts

of sensitivities, and there will be inherent differences of policy and interest among coalition

members. Finally, coalition members will be concerned with any threats to their homelands that

the hostile power might be able to pose.

In short, foreign specialists tend to regard Saddam's basic approach to the Gulf War as sound,

even if his strategy was flawed and poorly executed. The challenge to future hostile powers that

might find themselves at war with an American-led international coalition is to devise better means

to impose costs (casualties, time, and collateral damage) on the coalition--without triggering

escalation in the coalition's war aims or in the intensity of its military operations. There is a strong

sense that hostile states confronting the United States in the future will try to optimize the low-

technology end of the spectrum. Cover, concealment, and deception will likely rank high as

elements of any aggressor's strategy against advanced military powers. Cheap countermeasures

are another potential means of delaying or disrupting operations by an advanced military power.

More ambitiously, hostile states might look to imaginative combinations of dual-use and

proliferated technologies, possibly combined with new operational concepts. Because civilian

deaths and damage in the CNN era can be so politically troublesome, a hostile power might actually

seek to "encourage" collateral damage and to facilitate Westem media coverage of that damage.

Terrorism remains a potential tool to take the war to the enemy, as does ecological and economic

warfare (as Saddam attempted by pumping oil into the Persian Gulf andigniting Kuwaiti oil wells).

Does the GulfWar Still Matter? Foreign assessments of the GulfWar have changed overtime,

and continue to do so. In some sen_, the Gulf War may represent more of an aberration than a

model for future international behavior, especially as compared with arguably more typical

developments, such as the crises in the former Yugoslavia and in Somalia. Nevertheless, the report

concludes that the Gulf War still does matter to other nations. The Gulf War remains the first

important test of political-m_itary capabilities in the post-Cold War era; foreign nations judge

trends--up or dowrr--from this basic reference point. In addition, the Gulf War revealed, or

confirmed, certain fundamental facts about intemational relations that remain pertinent even

though foreign powers acknowledge the uniqueness of Operation Desert Shield/Storm.

What do these facts imply for American policy makers? The following "so whats" emerged form

the study.

• Since the end of the Gull"War, serious international concerns have begun to reemerge about

the short-term willingness, and long-term capacity, of the United States to serve as the

organizing force in international relations generally, and in most regional contexts as well. If

Washington wishes to play this role in the future, it must demonstrate to foreign observers that

U.S. power will continue to be applied purposefully and effectively to achieve American and
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international objectives. This is an ongoing requirement--the success of Operation Desert

Storm has afinite half-life; foreign leaders will forever be asking the question, "what have you

done for me lately?" At the same time, if the United States wishes to retain its international

preeminence (a status that a sizeable majority of nations would preferit to retain, although they

do not wish American power to be completely unbalanced), the United States must visibly

addressthree long-term sourcesof its power: its economic and technological competitiveness;

its global militaryeffectiveness; andits internationallegitimacy.

• The UnitedStates will play acrucial role inshapingexpectationsabout the futureinternational

system and the kindof security arrangements thatwill be appropriateto that system. In the

short term, American actionstowardsSomalia, the former Yugoslavia, andother hot-spots are

establishing a patternof internationalpeacemaking and peacekeeping (or lack thereof) that

began with the Gulf War. Over the longer term, the structure of theinternational system will

depend on how the UnitedStates accommodatesother centersof power thatwere marginalized

in the Gulf crims butthat will inevitably seek, in one form or another,their places in the sun

(e.g., Germany, Japan,Russiaif it remains intact, and China). The objective here will be to

see that these major centers will define themselves as satisfied partners in, rather than

opponentsof, an internationalsystemcrafted largely by American initiative.

• The UnitedStates willplay anespecially crucial role in managing the accommodationof two

key centers of power, Germany and Japan. Given thedomestic and internationalresistanceto

the assumptionof greatpowerstatusby Berlin andTokyo, theprocess of change towardamore

"normal" foreign policy--a processbegun by the Gulf War---may be lengthy and uneven.

Still, events may force a more rapiddecision tj_anwe now expect (e.g., the emergence of a

nuclear-armedNorthKorea, the spreadofnationaland ethnicviolence toeast-centralEurope).

In any case, the United Statesshould anticipate that Germany and Japanwill become more

activistandshouldencourageand supportthatactivismwhere appropriate,even ifWashington

is slightly ahead of internationaland domestic opinion on this subject(as the Bush adminis-

trationwas on the question of German unification).

• The United States faces an acute near-termproblem in defining credible mechanisms for

maintainingregional security. The Gulf War model suggested that the United States would

take the lead in regionalsecurity,atleast in the Middle East,butsubsequentAmerican policy,

especially in Europe,pointedtowardadivision of labor thatwouldplacethe immediateburden

of regional security on local powers, with Washington serving as a reinforcer and global

guarantorof stability. The lattermodel seems tobe unsatisfactoryand unworkableto regional

powers, andthere isconcernthatrecentAmericanpolicy points towardadisengagementof the

United Statesfrom key regions,especially Europe and East Asia. The UnitedStatesmay not

be able to finesse thisissue much longer: it musteither devise a satisfactorydivision of labor

and responsibility for ali concerned, or follow the pathof disengagement.

• TheUnitedNationsis notlikely toprovidea comprehensivesolutiontothedilemmaof regional

security,despite the promisingbeginningof the GulfWar. The greatpowers seemmorelikely
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than not to become deadlocked on questions involving regional security, and the issue of

German and Japanese membership will continue to be a complicating factor. This is not to say

that the United States should abandon the U.N. as a useful instrument of national policy and

international security, to be employed wherever possible. Rather, American policy makers

should be realistic about probable constraints on the United Nations, and avoid creating

expectations that U.N. approval is necessary for action in any and all circumstances.

• The United States should recognize that many non-Western states were frightened by the

implications of the Gulf War, that is, of a militarily dominant West enforcing its will on what

it regards as lesser powers. This perception could lead to the formation of national or cultural

coalitions designed to counter what might be regarded as a wave of Western neo-imperialism.

The need to dissuade the formation of such a coalition, by positive or negative means, must

become an important consideration in policies designed to deal with seemingly discrete issues, •

such as the crises in the former Yugoslavia, which raised questions in the Islamic world about

Western intentions and priorities.
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Why the Gulf War Still Matters:
Foreign Perspectives on the War and the Future

of International Security

Patrick J, Garrity

Introduction were initiated in the United States to sort out
what lessons could be drawn from Operation

This report summarizes the main findings of Desert Shield/Storm. These lessons learned, in

a Center for National Security Studies (CNSS) mm, have understandably become ammunition
projectthatexaminedhowanumberofdifferent in the ongoing political debate about future
nations besides the United States have reactedto American foreign policy and military strategy.
the course and outcome of the Persian Gulf In a few cases, American analysts also at-

War. The Center undertook this project as part tempted to account for the reaction of other
of iLs charter to assist Los Alamos National countries to the Gulf War. This was notably

Laboratory management and scientific staff in true with respect to the former Soviet Union,
their decision making about technical priorities and especially the lessons learned by the Soviet/
and Laboratory directions. The project was Russian military. However, to the best of our
initiated in the summer of 1991 and continued knowledge, therehasbeennootherbroad-based

through the winter of 1992-93. Information and systematic attempt to review the impact of
contained in this report should be up-to-date the GulfWar on key major powers and regional

through June 1993, although it is difficult to states. It seems to us that such review is
eliminate ali anachronisms, given rapidly mov- essential to developing a balanced and compre-

ing international developments, hensive picture of the long-term implications of
The report does not pretend to be the final the Gulf War. Given the Center's responsibili-

word on the subject of foreign reactions to the ties to the Laboratory, we are naturally most
Gulf War. It represents a synthesis of material interested in the military lessons that other na-
provided by numerous expert contributors and tions may have taken away from the war, and the
commentators, and is intended to stimulate sorts of technological problems/opportunities

thought and further analysis on the critical that these foreign lessons may create for the
topics discussed herein. The experts cited in this United States in the future. But we cast the

study do not necessaril y subscribe to the analy- study more broadly, to use the Gulf War as a
ms and conclusions articulated in this report; prism--admittedly, one of manywto assess
those are the author's alone, fundamental trends in the post-Cold War inter-

Purpose ofthe Study. Inearly 1991, the Gulf national system, to see others as they see them-
crisis and war seemed to mark a defining mo- selves (and see us).
ment in what was becoming the post-Cold War The project has consumed more time than we
era. Numerous official and unofficial studies originally intended. In some cases, the delay can



be accounted for by the difficulty of identifying will continue to do so for some time, with the
and working with experts in as diverse, and as Gulf War still an important guide in this pro-
many, countries as we attempted to study. But cess.

for the most part, the delay was indicated by the Methodology. The project was built around
fact that foreign assessments of the Gulf War studies of key countries for which the Gulf War
have changed, and continue to do so. These might reasonably be expected to have had a

views are being altered in large part because of significant impact: Argentina, the ASEAN
the rapidly evolving intemational context, in- states, Brazil, China, Cuba, Egypt, France,
cluding the ongoing crisis with Iraq and the Germany, India, Iran, Iraq, Israel, the United
emerging crises in areas such as Yugoslavia and Kingdom, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Libya, North
Somalia. The electoral defeat of President Korea, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Korea,
George Bush in November 1992 also changes Spain, Syria, Taiwan, Vietnam, and the states

the context in which many states will view the of the former Yugoslavia. These country stud-
Gulf War. ies were written by well-recognized independent

Allthisbringstomindthesupposedremarlcof experts (see p. vii), following a common set of

a Chinese leader when asked abou! "thesignifi- guidelines provided by CNSS (see Appendix).
cance of the French Revolution: "'lt is too soon Each author was asked to provide an assessment
to tell." We have made the judgment that, of the reaction of controlling opinion in his or

although the significance of the Gulf War may her country of study, in the following areas:
appear different one or five years or fifty years

• an objective analysis of the course and
from now, enough time has now passed so that

outcome of the Persian Gulf War
the immediate after-glow of Operation Desert
Storm has dissipated, and more enduring for- • political-military lessons learned from the
eign judgments can now be registered, war, and how these might affect future

national goals and policiesThe passage of time has raised another issue

in the minds of some who reviewed this study: • military-technical lessons learned from the
does the Gulf War still matter? That is to say, war, and how these might affect future

military doctrine, force structure, and op-
does the Gulf War in retrospect represent more erations
of an aberration than a means for understanding
thefuture? Have other nations not devalued the • assessment of the U.S. strengths, weak-

apparent early lessons of the war in light of nesses, and objectives in the wake of the

other, arguably more typical developments, such Gulf War.

as Yugoslavia? Each study was to identify not only the control-
Ouransweris, on the whole, no: theGulfWar ling national opinion in these areas, but also

still matters. Much has obviously changed since significant debates and important minority views.
February-March 1991. The Gulf War, con- The authors used open sources from their re-
trary to speculation at the time, did not lead to spective countries to gather data: interviews

the creation ofa New World Order. ButtheGulf with govemment officials and private individu-
War remains the first real data point in the post- als; newspapers, magazines, radio, and televi-

Cold Warera; foreign nations still judge trends-- sion; specialized journals, especially military;
up or down--from this basic reference point. In and publications and conferences from research
addition, the Gulf War revealed, or confirmed, institutions.

cen'ain fundamental facts about international When the country studies were completed,
relations that will hold even though foreign they werereviewedandsupplementedthrougha

powers acknowledge the uniqueness of Opera- series of peer assessments and workshops. One
tion Desert Shield/Storm. The war, and its workshop wa,_held for each of the three major
aftermath, also pointed toward a large measure regions (Europe, East Asia, and the Middle

of uncertainty about the future. Other nations East). A preliminary draft of this report was
are coming to grips with these uncertainties, and also circulated to the original study authors and



other experts, including those in the U.S. gov- has a much different perspective on this subject
emment and military, for comment. At least than does President Boris Yeltsin and his advis-
250 country and functional experts were con- ers; the Japanese Liberal Democratic Party has
suited on the project's findings through this leamed verydifferent lessons from those heldby
review process, the Japanese Socialist Party, and neither of

Caveats. lt is important to emphasize the these corresponds to the views of nationalist
limits that any such summary report contains, elements in Japan. For the purposes of argu-
First, as with any summary,it necessarily relies ment and presentation, thereport willoften refer
greatly on generalizationsaswell ason specific to "Germans" or "North Koreans," but the
national case studies. Generalizations often reader should be aware thatunfortunatelythese
lack nuance, and nuances can be critical in termsof conventioncan sometimes be asmuch

understanding the real versus the apparentim- misleading as revealing. We do attemptwher-
pactof the GulfWar. One nuance, as we have everpossibletorecognizethedistinctionsamong
alreadynoted,involveswhetherparticularreac- various important national figures or factions
tions by foreign governments to the war are when they are visible and important to our
transitoryor enduring, analysis.

Second,anystudy suchasthis mustbe careful Fourth,we mustrecognize thatsome nations
nottoattributeeverysignificantchangeininter- may be careful to conceal--or at least not
national politics to the event being examined publicize--lessons that they may have drawn
(i.e., the Gulf War). Obviously, many other from the Persian Gulf t;risis and war. At an
events of significance haveoccurred duringthe extreme, they may go as far as attemptingto
past several years,and some of these have had deceive the UnitedStatesor other nationsabout
a greaterimpact on particularnationsthan did how the war might have affected their poli-
theGulf War.Theoverarchingeventof signifi- des--especially with respect to military-tech-
cance,obviously, is the endof theCold Warand nical lessons. Wecan hardly expect thatastate
disintegration of the Soviet Union. Other key seeking tofind political, operational,or techno-
definingevents will vary from nationto nation, logical countersto the military capabilitiesdis-
For Germany, the great political determinant played bythe UnitedStatesin OperationStorm
was(andremairts)theexperienceofunification, would be anxious to share this information.
For China and its relations with the external Therehasbeenlittleevidenceofthistendencyto
world, Tiananmen Squarehas been the watch- date, but the possibility is certainly worthy of
word. For Iran,the first Gulf War(the one with note.
Iraq,between 1980-88), wasthe mostimportant Finally, the most important factor in deter-
single event of the past decade, not the second mining Gulf War lessons learned by manyfor-
between Iraq and the American-ledcoalition, eign states will be their perception of U.S.

lt is often difficult to disaggregate the impact lessons learned. This is especially true at the
of the Gulf war from these other key develop- military-technical level, where many nations
ments, especially from theend of the Cold War. simply lack the ability to understand what the
We have attempted not to over-emphasize the United States did during the Gulf War. For
importance of the war, but rather to put any them, they will rely heavily on following the
lessons learned in the larger context of the internal U.S. discussion anddebateoverAmeri-
rapidly changing intemational environment, can strengths and weaknesses, what the Iraqis
Still_for clarityof presentation, this report does did well and did poorly, how various coalition
not always attempt to distinguish whether the partners performed, and so on. More broadly,
GulfWarexperiencewasaprimaryorasecond- foreign nations will look to the U.S. lessons-
ary determinant for political and military deci- learned process for clues about the future direc-
sion makers, tionof Americanforeign and military policy. In

Third, nationsmay not draw unitarylessons short, we ourselves have shaped, and will con-
aboutthe GulfWar--the RussianGeneral Staff tinue to shape, by design or accident, muchof



the world's perception of the Gulf War. This conflicts, lt then considers the means by which
fact presents both dangers and opportunities for various classes of states might seek to influence,
American policy makers, deter, or encourage military intervention. The

Organization of the Report. The report is classes of states are (1) the industrial democra-
organized into three chapters, corresponding to cies, especially Germany and Japan; (2) poten-
the main conclusions reached by the study, tial "aggressor" states or factions, such as Iran
Chapter One analyzes the point that, in the eyes and Serbia; and (3) potential "victim" states or
ofmostforeignobservers, theGulfWardemon- factions, such as Saudi Arabia or Bosnia.
strafed that the United States matters, that is, the ChapterThree examine sthe changing charac-
United Slates is the only global superpower ter of warfare as revealed by Operation Desert
willing and able to exert political, economic, Shield/Storm, especially the fact that technol-
and military powerin every region. The chapter ogy matters on the current andfuture battlefield.
explores the concern of many states, especially The chapter provides highlights of foreign mili-
immediately after the Gulf War, about the pos- tary-technical assessments of Operation Desert
sible emergence of an American dominated Storm; evaluates foreign views of the meaning
"unipolar world." It also assesses how various of the Gulf War for the future character of
nations are responding to American power and warfare, including whether the Gulf signaled a
leadership in the post-Cold War world--by revolutionin military affairs;and considers how
bandwagoning, balancing, seeking autonomy, a selection of foreign militaries--major states,
or some combination of the three. The chapter second-tier states, and potentially hostile pow-
concludes with a review about how foreign ers--are (or are not)adjusting their military
assessments about American power have doctrine, force structure, and investment strat-
changedovertimesincetheendoftheGulfWar, egy to account for the lessons of the GulfWar.

Chapter Two assesses foreign perspectives The report concludes with an analysis of the
on why and how military power matters in light issues forfuture U.S. foreignandmilitary policy
of the Gulf War experience. The chapter dis- that may emerge as a consequence of foreign
cusses the importance that is now being placed reactions to the Gulf War.
oninternational military intervention in regional



Chapter One: The United States Matters

Ill'l _ III I

The individualcountrystudiesof foreignper- East-West competition--and that the United
spectives on the Gulf War reached a virtually States would henceforthnot be tied down geo-
unanimousconclusion: the American perfor- graphicallyby the needto maintainlarge forces
mancein Operation DesertShield/Desert Storm in Europe to defend against the USSR. This
indicated that the United States is the "only widespread foreign assessment of a dominant
superpower." The exact definitionmand U.S. position led nations to align themselves
duration--of that superpower status remains more closely with, balance against, or find
contentious, however, autonomous means of influencing the United

In a certain sense, this conclusion is not States,dependingontheirregionalcircumstances
surprising. With the "time of troubles" in the and ambitions.
Soviet Union in1990 and1991, followed by the The international perception of dominant
collapse of the USSR, one of the two Cold War American power signaled by the Gulf War has
superpowers had essentially disappeared, quite persisted to the present, much more so than
independently of events in the Gulf. Neverthe- perhaps American policy makers realize. How-
less, in the summer of 1990, there were serious ever, foreign observers are increasingly uncer-
questions about whether American power and rainas to how the United States plans to use (or
the "American system" of strategic relation- not use) its strong position; some questions
ships builtup duringthe Cold War would retain about American power are again beginning to
their relevance given the disappearance of the emerge. The Clinton administration will be
Soviet threat, the rise of the new economic clo_ly watched for signs of its intentions, and
superpowers in Germany and Japan, and the its early actions in crises such as Yugoslavia,
general diffusion of power in the international the former Soviet Union, Iraq, and Somalia are
system. For some, notably in East Asia, the decisively influencing the trajectory of foreign
decline of the United States had pointed to the assessments of the United States that initially
emergence of a multipolar world. For others, emerged from the Gulf War experience.
notably in the Middle East, the questions about One additional point should be noted: there is
the relevance of the United States had less to do a senseamong anumber of foreign governments
with American power than with American in- and analysts that the United States erred in
tentions and will to defend U.S. interests, stoppingthe war whenitdid. If the coalition had

The Gulf War represented a potential water- fought for another day or two, so the argument
shed in foreign perceptions of the United States. goes, it would have destroyed more of the Re-
As of March 1991, the continued relevanceR publican Guard force that is essential to keep
even dominance---of American power, and of Saddam Hussein in power. 1 The United States,
Washington's willingnesstoexercisethatpower, by this logic, would not necessarily have had to
was unquestioned. Operation Desert Stoma march on to Baghdad to bring about achangein
demonstrated to most foreign observers that the regime. BecauseSaddam's rule continues,how-
United States was no longer constrained by the ever, and because Iraqremains a festering issue



in, if not an immediate threat to, Persian Gulf paign. The decisive American edge in combat
security,theultimatesuccessofOperationDesert thus came not just from advanced technology,
Storm has become increasingly open to ques- but from the ability to imbed this technology in
tion. astyle of warfare that cannot be matchcd by any

other power.
But foreign observers were also impressed by

Foreign Perspectives on the the ability of Washington to manage the Gulf
United States war crisis and conflict. Americans may have

seemed divided to themselves, but other coun-

TheGulfWarindicatedtoforeignpowersthat tries noted a domestic structure and political
theUnitedStatesdid indeed stillmatter,despite consensusthatallowedthe United Statestotake
the end of the Cold War, and that America andimplement decisions relating to peace and
wouldbethe dominantglobalpowerforatleast war. Thiswas seenintemationaUyin contrastto
the remainderofthe decade. The judgmentthat the domestic weaknesses of Germany and Ja-
"the UnitedStatesis the only superpower"was pan, the two powers mostwidely seenasemerg-
made by virtually every country study. This ing contendersfor global status in a new, eco-
judgmentwas not limited to the militaryrealm; nomically dominant world.
the United States was seen as being more than Third, the United States demonstraicd the
just the sole military superpower. Francois ability, willingness, and internationally recog-
Heisbourg summed up well the emerging imer- nized legitimacy to exercise global political

: national view of the United States in the imme- leadership. Ali nations did not necessarily
diate aftermathofthe GulfWar:"... the United embrace Americanideologyma particular type
States is by far tl'.e greatest power, the sole of capitalism and democracymbutthe vast ma-
power with a truly global capacity to defend its jority of the international community was will-
interests, with the will and the means to take the ingtofollow,oratleastnotoppose, Washington's
diplomatic and military initiative in the face of lead. lt is perhaps most accurate to say that the
great challenges to the functioning of the inter- Gulf War revealed no other contender for global
national system.''2 leadership and that the U.S. style of leadership

To be su_e, American military power is a underPresidentBushwasregardedascongenial
critical element in definiag its superpower sta- to most states.
tus. Other natiort_had known that a gapexisted FinaKy,perhapsthemostimportant andunique
between them and the United States,or between U.S. attributein the Gulf crisis and war was its
them and the advanced industrial states, in high- ability to act as an integrator of nations and
technology,high-intensity warfare, butthe mag- policies. As Shahram Chubin characterized the
ltitude of that gap came as a majorsurprise for commonforeignperspectiveofthe UnitedStates:

most foreis_nmilitaries. The war specifically The 'super-power' of the U.S. clearly
highlighted certain overwhelming and unique stemmed not simply from its size or its
American capabilities that defined it asthe only superior resources, but from its ability to
global military power: (1) logisticsDthe ability harnessits power and concentrate it effec-
to move large forces over long distances, and tively... Above ali it came from an ability
sustain those forces for a significant period of to mount an integrated effort across abroad
time; (2) hfformation management_the col]ec- spectrum of capabilities and to marshal the
tion, integration, and distribution of strategic, resources--social and politicalmas well as
operational, and tactical intelligence, the ability economic andmilitaryin anintegrated man-
to communicate from and to ali levels, and the ner?
abilityto deny information andcommunications
to an adversary; and (3) the capacity to wage An assessment of Egypt's response to the Gulf
joint operations and a combined ann_ cam- War is also fairly typical of foreign lessons

learned:



FortheEgyptians, theGulfwarhighlighted American-dominated "unipolar world.''6 Even
once again the enormous strategic strength before the Gulf War, some nations such as India
of the United States; the more so since the (and Iraq) had observed that the United States
war took place on the background of the now would have much more disposable military
collapse of the Soviet Union and the Com- power following the effective collapse of the
munist bloc, and the formation of the new SovietUnionasasuperpower. American policy
world order. The Egyptians indicate the during the Gulf crisis and war suggested that
combination of the military-technological Washington might indeed use its military
strength, the economic wealth and the po- power--that the United States, freed of the
litical-diplomatic capability--which was constraints of the Cold War and in the wake of
reflected in the American administration's its overwhelming triumph in the Gulf, might
success in convincing the main body of enterinto anew phase ofinternational activism.
Western countries and the Arab world to ThisactivismwouldbemarkedbyWashington's
contribute forces and assistance to such a efforts, using the political-military capabilities
coalition; such a combination provides the and strategy that it exhibited during the Gulf
United States with unprecedented strength War, to impose its notions of democracy, hu-
in modem times? man rights, andeconomicdevelopment on states

with different values. For some, the American
By contrast, the Gulf War revealed that Gcr- effort in the Gulf was intended to reinforce this
many(orEurope)andJapan, despitetheirgrow- point as well as todefeat the Iraqis. The Cuban
ing economic capabilities, still lacked the full Communist Party held that"U.S, ruling circles
range of power resources to match or compete took full advantage of the situation and realized
with the United States. This important weak- a spectacular demonstration of force and tech-
ness--a lack of "systems integration" skill-- nological supremacy in military hardware,
was demonstrated again for Europe in the clearly aiming to frighten the world.'" The
Yugoslav crises that occurred after the Gulf Libyan government concluded that Operation
War. This political-military gap between the Desert Storm "was designed to terrify and in-United States and tiderest of the world is still

timidate other would-be aggressors and
tending to encourage great and small powers to proliferators of unconventional weapons. ''8
strengthen theirrelations with the United States, Fears of U.S. unipolarity were particularly
eveniftheyseekautonomyincertainkeyareas, pronounced in states that were avowedly oras discussed below.

potentially hostile to the United States, such as
Foreign observers did appreciate certain U.S. Iran, North Korea, Cuba, and China; byconser-weaknesses and constraints on American ac-

vative forces in the then-Soviet Union; and by
tion-anostnotablyintheeconomicrealm,where much of the Palestinian community. The im-
the image of the Uncle Sam going hat-in-hand pression of a unipolar world was particularly
forfinancial contributions forOperation Desert strong for regional powers that had once been
Shield/Storm did make a serious, and negative, aligned with the former Soviet Union. The
impression. The Egyptian assessment cited Cuban Communist Party declared at its Fourthabove also noted that the United States would

Congress in October 1991 that changes in the
have "problems pertaining to the limits of its last few years have produced a"unipolar world,
power to achieve its objectives, especiallyin the characterized above ali by the military hege-
Middle East, and to fulfil the expectations cre- mony of American imperialism... The Gulf
ated by its victory in the war.''s These weak- War contributed decisively to this military and
nesses and problems tended to be washed out in political consolidation. 's Unipolarity manifests
the afterglow of the war, however. itself for Cuba in the form of a coalition of

In fact, for many nations in the immediate advanced, capitalist states led militarily by theaftermath of Desert Storm, there was consider-
United States, even if this "grand coalition" is

ableconcern about thepossible emergence of an



divided on specific national, regional, bilateral, are, in fact, seen as a cover for broader U.S.
or multilateral issues, interests and goals.) For many Brazilian elites,

Much, although by no means all, of the Pales- the interests of their country could well be
firtian community believe that, with the fall of threatened by American action in these areas
the USSR, the United States seeks to be the (e.g., de-forestation), and they are thus suspi-
world hegemon and is ready to exploit ali of the cious of a possible emerging pattern of U.S.-led

world for its materialist greed, lt is particularly intervention in regions such as the Persian Gulf. _
said to be the enemy of"spiritual" Islam. The This international concem about unipolarity

Arabs, in turn, have never been weaker. The should not be overplayed, but it is important to
solution: refuse capitulation, prepare for a emphasize that the Gulf War left an immediate
"people's war" under the banner of Islam or anddecidedimpressionofAmericanpowerand
Arabdom, with the ultimate barrierto U.S. aims geopolitical andideological activism. U.S. rheto-

beingthe depth of faith and community. 1°Tobe ric about a New World Order tended tobe taken
sure, the Palestinian community remains di- more seriously in foreign countries than it was
videdandhasnoimmediatemeanstopursuethis here. There was a period of waiting after

policy against the United States. Operation Desert Storm, much of it anxious, to
Concern about excessive U.S. activism was see exactly what the New World Order might

especially strong in East Asia, including among mean in practice.
U.S. allies. Ironically, nations in this region had
originally tended to be influenced by the "U.S.

is in decline" perspective prior to the Gulf War. Changing National Policies and

Even for American allies like Japan and South Interests in the Aftermath of the
Korea, the concem after Operation Desert Storm
wasthatWashington'smoreaggressiveposture Gulf War
would create instabilities and lead to conflicts

(e.g., with North Korea) as the United States During and after the Gulf War, most nations

sought to enforce a New World Order. adjusted their policies to anticipate the per-
The concern about unipolarity was also evi- ceived rise in the value ofAmerican power. This

denced even in nations such as Brazil, where involved bandwagoning, balancing, or seeking

elites speculated that Washington might seek to autonomy (or some combination thereof) as

organizeGulfWar-stylecoalitionsagainststates each nation believed appropriate given their
that were perceived to violate international regional circumstances and assessment of the
norms. The common view in Brazil was that purposeanddurationofAmericanpower. Ironi-

future American policy in this unipolar world cally, some of those states which aligned them-
might prove to be old wine in new bottles, selves more clearly with the United States dur-
Washington might weq retain its "military- ing and immediately after the war are now
industrial logic"and continue to arm rather than expressing reservations about Washington's
disarm. Some in Brazil hold that Germany and policies. At the same time, a few other key states
Japan will eventually (rc)emerge as the "natural which sought to increase their autonomy from
enemies" of the United States now that the Washington in the wake of the Gulf War expe-

Soviet Union has collapsed. Perhaps a more rience have quietly begun to trim back their
widespread perspective is that the United States, more ambitious plans.

unopposed by other gleat powers, will seek to Bandwagoning. For some governments, the
shape other nations in its own image and values, perception of a dominant U.S international po-
Chief among the American objectives would be sition led toovert steps towards an accommoda-
the "solution" of global issues such as the tion with the United States, or to make an
intemational drug trade, the proliferation of existing pro-American alignment clearer. This

advanced military technologies, and environ- was especially true in the Middle East. For
mental issues. (These so-called global issues example, Egypt was confirmed in its long-
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standing judgment that the United States was Washirigton is now looking inward. However,
the dominant global and regionalpower. Egypt Syriais not likely to returnto a confrontational

. was impressed with the fact that stance because it has no superpower patron and
is too close to Israel to risk the consequences if

the United States was willing to usemassive war should occur.
military force in order to prevent the under- For a nation like Argentina, whose govern-
mining of the balance of power in a distant ment for a variety of reasons had decided to
part of the world. The more so since the move closer to the United States, the Gulf War

American military intervention completely likewise provided such an opportunity. (Ironi-
suited the Egyptian regional interests as cally, Brazil, which has traditionally had far
weil; in fact during the crisis Egypt helped friendlier relations with the Colossus of the
to convince the American administration to North than Argentina, was generally opposed to
keep a hard line toward Iraq. n American policy in the Gulf crisis.) As a study

Instead of building up its independent deterrent of Argentine reactions to the Gulf War noted:

force or pursuing the Damascus Declaration 'Ilae Gulf experience'has contributed to
idea of using Egyptian and Syrian forces in the consolidatethatpro-American policy,based
Gul f, Saudi Arabiais aligned more prominently on aclose relationship with the U.S.... The
with the United States and regards Washington Gulf War helped to create consensus in
as the principal guarantor of security in the some sectors of society, the political leader-
region, ship, andthe armed forces with regard tothe

These alignmentshave notbeenm adewithout current foreign policy, based on the alliance
important reservations that may have important with the U.S. and the personal friendship
implications. The Egyptians are somewhat and commitmentsofPresidents Menem and
nervous about American policies in the region Bush. This means a significant departure
because Saddam remains in power. Cairo is fromthe Argentinetraditionin foreignpolicy,
also disappointed with the fact that the Saudis which was characterized by apermanent--
have opted for an over-the-horizon U.S. um- usually dissimulated--hostility or, at least
brella rather than the use of Egyptian forces for competition.13
Gulf security, and suspect that Washington
encouraged this. The Mubarak government AnumberofstatesinAsiaandthePacificalso
also resents the fact that the United States has availedthemselvesoftheopportunitytodemon-
notsupportedEgypt'sproposalsforlimitingthe strate their ties to the United States. South
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction in Korea supported U.S. war efforts in order to
the Middle East. The Saudis themselves remain consolidate its security relations with the United
reserved about the U.S. role, as witnessed by States and to demonstrate Westem unity to the
their refusal, at least covertly, to reach a formal North. (Seoul's assistance, however, was more
security agreement with the United States--- modest thansome had proposed, in part because
although close cooperation obviously contin- of concern that a disproportionate South Ko-
ues. rean share of the war costs might create a

The Syrians also used the Gulf crisis as an precedent for greater burdensharing. _4) The
opportunitytoimprovetheirtieswiththe United Kuwait crisis reinforced for Singapore the im-
States, implementing a policy decision that had portance of having a close and identifiable rela-
actually beenmade priorto the warin light of the tionship with asuperpower. Singaporeans have
growing weakness of Damascus' superpower the perception that Saddam Hussein would have
patron, the USSR. Syria has once again begun been much less likely to invaded Kuwait if the
to show a certain toughness towards the United rulers of that country had not been ambivalent
States and the peace talks, which is probably about their relationship with the Americans
directly related to its perception that the U.S. before the invasion. In this regard, Kuwait's
role in the Gulf may be transient and that decision after the war to sign a ten-year mutual
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defense treaty with the United Statesma treaty can power and influence on the continentmi.e.,
that allows the Americans to use Kuwaiti mili- NATO.
tary installations--was regarded by Singapore Balancing. But for other nations and other
as a correct policy decision, lt alsoconfirmed to actors, the Gulf War pointed toward the neces-
the Singaporeans the wisdom of allowing U.S. sity to find the means to balance an unexpect-
naval forces to use their port facilities as a edly powerful United States. Conservative ele-
partial replacement for those in the Philippines. ments in the Soviet Union (and subsequently
In fact, Singapore officials have noted that the Russia) clearly felt resentment at the treatment
Kuwaiti-American defense arrangement was that this former superpower has received at the
modeled on this Singapore-U.S. memorandum handsof Washington. This resentment included
of understanding, t5 American policy toward Moscow in the Gulf

For domestic and international reasons, not War and the virtual destruction of a former
ali states wish to have a close and identifiable Soviet client state. Such resentment on the
relationship with the United States. Neverthe- Russian right has been reflected in calls to
less, the Gulf War increased the perceived ac- oppose Western intervention against Serbia in
ceptability and value of a continued American the ongoing Balkan crises.
regional military presence for nations such as Some politically influential observers in Eu-
IndonesiaandMalaysia(eveniltheycontinueto rope [e.g., former French Foreign Minister
oppose the existence of permanent American Roland Dumas and European Community (EC)
bases in the region). _6India's initial opposition Commissioner Jacques Delors] have argued
to U.S. policy against Iraq has mellowed some- that, in view of the USSR's disintegration and
what over time, to the point where New Delhi the strength shown by the United States in the
now seeks to accommodate Washington as the GulfWar, the power and influence of the United
remaining superpower. This is primarily for States should be balanced and limited by a
economic reasons (India is dependent on the stronger and more cohesive EC and by greater
United States and Japan forInternational Mon- use of the Security Council. t9 In fact, the Gulf
etaryFundloans),butalsotoavoidpoliticaland War saw a greatly increased interest in the
militaryconfrontations with the United Statesin United Nations and other international institu-
the future. Prior to the Gulf War, the conven- tions--not only for their own sake, but as a
tionai wisdom in India was that the United potential means for restraining U.S.
States was in decline; the war changed this view unilateralism.
andpersuadedlndiathattheUnitedStateswould The major power most inclined to balance
remainasuperpowerformuchlongerthanithad against the United States in the aftermath of the
earlier expected, especially militarily, t'_ After Gulf War was China. For the PRC, the Gulf
1991, the Soviet card disappeared for India and War suggested that Washington might become
not long afterward the American card disap- far more aggressive and militant in its relations
peared for Pakistan, making possible a new with Beijing, which called into question the
alignment,ts Chinese damage-limi tationstrategy towards the

For the West Europeans in general, the Gulf United States in the aftermath of Tiananmen
War revalidated the importance of the Ameri- Square. The Chinese therefore debated the
can security commitment. The war demon- possibility of returning to a Third World-ori-
stratedthatEurope,coUectivelyorasindividual ented strategy designed to build up an anti-
national entities, could yet not deal with major American bloc. This remains an option, al-
problems that might be expected to emerge in though not an ideal one, for Beijing if relations
the "arc of crises" to the east and south. The with Washington should deteriorate in the com-
Gulf War, along with other contemporaneous ing years.
events (especially the turn to the right in the lndia, asnoteclabove, hasmovedsomewhatin
then-Soviet Union), arguably saved, atleast for thedircctionofaccommodatingtheUnitedStates
the moment, the principal instrument of Ameri- in the wake of the Gulf War; however, India
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would prefer to see the emergence of a rival Small powers like Cuba, which are unpre-
superpower, most likely Russia, and would pared or unable to bandwagon with the United
support such a development. Along these lines, States, are thus seeking to find ways to continue
New Delhi was very receptive to a recent initia- to pursue their aspirations without provoking
rive by Russian President Boris Yeltsin, who American-led intervention. These strategies are
called for the emergence of an Asian counter- described in the foUowingchapter on the impor-
weightto gain politicalleveragein dealingswith tance of military power.
the United States and the West. Russia, China, Autonomy. The most common response to
and India were said to be obvious members of the perceived rise inthe valueofU.S, powerand
such an Asian coalition._°New Delhi also sees commitment that emerged from the Gulf War
the possibility of an economic rivalry emerging, and the end of the Cold War was neither simply
involving the United States, the European Com- to bandwagon with, nor balance against, the
munity (Germany), Japan, and possibly China United States, but to seek some measure of
(in the next century). But India foresees no autonomy or limited independence. The pur-
countervailing military power to the United pose of this autonomy is not necessarily to
States.21 oppose Washington's policies, but rather to

There were also a number of lesser powers acquire the political and strategic means to
that believed themselves to be out-of-step with achieve at least some significant national objec-
the American New WorldOrder. The GulfWar fives without reference to the United States,
demonstrated graphically that they could no especially with respect to regional security is-
longer rely on the implicit or explicit support of sues. More importantly, some degree of au-
the former Soviet Union, or use the Soviet card tonomy provides nations with an ability to influ-
in some fashion to limit the range of U.S. action ence the American decision-making process,
against them. These states included Iraq, North especially as it relates to issues of global war
Korea, Iran, Cuba, and Libya. Such states do and peace. The search for autonomy from the
not at the moment have a realistic means to United States is by no means new, but the Gulf
balance the United States directly (although War indicated that many states will have to find
some hope a revived Russia or a united Europe such autonomy through different means than
might provide such a balance over time). North they utilized during the Cold War.
Korea, among others, looks to Third World As it did ttvoughout the Cold War, France is
counter-alliances (e.g., with Iran and Syria) to attempting to set the standard for national au-
check American power.22 tonomy, at least rhetorically, in the general

Likewise, from Fidel Castro's perspective, in context of Western alliance solidarity. Givenits
amultipolar context brought about by the even- experience with the Gulf War, when France
tual decline of the United States, the alliance of found itself extremely dependent on the United
China and Third World countries might at some States for intelligence, the French are deter-
point in the future act as a countervailing force mined "to be capable of evaluating a situation
tothe United States. In the meantime, tocombat autonomously" so as to guarantee that"France
the"gallopinghegemonism"oftheUnitedStates, will be able to make its contributions to the
particularly in the Third World, Cuba argues resolution of crises and the maintenance of
that small countries therefore must unite and, if peace when, where, and how she wishes.''_
possible, form blocs that would add to their According to former Defense Minister Pierre
str_ngt.h. The Cuban government specifically Joxe: "The same reasons that led France to
expresses its fratemal unity with China, Viet- equip itself with an autonomous instrument of
nam, and North Korea. lt also calls on the Non- nuclear deterrence must now lead us to develop
Aligned Nations movement to "overcome its an autonomous capability for space observa-
weaknesses" and resume its role in world poli- lion. ''25 To be sure, France cannot afford to go
tics.23 thisroute alone; it therefore seeks to preserve its
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autonomy from the United States in the broader U.S. loan guarantee). In the military arena,
framework of European political and military Israel is coming to the same realization faced by
cooperation, most U.S. allies: it is simply too expensive to

Israel's post-Gulf War policy provides an pursue self-reliance in areas that would truly
interesting example of the strategic reassess- make a difference. Areas such as C3I,ballistic
ment that several important U.S. allies went missile defense, and logistics require enormous
throughin 1991and 1992. The Gulf War held investments that are difficult to justify in the
a mixed message for the Israelis: it demon- current economic and security climate, espe-
strated the importance of close ties with the ciallywhenitispossibleto"plugin"tothemuch
UnitedStates, while at the same time it revealed more extensive American capabilities (even if
that Washington no longer placed the same these capabilities come with an associated po-
value on Israel as a strategic ally given the end litical price tag). There is evidence that Israel,
of the Cold War. Because of the fragility of the upon reflection, may be inclined to work out a
strategic relationship between the two coun- cooperative division of labor with the United
tries, Israelis felt the need to reduce dependence States in some key sensitive areas, despite its
onWashington,especiallyinthemilitaryarena. 26 initial post-Gulf impulse towards autonomy.
In this resoect, the previous and current Israeli The Israeli Defense Force can best spend its
govemmentsseemtohave(re)leamedanimpor- limited dollars if it can make certain assump-
tant lesson from the Gulf War: Israeli-U.S. tions about American capabilities being avail-
relations, however developed and solid they able.
may be, do not guarantee American support for As the Israeli case suggests, many states are
the Israeli position in every case of a Middle being forced to review their more ambitious
Eastcrisis. For instance, the fact that the United plans and rethink their desire for a degree of
States rallied to Kuwait's defense was not read comfortable separation from Washington, at
in Israel as proofof an American commitment to least in terms of security. This topic is covered
tile security and well-being of ali states in the more fully in the next chapter.
regions. Former Defense Minister Arens, for
example,expressed the widespread Israeli doubt

that the world community, with the United Perceptions of U.S. Power:

States in the forefront, would have rushed to Enduring and Transitorydefend Israel.27

Immediately after the Gulf War, Israeli policy Several major shifts in foreignperspectives of
makers had a heightened awareness that Israel the United States have occurred since the end of
must develop an independent military force the Gulf War. The international concem about
strong enough to enable it to cope alone with ali
foreseeable threats.2sThis meant, in particular, excessive American activism and power has
dealing with the SSM problem, which is cur- decreased substantially in light of the events of
rently the most acute military problem the Israe- the past several years, although suspicions still
lis face. This will require independent early linger in some important quarters.Chinais an interestingreflectionof thischange.
warning as well as indigenous offensive (and As noted above, the initial Chinese reaction to
possibly defensive) counters to Arab SSMs.

the war was profound anxiety about the over-As with the French, however, the Israeli case
also points up the boundaries of the search for whelmingdisplayofAmericanmilitarypower--

power that would no longer be restrained by the
autonomy/limited independence. The outcome Soviet Union. Over time, the Chinese leader-
of the 1992 Israeli election, and the subsequent
change in government policy conceming the ship appear to have reached the conclusion thatthe Gulf War should be viewed as an aberration,
peace process, represented a major political in the sense that the United States lacks the
accommodationto American MiddleEastpolicy
(and resulted in the freeing up of the $10 billion power to enforce tmipolafity. (Debate contin-
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ues in the PRC concerning whether Washing- as that represented by the former Soviet Union,
ton, especially under the new Clinton adminis- the American stake in Europe is not nearly as
tration, is nevertheless inclined to pursue unipo- high as it is in the oil-rich Middle East.
larity.) To be sure, the Europeans themselves are

Tobe sure, from the standpointof the Chinese deeply divided on the significance of Yugosla-
leadership, the United States is admittedly the via and whether military intervention would be
only superpower, in the sense that it is the only wise. Nevertheless, there is a sense that the
nation that can project force anywhere in the Americans could have "done something" in
world and that is a player in every region. That Yugoslavia and that Washington would have
does not mean that Washington is dominant "done something" had the problem occurred in
everywhere, however. Also, the Chinese note the Persian Gulf. For example, there is a view
factors that will constrain the exercise of U.S. held by some German elites that early and

power (e.g., the continued stagnation of the substantial American military action in the
American economy and domestic problems as Croatian phase of the conflict would have had
exemplified by the Los Angeles riots). There is an immensely sobering effect on the Serbians,
residual Chinese respect for American eco- and thereby have changed the entire political-
nomic and especially technological prowess, military dynamic of the crisis. '9
but the United States is viewed as being in The result of the European comparison of
relative economic decline, especially with re- Yugoslavia and the Gulf is a belief that a
spect to the dynamic Asian states, strategic vacuum has emerged on the continent

The current Chinese view is thus that the becauseofincreasingAmericandisengagement.
international system is in transition, with some lt is unclear whether this vacuum is truly dan-
clear trends towards multipolarity, but that the gerous, but there is a frustration among many
UnitedStates has the greatest degree ofcompre- continental Europeans that the U.S. seems to
hensive power of any nation. The Chinese oppose measures that might allow Europe to fill
continue to debate the extent to which (and this vacuum, for example, with the Franco-
where) the United States will face constraintson German corps, at a time when the United States
itsintemationalbehavior. Recent developments, is unwilling to take the lead. A key assessment
such as the F-16 sale to Taiwan and U.S. made by many Europeans, mnning contraryin
proposals for a Radio Free Asia, still seem to part to the early lessons of the Gulf, is that if
suggest a more ambitious and threatening U.S. NATO cannot be used to address the problems
agenda and to question the PRC's post- in Yugoslavia, thenits relevance (andthat of its
Tiananmen Square damage-limiting strategy principal member, the United States) to Euro-
towards Washington. pean security must surely decline in important

The evolving West European view of the ways.
United States in the aftermath of the Gulf War The Serbian leadership's assessment is quite
suggests more of a reevaluation of American interesting in this regard. For Belgrade, the
interests andintentions, ratherthanofAmerican United States is the single most important ele-
power. The initial view, as noted above, was ment in the intemational community, and sig-
that the war seemed to revalidatethe importance nificant military action by that community is
ofthe United Statesto European security, and of politically and technically impossible without
the principal instrument of the U.S. guarantee, American backing. The United States is not
NATO. ButformanyEuropcans, acomparison strong enough, however, to act without the
of the American policy toward the Gulf crisis support of other key players. The Serbians took
with the crises in Yugoslavia suggests that the comfort in the fact that, because the United
Americans have made a dc facto decision that States did not assume a leadership role in the
their vital interests are not now engaged on the early stages of the Yugoslav crises, outside
European continent. In the absence of a clear military intervention was unlikely if not impos-
and present great-power hegemonic threat such sible. TheCroatians, incontrast, initially thought
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that a purely European military intervention genuine confusion about what the United States
was credible, but they were soon disabused of is really up to in the region.
that notion._° In this sense, key pro-Western Arab allies in

No serious doubts about short-term American the Middle East have the opposite perception to
powerhaveemergedintheMiddleEastsincethe that of the West Europeans: one of overly
Gulf War; in fact, the dominance of U.S. global active, and erratic, U.S. involvement in their
and regional power had been appreciated region. American policy toward Iraq since the
throughout the Middle East before the summer war seems unsound to pro-Western Arab states
of 1990. This was true even in Iraq--Saddam's like Saudi Arabia. From a regional standpoint,
notorious February 1990 speech argued for the the Gulf War is not yet over; the overarching
Arabs to act before the American-lsraeli axis American objective should be stability, butU.S.
could take advantage of its increased power policies---which are neither able to overthrow
positionaftertheendoftheColdWar. TheGulf Saddam nor accommodate to his continued
WardidneverthelessservetoconfirmAmerican ruleJseem to be promoting instability. There
willingness to exercise its dominant power posi- is, for example, genuine concern about the U.S.
tion to secure its interests in the Middle East. support for the Kurdish quasi-state in the north
The depth and reliability of the American com- and the exclusion zone in southern Iraq, since
mitment to states such as Saudi Arabia had not many Arab countries fear that the United States
been as clear before. As a study on Jordan's is now bent on dismembering Iraq. They want
response to the Gulf War noted: to see Saddam removed, but not through the

dismemberment of the country.
From the King's point of view, the willing- At the same time, the Arab states are puzzled
ness of the United States government to go by the standards for U.S. intervention outside of
to war for an Arab ally or a coalition of the Gulf. There is considerable public outrage
Arab allies, in this case primarily Saudi about American and European inaction in
Arabia and Kuwait, bolstered [King] Bosnia. The West, it is widely felt, is lettingHussein's trust of U.S. verve--an ironic Bosnia suffer because Bosnians are Muslims
private conclusion considering Jordan's and the West would not intervene to protect
alignmentwith Iraqduring thewar. Jordan's Muslims from (Serbian) Christians, or at least
interpretation of U.S. policy in Iran with the wouldnot protectMuslims solong as oil was not
fall ofthe Shahin 1978-79,in Lebanon with

present. The recent intervention in Somalia has
the ill-fated Marine deployment of 1982- furtherconfusedmatters: why would the United
84, and with respect to the genel"alfeckless- States intervene to protect starving Muslims inness of the Iran-Contra affair, had led the

the Horn of Africa, but not in Europe? The
King and his court to question not the u_ualMiddle Eastpenchant forconspiracy theo-
capability of the U.S. military, but the spine ries and Machiavellian plots has led to popular
and sagacity of American political leader- arguments that the Somalia intervention is re-
ship... The very firm and resolute--and ally a cover for a U.S.-Egyptian move against
ultimately successfulmU.S, response to the Sudan's Islamic fundamentalist regime, or that
invasion of Kuwait has gone a very long it is somehow linked to the strategic control of
way toward restoring the King's confidence the Red Sea? 2
that, when push comes to shove, the United There is also considerable political uncer-
States still knows how to be bold in protec- tainty in the region about the mid- to long-termtion of its own interests and those of its future--not ali Middle Eastem states have ac-
aUies?l

cepted American global or regional hegemony;
States such as Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Jordan a new world order is not in piace. The United
no longer doubt that the United States would States faces a constant problem in the Middle
intervene again in the Gulf, because oil is avital East: what reassures can also frighten. U.S.
U.S. interest. The perception is rather one of activism during the Gulf crisis and war, and
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since, points toward the seriousness of Ameri- observers did note American weaknesses, par-
can commitmentsbut also raises regional con- ticularly economic. A few states--especiaUy
cern about unipolarity and lack of influence thosewith antagonisticrelationswith the United
over U.S. policies. Among Arab states, the States--magnified these problems to the point
accession of a new American presidentheight- of anticipatingWashington'sdecline. Fromthis
ensthese concerns, inthatClintoncouldreverse perspective, the Gulf War represented the last
Bush's relatively pro-Arabstance and become hurrah of fading power. Deeply-rooted trends
more activist in the human rights arena, in intemational relations towards multipolar-

This analysis raises the questions about the ity---trends that were evident longbefore the
long-term endurance of the pro-American coa- Gulf Waruwill reassert themselves once the
lition among many Arab states that the Gulf political afterglow of the U.S. performance in
War seemed to produce. In the view of Paul Operation Desert Storm wears off.
Jureidini and Ronald D. McLaurin: The declinist perspective, consciously or not,

borrows heavily from the popular American
Without question, the Gulf crisis and war intellectual debate of the late 1980s about the

led to fundamental change in the coalition longevity of American power. Tariq Aziz, for
pattems that existed priorto the crisis... At instance, argues that "the alleged American age
the same time, alignments that emerged lacks permanence, and is plagued by many
during the Gulf War may or may not sur- factors of weakness and backwardness... Any
vive the immediate post-crisis period. The decline in the American power--which is at itsreasons of state that militated for certain

peak and can grow no furthermwould mean
political movements duringthe war were a relative progress for the Arab forces." Two
function of priorities set by the magnitude serious problems----the budget and trade deft-and nature of the crisisit_lf. The end of the
crisis naturally brought about a shifting of cits----"constitute the gravest internal threat to
priorities, even where general objectives American military power and superior political
remained unchanged, and this resorting of posture. The world has never seen an empirecapable of maintaining military and political
priorities suggests that wartime coalitions hegemony without a finn and stable financial
may prove as ephemeral and unrepresent- base." _

ative as those of the major allies during IraqobviouslyfeelsthatthesurvivalofSaddamWorld War II 33
• Hussein and Iraq's successful resistance to some

In addition to shifting considerations of U.N. demands is further proof of American
realpolitik that may affect the attitudes of key weakness.
Arabgovernments toward the UnitedStates and Thedeclinists, particularly thosein the Middle
each other, there is the as-yet unanswered issue East, also reject the notion that American "ire-
of whether the splitbetween Arab elites and the ology" is ascendent. America is a declining
Arab "street" that seemed to be manifest during moral as well as economic power; the United
the war was a transient or enduring phenom- States' strategic position is solely dependent on
enon. its military capabilities, whichis fragileand will

erode over time. Leaders of the Pan-Islamic
movements such as Sudan's Hasan al-Turabi

Declinist Perspectives and the exiled leaders of the Egyptian, Tunisian
and Algerian movements have argued that

The general perception that emerged from the American weakness is visible in its inability to
GulfWar (as wellas developments surrounding remove Saddam, and directly attribute it to the
theendoftheColdWar)wasthuslargelyoneof moral weakness of the United States. Islamic
unique American strengths andadominant U.S. movements sometimes claim that Iraq's secular
power position. At the same time, foreign Ba'thist ideology made it vulnerable to the

Americansin the firstpiace, andpoint to the fact
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that Iran has never been seriously hurt by U.S. In this light, Japan's financial contribution to
sanctions in the post-Shah era despite its hold- the PersianGulfcoalition was misguided; Japan
ing of American hostages for more than a year. should instead have dispatched military forces
The presumed conclusion is that Iran enjoys a (e.g., two or three escort ships to protect oil
moral superiority over the United States due to tankers in the Gulf). Japan should also realize
its Islamic ideology. This argument resonates that it enjoys leverage over the United States
strongly among the "fundamentalist" move- because its technology is an indispensable in-
ments, which see the United States as their gredient for American military effectiveness.
major enemy but also as something of a paper Ishihara claims that of the 93 types of semicon-
tiger.35 ductors that were used in strategically critical

Declinist views ironically tend to be held by American weapons, all but one was manufac-
thosestates that feareda near-term U.S. drive to tured in Japan.37
enforceideological hegemony in the wake ofthe There is an interesting variant on the theme of
Gulf War (e.g., Iraq, Iran, Cuba, and to some emergingmultipolarity, as presented by a South
extent China). The U.S. decline is not expected Korean study on the implications of the Gulf
to manifest itself fully for another five to ten War: s According to thisassessment, the United
years,so it hasonly limited operational value for States will remain the only superpower for the
clay-to-daypolicy making, even for those gov- foreseeable future; the other contenders for su-
emments andfactions that claim toembracethis perpower status--Germany, Japan, China,
viewpoint. In the Middle East, there is some Russia, and united Europe----each have weak-
effort to "demarginalize" China as an offset to nesses that will prevent them from broadening
the United States, although this is widely re- their "power portfolio." That said, a U.S.-
garded as wishful thinking at the moment, centered unipolar system is neither possible nor

The declinist perspective is obviously self- desirable. The reduction of U.S. military capa-
serving, but carries important implications if it bilities seemsinevitablegiven the collapseofthe
gains wide credibility. For one thing, it is held Soviet threat, domestic economic difficulties,
by other potentially important foreign groups andisolationist sentiments in the United States.
that are now not in power but that could become The United States has no reason to serve as the
more prominent if domestic circumstances world's policeman and pressures will accord-
change (e.g., the Japanese nationalists). These ingly grow for the economic superpowers---
nationalists, such as Shintaro Ishihara ("The Germany and Japarv--to pull their own weight.
Japan that Can Say No") contend that, with the The current situation,which might be charac-
end of the Cold War, the world has really terized as aunipolar world, is therefore unstable
become"nonpolar," and the notionof a unipolar and will be transformed over the next decade
worldunder American leadership is an illusion, into a U.S.-led, multipolar system. This system
(lt should be stressed that this is decidedly not will be marked by increasing conflicts and arms
the view of the Japanese political mainstream.) buildups in the South, while the North is rela-
Accordingtothe nationalists,however, theworld tivel y peaceful andengages in substantial disar-
is returning to a restoration of nineteenth cen- mament. The existing alliance system will be
tury international politics, as seen from a Japa- loosened or will break down entirely, ushering
neseperspective--aworldwithoutaclearstruc- in a new era of non',_ignment during which
ture in which there is a high probability of regional balances of forces will become the
chronic disorder. The othermajorpowers (e.g., essential factor in deterring regional conflicts.
Russia and China) will be unlikely to support If the United States does intervene militarily in
future Desert Storms. Japan has therefore such conflicts, it wiUdo soeither unilateraUyor
reached a point when it must seriously think by forming an ad hoc coalition with other con-
about and implement its own global policy, cernedcountries. Interdependence insuchareas
rather than continue to see the world through an as economy, the environment, and natural re-
American lens.36 sources will increase, but paradoxically on the
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security front a nation's independent capabili- may be quickly tested politically, ifnot militar-
ties will be more critical than before, according ily, as other states reevaluate whether the prin-
to this Korean perspective, cipal lesson of the Gulf War--the UnitedStates

chose to matterwis still the case.

The Bottom Line: The United
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Chapter Two: Military Power Matters

I I II I I

"lhc Gulf War indicated that the favorable Without the disciplining effect of the Cold

change in Soviet power and intentionsmand the War system of alignments, regional conflicts
subsequent demise of the USSR altogetherm became more likely. The Gulf War experience
did not mean that the international community therefore buttressed the decision by anumherof
was entering into a brave new world in which important regional powers, especialiy in Asia,
military power, and the capabi]]ty to use force, to improve their military capabilities. In the
was radically devalued, case of Malaysia, for example, this will mean a

Traditionally, war has been the ultimate arbi- quadrupling of the defense budget (to $3.88
terofaffairsamongnations, but it has also been billion) over the next five years. Malaysia

the means by which a hierarchy of powers is justifies this increase on the grounds that new
confirmed or established in the international formsofconflictmayemergcaftertheendofthe
system. Given the low and diminishing prob- East-West conflict, particularly those involving

ability of war among the great powers in the disputed areas, such as existed between lraq and
nuclear age_and the supposed rise in the sa- Kuwait. The possibility of such conflicts is by
lience t_f economic power as the currency of no means purely theoretical: Malaysia is in-
international relations after the end of LhcCold volved in several territorial disputes _.th China,
War--it was unclear in the summer of 1990 Taiwan, Vietnam, Brunei, and the Philippines

how a power hierarchy might be created, recog- over the Spratly Islands in the South China St:a;
nized, and enforced. The Gulf "_Varhad the with Indonesia over the islands of Sipadan ana

effect, as noted in the previous chapter, of Ligitan; and with Singapore over F)ulau Batu
establishing the Un_ted States as the dominant Putih, also known as Pedra Branca. Like many

world power, lt also suggested to other powers, other Asian-Pacific states, Malaysia also pro-
larger and smaller, steps that they might have to fesses its concern over the development of
take to maintain orimprove theirposition in the China's military capability and the build-up of

post-Cold War hierarchy. India's blue water navy.
The Gulf War demonstrated to foreign states The Gulf War pointed to the inability of the

thecontinuedsalienceofmilitarypowerinother major states to wall themselves off from re-
ways--most notably in the context of various gional conflicts, as at least arguably had been
national needs to participate in, encourage, or the case before the war. Interstate aggression
deterintemationalinterventionsin regional con.. in key regions, such as the Middle East, could

flicts. Two types ot regional conflict--tradi- obviously threaten vital material interests (e.g.,
tionalwarsamongstatesandemergingstruggles oil). The proliferation of weapons of mass
within existin_ states (religious, ethnic, etc.)--- destruction and long-range delivery systems
werehothinevidcqceintheGt,!fcr]sis, war, and further raised the stake of such conflicts.

aftermath. The._,ebecame ofdemonstrable con- Intrastate conflicts held out the risk of spill-
cern to the international community, and in over effects, that is, "local" events couid get out

particular to lhc major states, of control and involve the larger and more direct
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interests ofextemal powers. Intrastateconflicts World adversary on its own turf). Such views
also raised humanitarian concerns and brought were by no means universal---the Vietnamese
public opinion in the democracies into play, as government, although impressed by the perfor-
was the case during Saddam's efforts to sup- mance of Ame-ican technology, seemed
press the Kurdish rebellion in the wake of the unpersuaded that a war such as that waged
Gulf War. against Iraq would succeed against them.4 The

ThenFrench DefenseMinisterJoxe expressed following assessment, however, is much more
aFrench perspective onthese problems when he typical:
referred to "new risks of long-lasting crises in

The Egyptians assert that technologicalnear and distant theaters" in the Middle Eastand
Africaand "perhaps tomorrow"in East-Central prowess has granted the United States the

decisive conventional capabilities it hadand Balkan Europe. Moreover, in the wake of failed to achieve in the Vietnam war. lt can
the Gulf War, new developments in intema-

be assumed, therefore, that in Egypt's as-tional humanitarian law, particularly the right
to interfere in support of persecuted minorities, sessment, the military success in the Gulf
have opened "new perspectives" for French War, the internal public support the war
military requirements.2 In another venue, Joxe gained within ali members of the coalition,

and especially in the United Slates, andexplained how this changed international envi- above ali the low number of casualties
ronmentcouldrequiretheuseofFrenchmilitary involved in it have contributed to further
power: liberate the American administrationand

In past decades our defense was conceived society from the constraintsof the Vietnam
to respond to a clearly identified threat; syndrome,s
[but] the simple, brutal anddirect threat has

Some have argued that the end of the Coldbecome blurred. This threat has been re-
War means that regional powers or internalplaced by risks that are innumerable, di-
factions are no longer under the "discipline" (ifverse, and geographically dispersed, and
not control) of their superpower patron, andfor this reason difficult to grasp and evalu-

ate... Our defense must be adapted to hencethattheyaremorelikelytobehaveaggres-
crises of more and more varied forms.., sively. But at the same time, the endof the Cold

War also freed the external powers of the con-Today our country could be drawn into
straints that had been placed on regional inter-crises striking it indirectly and gradually
vention by fears of escalation. In the first test ofbut quite as gravely in its security and
how such a relationship would play itself out,independence as a direct military confron-

tation.3 the Gul fWar suggested that the externalpowers
seemed tocome outmuch aheadmilitarily within

In addition to highlighting the salience of these altered strategic parameters.
regionalconflicts, theGulfWarpointedtowhat To be sure, the Gulf War arguably repre-
many foreign observers regarded as an unex- sented such a unique set of conditions that a
pectedly large gap in military capability be- generalization of this sort might be misleading
tween the major states and regional powers (or and dangerous. Still, for many foreign observ-
between major states and factions participating ers, the weight of evidence had shifted to favor
in intrastate conflicts). This indicated that theexternal, intervening, high-techpowerrather
military intervention can be a feasible, if not than a local state attempting to rely on factors
always desirable, option to deal with regional such as terrain and political will. The more
conflicts. The Gulf War qualified, if it did not reluctance to date of the high-tech West to
completely eliminate, the Vietnam/Beirut/Af- intervene against the low-tech Serbians in the
ghanistan syndrome (i.e., the beliefthat external Balkans may affect this perceptiorr--although a
powers cannot successfully and economically failure of Western military intervention would
deal with a determined and resourceful Third have an even greater impact.
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Perhapsmost importantly, the Gulf War set a erode the long-term basis of American global
critical precedent that external military inter- leadership.
vention in regional conflicts may well occur To sum up: the Gulf War demonstrated that
under international, not national or bilateral, military power matters because (1) regional
auspices. This precedent was set by inter- and intrastate conflicts are likely to occur
Washington's choice. The UnitedStates did so, in the emerging international environment; (2)
from foreign perspectives, for several basic such contlicts matter to powers outside tb_
reasons that are likely to hold in future major region; and (3) the use of external military
crises. First, andmost obvious, is the American power, probably organized under international
need forfinancial support, which will be greatly auspices, can at least in some circumstances be
facilitated by using international fora. Second, threatened or used to affect the course or decide
itcanbeexpectedthattheUnitedStates,orother the outcome of regional conflicts. Various
major powers seeking to lead an international states, or parties or groups within states, are
coalition, will use multinational arrangements responding to this implication of the Gulf War
to provide domestic and international legiti- in different ways according to their particular
macy for the threat or use of military force, national or factional perspectives.
Third, in many cases, intervention in some The majority of states, especially the major
regional conflicts will be .sochallenging as to powers, are seeking to influence or control the
require the support of many other states, which process of international (or American) decision
supportisoftenmostreadilycalleduponthrough making that will lead up to the possible use of
an international mechanism. This supponm extemal force in regionalinterstate and intrastate
including bases, over-flight fights, logistical conflicts. This includes influence over the con-
supportmmay be necessary to apply decisive duct and aims of military action should force be
force (i.e., the ability to ensure a quick conflict used. Some states or factions--those that see
with low casualties and low collateral damage), themselves as potential targets of international
Intemational support will be ali the more neces- military action--are seeking the means to dis-
sary if another major power center besides the suade or deter such intervention. Finally, other
United States, Europe, for example, takes the states or factions--those that see themselves as
lead. potential victims of local or regional aggres-

Are such international auspices, however, siorv--are seeking to encourage international
merely seen by foreign states as a flag of conve- intervention. Of course, states or factions may
nience for the United States, as appeared to be fall into more than one category, depending on
thecaseduringtheGulfWar? The answeris yes the particular circumstances at hand, but they
and no. Yes, in the sense that the United States tendto haveoverriding interests in pursuing one
had the power to undertake Desert Storm with- of these objectives. The perspective of each of
out assembling an international coalition and these classes of states/factions on the impor-
that it is the only power physically capable of tance ofmilitary powerin light of the GulfWar
conducting such large-scale operations in the is discussed below.
future.6 Yes, also in the sense that many states
want to encourage the belief in the necessity for
international cooperation, precisely as a means Case Study: The Western
of restraining American unilateralism, what- European Response
ever the "objective" realities might be. But
foreign states do believe that the United States Prior to examining the specific national reac-
will use such international mechanisms to gen- tions, it is useful to examine the impact of the
erate essential domestic and foreign legitimacy. GulfWaron the question of a European defense
If the United States were to fail to use such and security identity.7 The notion of such an
mechanisms, there is a sense that this would identity seemed to have a good deal of momen-
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tum in the summer of 1990, as partof a larger numberof forces needed; the United States has
processof Europeanintegrationthatmightlead a defense budgetthat is roughly twice that of
to the creationof a new force in worldpolitics Britain,France,and Germanycombined.
comparableto thatof the UnitedStates. Unfor- The impetus for cohesion, as Francois
tunatelyforadvocatesof such an approach,the Heisbourg wrote during the Gulf crisis, still
Gulf War revealed starkly the inadequacyof exists:
both European military capabilities and the

When a logic of warprevails, as has beenEuropeans' ability to organize what they do
have. the case since the invasion of Kuwait by

Several major areas of Europeansecurity/ Iraq, diplomatic weight is directly corre-
latedwiththe militarycapabilitiesinvolved.defense weakness were revealed by the Gulf
The crisis demonstrates that only the Euro-War. First, the entire crisis demonstrated a lack

of a political consensus on European-wide in- pearl dimension would permit us to reach
the criticalmass: it is ali the more necessaryterests and policies. The French and Italian
for us to make upthe weight fully within adiplomaticapproach to Saddam differed from

thatofthe Americans,and from otherEuropean European framework,l0
states.Second, aGermanevaluationoftheGulf In the aftermath of the Gulf War, France has
War noted the following deficiencies in Euro- continuedits efforts, with only limited success,
pean military capabilities as compared with toincrease WestEuropeancohesion in security
those of the United States: C31(e.g., surveil- affairs. As Heisbourghas also noted, the prob-
lance and navigation satellites, reconnaissance iem is the need to reconcile the securitypolicies
and targetacquisition, electronicdata process- of "extroverted" countries like Britain and
ing, and relay), modem guided and standoff France, and "introverted" countries like Gcr-
weapons,night vision devices, long-range air manyma distinction that was made painfully
transportassets, airbornerefuelingcapabilities, clear during the Gulf crisis and war._ Europe
andmodem air defense systems. Each of these therefore expects that any major out-of-area
areas will be important for futureout-of-area operation will have to be conducted with the
multinational operations? United States. NATO's enduring value, in this

Third, Europewasnotinaposition,organiza- respect, will be a function of the infrastructure
tionally or by inclination, to coordinate the that facilitates a multinational response to a
assets it did have. NATOprovedtobeofmuch particular crisis._2 One of the purposes of a
more direct and indirect significance than was European entity such as the WEU would be to
the Westem European Union (WEU) in sup- increase European influence in the decision-
porting military operations in the Gulf. (Of the making of a future coalition.
WEU's most visible role in the Gulf, that of That said, the Gulf War appears to have
navalcoordination, formerFrenchDefenseMin- encouraged several West European states to
ister Joxe acknowledged that this "played only adopt more "extroverted" policies, particularly
asupporting rolein the preparation andconduct in reaction to new securitythreats emerging on
of the military operations. ''9) Changing this NATO's southern flank. Spain, Italy, and
situationwill beverydifficult. DefensebudgeLs Turkey(ifdefinedas"European")cometomind
throughout Europe are declining, and Britain in this respect, in the case of Spain, the Gulf
and France are to some extent locked in, fiscally War triggered renewed concern about the dan-
andpoliticaUy, by theircommitmenttonational gcr posed by Islamic fundamentalism in the
nuclearforcesthatareoutside aEuropean frame- Maghreb. Inthe words of one Spanish military
work. Germany's conventional forces are con- official: "Spain has gone from being the rear
figured almost exclusively for combat on the guard, tobecomingthevanguard." TheSpanish
former Central Front and at present cannot government used the occasion of the Gulf War
move out of area (even if the political will to do to move public opinion towards acceptance of a

were present). Europe does not have the more outward-looking foreign and defense
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policy. According to Prime Minister Felipe tureintemational crisis managementormilitary
Gonzales: "Our country has never taken the enforcement actions will not be sufficient.
responsibility of assuming its obligations with "Checkbook diplomacy" will not work; it will
the other countries that surround it or those of quickly turn into "taxation without representa-
the international community. In other words, tion," as it did during the Gulf crisis and war.
we have been isolated and it is very difficult to There is a broad political agreement among the
change the psychology of isolation. We want to Germans and Japanese that they cannot remain
participate in the welfare of the European com- one-dimensional (i.e., solely economic) powers.
munity." This change in national psychology As a study on Italian reactions to the Gulf War
was aided by the fact that Spain sent its own noted:

small naval detachment to support the U.N. State power intheintemational system will
embargo against Iraq, and that it played a
critical logistical role in the deployment of U.S. be in the future partly a function of the
forces to the Gulf.13 capability and political will of individual

nations to participate in multinational mili-
Acritical question for the future of European

securityconcernswhetherGermanyhaslearned tary efforts. Those nations that refuse, or
similiar lessons, and is becoming more of an areunabletoparticipatebecauseofteclmo-
"extroverted" power. Asimilar question can be logical or personnel limitations, will bedenied a seat at the table when decisions are
raised about Japan and Asian security. The made regarding future international secu-follow section addresses the attitudes of these
two key countries in the wake of the Gulf War. rity structures and policies.14

The Germans and Japanese are accordingly
seeking ways to contribute tointernational peace

The Response of Major Military- andsecurity besides providing money, while

Technical Powers: Germany and gaining corresponding influence over the pro-
cess by which decisions about peace and secu-

Japan rity are made. Because the United States is the
dominant global power, whose international

This section examines the implications of the position depends heavily on its unique military
Gulf War for two aspiring major powers that, capability, this particularly means fmding some
like Europe asa whole, found themselvesunable way to gain leverage over American policy--up
to influence or participate in extemal interven- to and including the diplomatic means to dis-
tion in regional conflicts. Perhaps most impor- suade the United States from undertaking mili-
tantly, the Gulf War demonstrated to Germany tary action.
and Japan that they could not translate their Tokyo and Berlin could, in principle, attempt
economic strength into greater international to gain this leverage by duplicating or at least
power and influence if they remained "intro- emulating American military capability--"if
verted" states. Trying to remain aloof from military power still matters in the post-Cold
regional political-military crises---as was the War world, then let us become major military
initial German and Japanese inclination after powers." This however is not regarded as a
the invasion of Kuwait--proved to be both viable course. The domestic and international
impractical and counter-productive. German costs of unilateral remilitarization are seen as
and Japanese elites and mass public opinion being far too high by most Germans and Japa-
were embarrassed by their slow and reluctant nese. In fact, defense budgets are expected to
support of the U.N. during the Gulf crisis---as decline in both countries. Instead, Japan and
perceived by other states--and were upset by Germany aresearching forothermeans that will
the unfavorable international reaction to this allow them to play in the political-strategic
tardiness, game now dominated by the United States. The

The conclusion reached by the GermarLsand governing elites--and some in the opposition--
Japanese is that monetary contributions to fu-
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seek to push outward gradually to establish new area debate haverun intomajor opposition from
national interests andestablisha wider range of the Social Democrats (SPD), public opinion,
acceptable behavior, and significant portions of the Free Democrats

For at least a time after the Gulf War, the U.N. (FDP). This splitcontinues over the question of
Security Council was seen as the best fora in amending the constitution to allow German
whichto gain international influence, and hence troops to take pan in U.N. sanctioned combat
the growing interest on the part of Tokyo and operations. Nevertheless, at the moment, these
Berlin for Security Council membership. But divisions in the governing coalition appeartobe
even if such membership is achieved, German tactical rather than fundamental in character:
and Japan governing elites believe that they the CDU, CSU, and most of the FDP accept the
cannot advance their distinct interests unless need forGermany to go beyond peacekeeping.16
they are also willing to support and participate In any case, the German military is seeking to
in some form in military enforcement/peace- dcveloprapid-reactionforces, andtheGulfWar
keeping activities. In fact, Security Council was influential in shaping plans for that force.
membershipmightdependonGermanandJapa- NATO's new force structure, with its heavy
nesewillingnesstobe_omemore"normal"mem- emphasis on a Rapid Reaction Force, provides
hers of the international community in this the Bundeswehr with a political basis on which
respect. As Joseph Nye has written: "Japan's to plan for out-of-area operations. A study by
inability to provide personnel for the Gulf op- Thomas Enders andMichael Inacker alsonoted
eration and the subsequent failure of the first the often-heard words of German force plan-
peacekeeping bill in the Dietmade many coun- ners: "Fortunately, we have Turkey in the
tries skeptical about whether Japan merited a Alliance; almost everything we need in order to
rolein the Security Council. The Diet's passage project forces to eastern Turkey can be used in
of a peacekeeping bill in the summer of 1992 out-of-area operations as well. ''_v
was a turning point that quieted some of those Any increased German assertiveness in the
concems.,,_5 political-strategic arena cannot be undertaken

Bydeveloping modest capabilities in the con- unilaterally; it must be subsumed in a larger
text of international military intervention or multinational framework. For Germany, this

:_, peacekeeping, Germany and Japan are also larger framework means both Europe (e.g.,
implicitly developing anationalor regional mili- throughthe Franco-German corps) andcontin-
tary hedge in the event of deteriorating condi- uedclose partnership with the United States and
tions in the international environment coupled its principal security device in Europe, NATO.
with American withdrawal. In this respect, German political elites seem to

Germany. For Berlin, this process of nor- be reconsidering the value of the United Na-
malizationhastobeviewedinthecontextofthe tions, which seemed to be highly regarded ira-
huge domestic imperative to absorb the political mediately after the the Gulf War. The course of
and economic costs of unification, which re- events in the former Yugoslavia havepersuaded
main the dominant fact in German politics. But many Germans that,ifa major crisis occurredin
measured steps have been taken to increase the Poland or elsewhere in east-central Europe, the
German sphere of action. For example, one can United Nations would not be the appropriate
cite deployments of German aircraft to Turkey mechanism to manage the crisis.
(however reluctant) during the Gulf War, new Japan. The Gulf War, and its aftermath, had
German assertiveness in the initial stages of a profound influence on Japanese mainstream
Yugoslav crisis, and attempts to amend or thinking about security. _8 Together with a
reinterpret the constitution to permit out-of re- changein the geopoliticalenvironment ofnorth-
gion and out-of-area deployments in a multina- east Asia (including the collapse of the Soviet
tional context. The Christian Democrats/Ba- Union and developments on the Korean penin-
varian Christian Social Union (CDU/CSU) ef- sula), the war represented a formative event in
forts to push out the parameters of the out-of- the emergence of a major debate in Japan about
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its future role in the world._9The Japanese were race that is emerging in Southeast Asia. This
upset withthelackofconsultationbythe United arms race, which the Japanese see as being
States during the Gulfcrisis and war, and were drivenbyChinainlightofBeijing'sownlessons
concerned with knowing against whom Ameri- of the Gulf War,z_suggests that the world may
can military power might be next used. To be returning to a nineteenth-century style pat-
become a serious player on the new global tem of conflict over resources.
scene, Japanese policy makers realized that In light of these regional dangers, the Japa-
economic power alone was not nearly as ml- nese mainstream believes that it must accord-
evant as they had previously thought, and that ingly interpret the constitution more flexibly to
new means had to be found to exert influence, broaden the scope of Self-Defense Force (SDF)

One of the central strategic messages for the activitiesand contribute more actively tocollec-
Japanese political mainstream from the Gulf tive security. The dispatch of Japanese mine-
was that regional conflicts will require a broad- sweepers to the Gulf after the war was an
ening of Japan's security perspective beyond important political step in this regard, and it
that of homeland defense to include collective helped build support for the peacekeeping op-
security and arms control.2° (Some experts erations (PKO)bill. It demonstratedthatJapa-
believe that this lesson from the Gulf Warmight nese military forces could operate usefully,
havebeen short-lived ifthe Soviet threat hadnot responsibly, and appropriately outside of the
disappeared later in 1991--that Tokyo might home islands and waters. The Japanese swept
have tried to return to business as usual had the for mines in Iranian territorial waters, some-
old, comfortable bipolar international system thing that was acceptable to both Tehran and
continued to exist.) The Japanese, for example, Washington. Japanese policy makers werequite
have begun to distribute foreign aid in part proud of this action, as it demonstrated that
based on the extent to which a recipient nation Japancould complement American military and
exports arms; this criterion has already been diplomatic actions in regional hot-spots,z2
usedwith respect to Indonesia, India, and Ma- Under the new PKO bill, the SDF will be able
laysia. Support for and participation in peace- to provide noncombat support for U.N. peace-
keeping operations is another new mechanism keeping activities; any military role is explicitly
being explored by Tokyo--less as a means of prohibited. The logical extension of this posi-
containing regional conflicts than to develop tion is that the SDF should eventually be ca-
credibility with and leverage in the United Na- pable ofparticipation in U.N.-sanctioned peace
tions. One important goal is membership on the enforcement actions. This position is not yet
U.N. Security Council, as a means of ensuring accepted politically, but the Democratic Social-
that Tokyo's voicewill be heard before the fact, ist Party (DSP) has recently come out in favor
that specificJapaneseinterestswillbe addressed, of revising the Japanese constitution to permit
that altematives to the use ofmilitary power are such a contribution. The DSP is the first
preferred, and that the "unequal treaties" im- opposition party to make such a shift, and was
posed after World War II (such as the enemies' stimulated by a similar move towards the center
clause in the U.N. Charter) are removed, on such issues by the German SPD. In fact,

For the Japanese, particularly with the growth Japanese politicians and elites have paid close
of the North Korean nuclear and ballistic mis- attention to the parallel debate in Germany on
sile programs, the danger of regional conflicts is subjects like the Gulf War and Security Council
no longer theoretical or limited to other regions, membership.
(Tokyo is even concemed about the character of Fromthis mainstream perspective, Japanmust
the future security system in northeast Asia not refuse to participate in future U.N. sanc-
whena modus vivendiis reachedbetween North tioned enforcement operations such as the Gulf
and South Korea, or when unification occurs.) Warmto do socould have the perverse effect of
The Japanese are increasingly anxious about leading to a resurgence of Japanese militarism.
what they perceive to be ahigh-technology arms By refusing to bear its full responsibilities as a
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great power, Japan could become increasingly Russian threat). This view, by and large, is
isolated and the Japanese-American security losing influence rapidly. Instead, the JDA and

relationship could break down, which might the SDF are being pulled toward a much more
destabilize the security relationships in Asia and modest capability centered around participation
in turn strengthen those in Japan who want full- in U.N. activities. Advocates of this restructur-

scale remilitarization, ing are looking to the Scandinavian militaries
The Japanese mainstream, however, is di- for examples and ideas. If this pattern holds,

vided on how to define Japan's new global funding for the SDF will be legitimated largely
responsibilities. One viewpoint, which might be through its potential U.N. role. Any acquisition
called great-powerintemationalism, would pre- ofmajornew systems, such as airborne warning

fertochangetheconstitutiontopermitJapanese and control systems (AWACS), will be made
participation in multilateral peacekeeping and principally for economic reasons or to satisfy
peace enforcement operations, whether or not the United States, and only secondarily to de-
thoseoperationsweresanctionedorcommanded velop an autonomous military capability.

by the United Nations. This line of thinking is As with Israel and France, Japan found its
associated with the so-called Ozawa Commis- intelligence capabilities lacking in the Gulf cri-
sion. A second position, which might be called sisandwar, and was concemed about its general

civilian internationalism, would support par- over-reliance on American intelligence. Most
ticipation in peace enforcement only under a Japanese analysts, for example, presumed that

U.N. Command. This position is linked with there would be a peaceful negotiated settlement
former Prime Minister Miyazawa. The Japa- to the crisis, even as late as January 10, 1991. 23

nese pacifists, described below, are beginning to This failure involved not only analysis, but the

align with the civilian internationalists in this structure of intelligence in Japan, since there
critical debate on Japan's security policy, was no single body that collects, compiles, or

Conceming the critical subject of northeast analyzes intelligence, eitherin the military orthe
Asian security, the civilianintemationalists have national government. At the national level, the

chosen to address the issue through the promo- Ministry of Foreign Affairs Information Re-
tion of a regional security dialogue rather than search and Planning Bureau was reorganized in
military modemization. The United States is to the wake of the Gulf War into the International

participate fully in this dialogue, both to help Information Bureau. The purpose of this reor-
shape the agenda and to provide the United ganization was to centralize intelligence in the

Stateswithameanstoremainakeyplayerinthe Japanese government, while providing it with

Asian security game. Unlike the pacifists, the better analysis. The Defense Agency, mean-
mainstream civilian internationalists are anx- while, is merging its six research divisions into
ious to keep the United States in that game. a single body; the creation of an intelligence

The political divisions about Japanese secu- headquarters (modeled alier the U.S. Defense
rity policy are reflected in a debate about the Intelligence Agency), which had been planned

future of the Japanese military. The Gulf War for 1995, was accelerated through the establish-
raised expectations in the Japanese Defense ment of a "preparation group" in 1992. The

Agency (JDA) and the SDF about the type of SDF, however, reportedly still remains heavily
equipment that would be required in the future dependent on the United States for the provision
to support a more ambitious Japanese role in of military intelligence. 24

global politics. From a more traditional geopo- There has been growing interest in a Japa-
litical perspective, as articulated by the great- nesc-controlledintelligence reconnaissance sat-

power intemationalists, Japan should increase ellite. Projected Japanese civilian remote sens-
its military capability in light of the lessons of ing satellites, such as the Advanced Earth Ob-

theGulf, andinlightofthechangingsituationin servation Satellite (ALEOS), could, in prin-
northeast Asia (potential instability in Korea, ciple, provide militarily useful products (with a
reductions in American forces, and a residual resolution on the order of 8 meters), but it is
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unclear what links the Japanese intelligence cal solutions to regional conflicts. Although the

community might have with these satellites. 2s Gulf War showed that military power is still an
Interest in development of a dedicated intelli- overwhelming force in world affairs, Japan
gence satellite is due, in part, to pressure from should act as a global civilian powerby cultivat-

the Japanese satellite industry (which has pro- ing nonmilitary contributions to international
posed such a satellite, called "Hinomaru" or security. In this era of global economic interde-
"Rising Sun"). But it is also due, in part, to a pendence, Japan can "stimulate the perception

recognition that the SDF may need an autono- of the changing nature ofpowerin the world and
mous reconnaissance capability, particularly as the recognition and acceptance of Japan as a
the United States draws down its forces in the new power" by emphasizing economic state-
western Pacific. This interest must however be craft rather than military might. 28

balanced against the costs of such a satellite But even the pacifists recognize that Japan
capability and its uncertain reception in Asia3 6 must also move beyond its preoccupation with

Limits on Germany and Japan. The precise its own economic growth by developing"a more

long-term direction of German and Japanese multifaceted, values-oriented policy. ''z9 For
interests and policies is far from settled; there example, Japan could develop more vigorous

are still major disagreements among parties and policies regarding international peacekeeping,
factions. The Gulf War revealed fundamental human rights and democratic development, and

lackofnationalconsensusaboutpost-ColdWar environmental protection. Without such ef-
interests and security policies forboth Germany forts, the rest of the world is likely to interpret
and Japan. As noted above, the governing Japanesepacifismasjustareflectionofnational

parties in these countries are trying to become selfishness. In any case, the renunciation of war
more assertive intemationally in political-stra- does not mean that Japanese citizens can forego
tegic affairs, including taking tentative steps to thinking about security and the use of force in

develop new tools of intervention. For Gcr- world affairs. TheGulfWarexperiencedemon-
many, this means the creation of rapid deploy- strated that in order to have a viable antiwar
ment forces for use in multinational operations, policy, even pacifists in Japan must reflect on

For Japan, this has meant the formation and security issues and seriously consider realistic
employment of peacekeeping forces, measures forpreventing and resolving conflicts.

There is active and considerable opposition in In short, Japanese pacifists have moved away
Germany and Japan to these policies of"push- from isolationism, to advocate a new security
ingoutthesecurityenvelope"intonontraditional policy that would formalize in law the legiti-
militaryorquasi-militaryroles. Even the politi- macy of defending the homeland. The SDF
cal opposition favors greater activism and a wouldbereconstitutedforthatsolemission, and
more outward-looking orientation, but the dif- aseparate unit would be created to participate in
ferences in means and outlook remain signifi- U.N. blue helmet operations. The ultimate goal
cant, and the long-term trajectory of Japanese would be the creation of a U.N. standing force
and German security policy therefore remains in which no distinct national units existed.
highly uncertain. The pacifists question whether Japan will

For example, the Japanese pacifist approach continue to be able to adhere to their pacifism
calls for the development of a distinctive na- and adopt this new security policy while still
tional contribution to international society in an preserving the alliance with the United States. If
age of collective leadership, and not for follow- the alliance itself remains, a division of labor
ing the American lead or developing quasi- between Washington and Japan might emerge.
military tools ofinfluence. 27Pacifists are skep- In the view of Masaru Tamamoto:

tical that American military action in the Per- While the United States concentrates on its
sian Gulf and the plan for a New World Order
will provide a genuine basis for peace and military responsibilities, Japan can concen-
security--it will rather likely provoke further irate on its energy and resources on foster-
instability and undermine the search for politi- ing economic development and encourag-
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ing an equitable distribution ofwealth in the or ambitions may trigger international military
world. While foreign assistance in and of intervention, and that wish to dissuade or deter
itself is no guarantor of world order and such intervention. The general approach of
peace, neither is the reliance on force; both such states is to rely on political measures
have their uses and limitations? ° designed to reassure external powers (orat least

obfuscate the situation), coupled with measured
Despite the major differences of view among increases in select military capabilities to raise

Japanese elites and the public, the Persian Gulf the price of intervention.
Wardidprovokeanation-wideagreementabout There is no indication that the Gulf War

one thing: lt is time for Japan to play a greater caused any state or faction to alter fundamen-role in international affairs commensurate with

its economic capabilities. That will require tally its ambitions over the longer term. Thewar, combined with the loss of the Soviet coun-
JapantodevelopsomeautonomyfromtheUnited terweight, nevertheless had a clear "chilling
States (although there is as yet no consensus effect" on states potentially hostile to American
about what exactly this might entail), lt is and Western interests (for example, North Ko-
therefore likely that, in the coming years, Japan rea, Iran, Cuba and, of course, Iraq). The
will gingerly try to increase its degrees of free- Libyans, for example, were reportedly warned
dom within an overall pro-American policy by theEgyptiansinAugust 1990that Washing-framework. The Gulf"shock" had tk,_effect of

ton would not tolerate any Libyan radicalism
causing Japan to move forward and attempt to and that support for Iraq would be avenged by
consolidate a position of leadership in Asia. the United States after the conflict. Libya then
One can anticipate a continuing shift in the shifted its policy from one of trying to mobilize
Japanese "portfolio" toward greater emphasis Arab opposition to "neo-imperialist U.S. inter-
on Asian regional cooperation andon the United vention," to one of formal support for U.N.
Nations, with relatively less emphasis on the actions, and later to a position of neutrality. In
American connection. Japan might well seek to Libya's case (as with Syria), the Gulf Waronly
insist that future collective security policies be reinforced or confirmed more cautious policiescentered around the United Nations, or other

by such states that had already been adopted
multinational organizations in which Japan has before the Gulf War. As George Joffe noted:influence, and not around the United States.

"to take Iraq's side in the conflict would have
From Tokyo's standpoint, however, close ties been disastrous---the new rapprochement with

with the United States and greater Japanese Egypt would have been destroyed and Libya's
autonomy are not a zero-sum game. Japan will diplomatic isolation reinforced...Libya's own
want to have to both ways: it can be much more vulnerability to military action was soevident in
of a responsible actor in both regional and the wake of the April 1986 bombings that the
globalorganizations whileretainingties toWash- Qadhafi regime really hadnooption but to adopt
ington that Tokyo believes will continue to be in a neutralist stance.''32
its vital interest? _Nevertheless, Japan's diver-

ConversationsbyAmerican expertswithNorth
sification of its security portfolio may acceler- Korean scholars indicate that the major lesson
ate if current fears about American disengage- North Korea's political decision makers took
ment from Asia take hold in Japanese elite from the Gulf War was that Pyongyang could
opinion, not afford to be targeted as a second Iraq. (The

precise military lessons of the Gulf War may
have not been fully absorbed, however, by a

The Response of "Aggressor" highly compartmentalized North Korean mili-
States or Factions tary.)North Korea, therefore, decided to enter

into significant agreements with South Korea
This section summarizes the responseofstates regarding reconciliation and nonaggression and

or factions that are concerned that their actions denuclearization of the Korean peninsula, lt
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also signed the International Atomic Energy domestic hand. With respect to Cuba, for
Agency (IAEA) safeguards agreement in Vienna. instance:

Pyongyang has yet to implement inspections The allied victory in the Gulf and the failedwithin either the IAEA or North-South Korea

bilateral inspections regimes, however. This coup against Gorbachev, which Castro sup-
suggests that North Korea's apparent limited ported, confirmed his worst expectations.As a result, he makes Cuba an outcast, a
opening to the West after the Gulf War was role which he and others relish. After all, it
purely tactical in character, designed to assuage
the United States temporarily until Pyongyang reinforces a siege mentality at home and

could develop a better sense for how dangerous plays upon the David vs. Goliath syndrome.
In a perverted sense it is used by the regime

post-Gulf, post-Cold War activi sm by the United
States might be 33 in order to motivate people, on the grounds• that Cuba is alone and threatened. 36

As noted above, the Gulf War and the end of

the Cold War led to fears among such states that There are.still self-perceived opportunities for

U.S. activism wouldincrease,andthatthe United Cuba to get back into the international game.
States would seek to impose a unipolar world. The declining utility of"military intemational-
Thishasleadtoorreinforcedaruleofthumb:do ism" in a world dominated by its principal
not take actions that will provoke international enemy has forced Cuba to shift the struggle to ,.,

intervention, especially those that would serve the symbolic level. Without the support once
as a cover for U.S. military action. In the Cuban provided by Moscow, Cuba cannot intervene in
view, forexample, all intemational resistance to regional conflicts as it did in the 1970s and
the United States has cracked and none of its 1980s; neither can it provoke a strategic con-
former allies are now willing to confront Wash- frontation with the United States without the

ington as had been the case in the past. With the strategic protection once afforded by the com-
end of bipolarity, thereis no strategic protection munist bloc. But the struggle will go onthrough
for a small and vulnerable state facing an in- othermeans, andCuba'squiverisnotyetempty.

creasinglyconfidentandaggressivesuperpower. Ideas, convictions, and honor are powerful

Because U.S. imperialism is actively promoting weapons that, in Castro's mind, revolutionary
capitalism and democracy on a global scale, Cuba still possesses. Castro therefore substi-
Cuba must not provoke the colossus and make tutes verbal and symbolic rhetoric for political

itself a target. _ or strategic confrontation, keeps his power dry,
There is a problem with following such a rule and dreams of recapturing past glories. The

of thumb: these states or factions are currently opportunities could emerge because intema-
uncertain about the precise threshold for trig- tional conflict may well become more rather
gering international military action. In the than less likely in the short andmedium term and

Mahgreb, for example, international relations because it is not yet clear how effectively the
are seen as being intensely personal; in both the United States and its partners are going to
popular and elite view, thesecondGulfWarwas manage the new world order. Castro observes
the result of"Bush getting mad at Saddam,"just that "now the Yankees believe themselves to be
as Reagan had "gotten mad" and bombed Libya masters of the world. We'll see if this world can

four years previously) 5 Forthe moment, poten- be governed, that is the first thing that we have
tially hostile states are tending to err on the side to see, because it is characterized by colossal

of caution while probing to determine where problems, and imperialism's global ambitions
"red lines" exist. One can see this phenomenon are sheer lunacy. ''37
at work today in Iraq, Iran, Libya, Syria, Cuba, Forits part, the Libyan government feels that
North Korea, and, to limited degree, Serbia. the Gulf War demonstrated its essential

To some extent, the leaders of these anti- marginalization in intemational relations. Tri-

Western states may play upon their intema- poli "may then seek less orthodox ways of
tionalisolation and weakness to strengthen their making its presence felt in the international
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arena. In short, the regime may feel impelled to nal powers may try to impose, lt has also led to
fall back on support for intemational terrorism the search for a diversity of sources. This leads
in order to influence regional events.''38But, of to an obvious difficulty, in that a diversity of
course, this runs the risk of triggering intema- sources is not easily reconciled with the impera-
tional, and specifically American, reprisals. As fives of standardization forease of maintenance
aconsequence, Libyamay instead seek regional and logistics.
allies(e.g.,the recentrapprochementwithEgypt). For the most part, these steps are not aimed at

Thus, itshouldbeemphasizedthatpotenfially directly countering a future Operation Desert
hostile states have not abandoned their extemai Storm, but are rather political means designed
ambitions,buttheyareseeking(orcontinuingto to reduce the likelihood of external military
seek)moresubtleandlong-termmeansofachiev- intervention. Some states and factions are,
ingthem. From the perspective ofSyria's Hafez however, contemplating means to raise the per-
Assad, for example, Saddam Hussein drew ceived costs of intervention by the advanced
exactly the wrong lessons from the American military powers in hopes of deterring interven-
withdrawal from Beirut in 1983. By taking on tion even if political strategies are not success-
the United States directly by invading Kuwait, ful. The potential military-technical counters to
Iraq courted disaster. The Syrians believe that international military intervention are discussed
theirapproachto gaining greater regional power in the following section. Butone area is worthy
is more subtle and hence more effective--wit- of particular note in this section on deterrence:
ness Syria's gradual establishment of control weapons of mass destruction and long-range
over Lebanon, which came in the end with de means of delivery (especiallyballistic missiles).
facto American blessing. Saddam Hussein's Some key states that fit the "aggressor" cat-
styleistorobbanks;Assad'sstyleistoestablish egory--lraq, Iran, North Korea, Libya, and
protection rackets. The latter may become an Syria--have placed increased priorityon weap-
increasingly preferred course for ambitious tns of mass destruction and ballistic missiles
Middle Eastem states who have learned the after the Gulf War.
lessons of the second Gulf War.39 The remark of aretired Indian Army Chief of

One of the most common means of hedging StaffonthelessonoftheGulf---"Don'tfightthe
against international pressure involves the cre- Americanswithoutnuclearweapons"whasbeen
ation of national self-reliance in key industrial widely cited as being indicative of the thinking
and military sectors to avoid or minimize the of Third World states on this issue. A more
effects of international embargoes, and to mini- representativeIndianformulationmightbestated
mize the influence of great powers (even osten- as follows: If a state has nuclear weapons, it
siblepatrons)onnationaidecisionmaking. North may not need to light the Americans (or other
Korea, with its philosophy ofjuche, is perhaps great powers). In the past, India relied on the
the best example of this impulse towards tech- 1971 Indo-USSR treaty to ensure that there
nological and industrial independence. The would be no external military intervention in a
creation of an indigenous arms industry is often conflict involving Delhi (e.g., Chinese interven-
seen as an integral, indeed leading, part of a tion in an Indian-Pakistani war). With the
broad strategy of industrialization. Efforts by dissolution ofthe USSR, this insurance policy is
the United States or other major powers to deny no longer possible; therefore, India sees nuclear
military technology (e.g., ballistic missiles) to weapons filling the deterrent roleof locking out
these states is interpreted as efforts to deny external powers from a bilateral conflict. The
national independence in this larger ,sense. Indian ballistic missile program is designed to

To be sure, complete independence will be provide regional, and eventually intercontinen-
difficult to achieve. This has led to the forma- tal, nuclear delivery systems that can reach the
tion of"pariah internationals" to work around homeland of extemal powers. From the Gulf
the technology-transfer constraints that exter- War, India therefore took away the negative
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lesson that, ifSaddamhadnuclearweapons, the This [the Gulf War] is the first time the
reaction in the West to the invasion of Kuwait Arabs go to war on such a scale, with a
wouldhavebeenquitedifferentandnotasclear- single Arab country on one side and most
cut: ° important Western countries, in terms of

Besides their potential deterrent effect on the human resources and capabilities, on the
United States and other external powers, there other. And yet,the leadershipandthepolicy
are, of course, a number of other reasons to remained alive.42
acquire weapons of mass destruction, for ex- We must be cautious here and not fall into
ample, regional prestige. Forsome states, inter- the trap of analysis of a narrow technical
national organizations and agreements (e.g., the nature. The important thing is not to be
United Nations, the nonproliferation treaty) are defeated politically.43
runby and for the great powers. Small countries President Bush's defeat in the 1992election will
mast get around these agreements in order to
buy themselves a piace at the table of the great strengthen the image that Saddam won--for
powers, and nuclear weapons, especially in Saddam, and many Arabs, the Gulf War was

primarily viewed in terms of an intensely per-
light of the Gulf War,are seen as an important sonal contest between the two.
way to do this: 1

Saddam's postwar strategy is predicated onNevertheless, calculating the costs and ben-
the assumption that American regional domi-efits of trying to obtain nuclear weapons is a

complex exercise even for the most anti-West- nance, built on waning military power, is a
emstates. Suchprogramsaretwo-edgedsworcLs: transitory phenomenon; that the United States
nuclear weapons might conceivably deter inter- will decline over the next five to ten years; and

that the weakening of the United States willnational intervention, but they might also serve
result in a multipolar world in which new cen-as a lighming rod for extemal military action
tersof power will emerge to check Washington,designed to preempt such programs, or as an
thereby providing Iraq with much greater free-excuse for outside intervention in local or re-

gional conflicts. They are also very expensive, dom of action. Time, by this logic, is onSaddam's side. He ,seemsdetermined to outlast
especially if pursued on the scale of Saddam

the West in a contest of wills. This requires himHussein's program. Would-be proliferators
to stand firm against the U.N.-imposed sanc-will undoubtedly observe howthe UnitedStates
lions and inspection regime so as to consolidateand the United Nations follow up in Iraq in the
his political victory over President Bush. Suchaftermath of the Gulf War, and how other
a policy must however be done without trigger-potential nuclear powers, such as North Korea,

are treated, ing a major U.S. military response. Saddam is
therefore attempting to develop a refined sense
for the exact threshold that would trigger U.S.
military action. Saddam cannot simply wait out

Case Study: Iraq the sanctions. He must to some extent continue
to defy and challenge the West, or he may lose

How is Iraq adjusting to its military defeat in the image of absolute power and ruthlessness
the war? To some extent, the Iraqi regime is whichhelpsmaintainhispowerathome, despite
trying to claim that the war was a political widespread internal opposition.
victory; that is, Baghdad seeks to deny that With this in mind, the January 1993 contre-
military power ultimately matters in relations temps between Iraqand the United States was a
between greatandsmall powers. (In fact, Iraq's political, not primarily a military, encounter.
military strategy in the war had as its ultimate Saddam was seeking to remind the world that he
objective the survival of the regime, if ali else is still in office, and that George Bush was
failed.) As the quotes below from senior Iraqi leaving it. He may also have been seeking to
offici',dsclaim, Saddam survived; therefore, he remove the mask of United Nations supervision
won.
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of the ceasefire by humiliating the United Na- Soviet Union collapsed because of its weak

tions and forcing the United States, in its own economy, despite its mammoth military
right, to retaliate. The fact that 200 unarmed power.**

Iraqis managed to seize Silkworm missiles from In the aftermath of the Gulf War, Saddam
U.N. guards inside Kuwait, demonstrating that

appears to have chosen the Chinese model (re-
the United Nations could not even protect cap-
tured munitions, undermines the official role of pression to quell unrest, while allowing for a

the U.N. as the guarantor of the ceasefire, degree of economic freedom) over the Soviet
Importantly, Saddam tested the limits of U.S. model (political liberalization) to rebuild Iraq's

patience without suffering a severe retaliation, economic strength. (To be sure, the Iraqi
The limited U.S. strikes in January 1993 did not economy has now suffered from two and one-

hurt Saddam badly; he successfully determined half years of sanctions and is unlikely to enjoy

preciselyhowfartheoutgoingBushadministra- the opportunity for economic reconstruction
tion could be pushed, without disastrous results any time soon.) Recent Iraqi writings, including
to himself. Saddam can be expected to test the speeches by Saddam himself, have focused on
Clinton administration as weil. lraqis as well as the notion that capitalism is separable from

westem liberal democracy, and that western
Iranians remember the inability of the Carter

liberal democracy presents a threat to Iraq and
administration to deal with the Iranian hostage

crisis effectively, and Baghdad will likely seek the region. As part of his domestic crackdown,
to determine the resolve of the new administra- Saddam has purged the officer corps of those

tion at the first opportunity. In this respect, who were politically suspect or had failed dur-
Saddam's reaction to the June 1993 U.S. strike ing the war, this reinforced the positions of the

Takritis and other Sunni Arabs in the military. 45
against the headquarters of the Iraqi Intelligence

By the same token, the size of the Ba'th PartyService will be a crucial indicator of his assess-
has been reduced through an imposed reduction

ment of the new American president.
Domestically, the imperative to preserve the in membership.Sadflam's Confession? Did Saddam learn

Ba'thist regime has increased, if that is possible,
in the context of a recognition that the Iraqi the obvious political-military lessons of the

economy and industry must be revitalized. Gulf War that were widely noted by American
Barzan al-Tikriti, Saddam's brother, in his cri- and foreign observers? There is no direct evi-

dence on this score, but Iraqi opposition sources

tique of the Soviet Union's collapse, has re- have reported a Ba'th Party meeting early inmarked that:
1992 where Saddam supposedly made the fol-

It goes without saying that superpowers, lowing admission of errors. 46
and also small powers, are based on four First, it was a mistake to "waste time and

major pillars, which necessarily should be effort settling the domestic issues in Kuwait"
balanced. These pillars are: and not occupying the eastern province of Saudi
NA strong economy Arabia and mining its oil wells. Even ifintema-
--Strong social coherence and harmony tional pressure had been exerted and military
--Astrongconsensusonaspecificnational threats made, it would have been possible to

objective wait for the coalition forces to arrive and then
--An armed force and the forces' capabili- make a bargain linking Iraqi withdrawal from
ties. Saudi Arabia to acceptance of Saddam' s occu-
Thus we see that the Soviet Union placed pation of Kuwait. (Saddam's original logic in
the fourth factorin first place, while the first not pushing on into Saudi Arabia seems to have
factor was ranked last. Perhaps this has been linked to the belief that such a threat to
been one cause of the retreat of the Soviet Saudi Arabia would surely provoke an interna-

Union. lt is difficult to imagine building tionai response, whereas the occupation of Ku-
without an economic foundation...The wait alone would not.)
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Second, it was a mistake to release the West- To begin with, YPA analysts argued that the
ern hostages. Sadclamsupposedly claimed that Gulf War was critical to study as "a true para-
Austrian President Kurt Waldheim had con- digm for the use of modem technology and a
vinced him that theirrelease would calm Europe credible model for the use of force in a hypo-
and case international pressure agaimt Iraq. thctical warinsimilarpolitical-militarycircum-
The third mistake was hi not attacking U.S. stances, something which (with reference to our
troops when they first arrived in the region, crisis andits possible internationalization)can-
Underthese circumstances the Iraqis couldhave not leave us indifferent." The Gulf War "could
inflictedheavycasualties, thercbycrcatingpres- be a model for the insttumentalization of the
surcs for the withdrawalofcoalition forces from UN, as a system of global collective security,
the"new Vietnam." Fourth, Saddamplace.xltoo scrving to realize the global strategic interestsof
great a reliance on Soviet President Gorbacbev the greatest world powers. ''48
and French President Mitterrand; this led to an The use of American, British, and French
indecisive Iraqi stand, troops to provide protection to the Kurds in

Finally, Saddam supposedly c_.airnedto have northern Iraq at the end of the Gulf War was
been deceived by Iranian treachery: following noted by these YPA analyses--as were con-
Iraoi concessions in returning territory,to Iran, comitant Security Council efforts to address
the Iranians supported the rebellion itnsouthern questions of human and ethnic rights and to
Iraq. Saddam claimedthat this re_.tlionforced make a connection between internal conflicts
him tc choose between Basra and Kuwait, and and threats to international peace. This sug-
under these circumstances he had no choicebut gested that the events in the Gulf, particularly
to fight for Basra. the emphasis on the extension of humanitarian

considerations, could constitute a type of"neo-
imperialism" by the great powers, perhaps trig-

Serbia: A Case Study of gering intervention agaimt Serbia in the ongo-

Dissuading/Deterring Military ing Yugoslav conflicts.That said, it was clear to the Serbians in the
Intervention summer and fallof 1991 that the five permanent

members ofthe U.N. Security Council had quite
In recent months, the "Serbian camp" in differentperspectivesonthe Yugoslav question

Belgrade has clearly attempted to u_tderstand (unlike the Gulf). The Gulf War had also
and influence the threshold of external military revealed that armed international action re-

intervention.47 quired U.S. leadership; neither the Europeans
According to James Gow, in the _ring and nor anyone else could intervene militarily with-

summer of 1991,she military-lmlitical elite in out U.S. backing--and the United States was
Belgrade began a series of studies both of the not exercising a leading role at that time. In
Yugoslav crisis in the context of the "New addition, th_"Gulf War suggested to the Serbs
World Order," and of the international thatmilitaryinterventionwaslikelyonlyifthere
community's intervention in the Gulf. These wasatang ble internati°nal interest' such as oil'
studies were carried out explicitly for the pur- at stake, qlaerefore, Belgrade determined that,
poses of comparison: The Yugoslav People's although there was reason to be concerned
Army (YPA) wanted t,adetermine if Belgrade about outside interference, international mili-
wouldfinditselfinthesamepositionasBaghdad, tary action was not in the cards.
A selection of thes'.'studies were published in This judgment was revisited in the -,,ring of
the leading YPA military-theoretical journal 1992, as international opinion grew more hos-
(Vojno Delo); they came to the conclusion that tile to Serbia and as the United States became
the Gulf War was unique, and that it would not increasingly involved--it then appeared to the
be repeated in tr-eBalkans. Serbs that some form of military intervention
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might actuallyoccur. At that time, Washington determining whether intemational military in-
first took the lead in obtaining a vries of U.N. tervention would take piace; thisput apremium
SecurityCouncil resolutions against Belgrade, for Belgradeon improving relations with Wash-
offeringsimilarities with the pattern of events ington. The appointment of an American citizen
that preceded the Gulf War. (Panic) as prime minister of the newly-declared

The Serbian response to g_ater American Yugoslaviamaybejudgedaspartofthiseffort
activism was in part military--it focused on to show a good face towards the United States.
how to deal with the useof American air power Serbia's political strategy required more el-
against Yugoslav (Serbian) forces and against fective use of the media than Saddam Hussein
Belgrade itself. The YPA explicitly no!cd the exercised in Kuwait, or that the Serbians were
unprecedented, and prolonged, air campaign in able to use during the Slovenian and Croatian
the Gulf, and accordingly emphasized the up- phases ofthe war. The 1991VojnoDelostudies
grading of airdefenses around Belgrade to try to of the Gulf War had pointed to the importance
impose heavy losses on the attacker. The of developing good relations with a "pool" of
Serbians spoke of imposing enemy air losses of suitably "informed" journalists. The leader of
50 percent or higher, but this may have been the Serbs in Bosnia (Karadzic) accordingly
more to reassure the population rather than a tried to seize the media initiative, giving frc-
real assessment of Serbian air defense capabili- quent press briefings and interviews, sending
ties. Infact, theentirepublicitycampaignbythe letters to The Times in London, as well as
Milosevic regime, concerning both the threat of allowing reporters access to the military units
a U.N. attack and stepped-up air raid precau- ostensibly under his control. Karadzic's key
tions, could have been designed to manipulate message for the Westernpress played down the
popular fears and thereby consolidate support image of a war between forces loyal to the
for the regime, rather than as evidence that the Bosnian government and insurgents controlled
Serbian government shared these appreher_- in Belgrade, and played up the im0ge of a
sions.49 maelstrom of ethnic hostilities. Even Panic

The most important Serbian response, how- warned that any military intervention would
ever, was political. From the Gulf War, the mean Viemam ali over again for the United
Serbians took the lesson of the need to avoid States.
international isolation. In the post-Cold War There is strong evidence that the Serbian
environment,Serbia could notnecessarily hope camp has been careful that its actions remain
to rely on "traditional" good relations with below the threshold of provoking unacceptable
stateslikeFrance, butitcouldmakeeveryeffort international pressure, particularly an armed
topersuadepotentialmembersofananti-Serbian intervention. As noted above, Belgrade as-
alliance that it was not in their interest to back sumes that this threshold is much higher in the
such a coalition. First, Serbian officials and case of Yugoslavia than was true in the Gulf,
media suggested that the international interven- given the lack of overriding material interests
tion force would become bogged down in guer- from the standpoint of theintemational commu-
rilla war. Second, there was an attempt to nity. At those points in the crisiswhen interna-
disguise Belgrade's military role and create the tionalintervention seemed most likely (Septem-
impression of a chaotic, uncontrollable ethnic ber 1991, spring 1992, and spring 1993) the
war, an international intervention force would Serbian camp made apparent concessions to the
not only become bogged down militarily, it international community, however tactical in
would be caught in an incomprehensible politi- character. These tactical concessions went
cal maelstrom. (This argument had the added quite farin the springof 1993,when Milosevic
benefit of being arguably true.) Finally, the agreedtocutoffmilitarysuppliestotheBosnian
Serbia,as, along with the other parts of the Serbs and to allow U.N. monitoring of this
former Yugoslavia, recognized that the United action. However, when Milosevic became con-
States was the most important single actor in vinced that the United States could not arrange
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for international military intervention to sup- technocrats on the one hand, and radicals (led by
port the Vance-Owen peace plan, these conces- the conservative clerics) on the other. There is
sions were just as quickly dropped. This pattern however no consensus among Western experts
of U.S. military threats, followed byinaction by as to the precise lines of demarcation between
the international community, has reportedly these factions, which faction holds the upper
persuaded Belgrade that American intervention band on any given issue, orthe long-term politi-
is not to be feared under the present circum- cal prospects for Iran. This uncertainty makes
stances/o it difficult to arrive at any definitive judgment

The overall assessment of the Serbian camp about Iran and the second Gulf War. The
seems to have been that there was little likeli- following analysis does not clearly distinguish
hood thattheintemationalcommunitywouldbe between the two factions in most cases, but
able and prepared to intervene militarily in rathersuggeststhat"Iranian"perceptionsofthe
Croatia and in Bosnia and Herzegovina. How- 1991 GulfWar represent an amalgam of views.
ever, Belgrade is not as certain about whether This said, most Iranians seem to share the
violence in Kosovo would prompt international generalintemational perception that the United
armed intervention; on balance, it appears that States, no longer constrained by East-West
the Serbian leadership currently believes that competition, is enjoying a period of unrivaled
action in Kosovo, including incursions into Al- international influence in the wake of the 1991
bania and Macedonia, will probably not result Gulf War. The Iranian expectation is that
in an armed intervention. Belgrade has appar- Washington will seek to establish some form of
ently calculated thatit can weatherintemational direct orindirect presence in or around the Gulf,
opposition (e.g., sanctions) as long as it is not and that this policy is intended to contain Iran
military in character. However, the Serbian diplomatically. Among its other objectives, the
camp has worked to avoid incurring intema- United States has an interest in keeping oil
tional political and economic sanctions, which prices down (whereas Iran typically seeks to
accounted in part for the acceptance of Panic as increase the price), a policy that it will pursue
Yugoslavian prime minister. The fact that through the agency of Saudi Arabia. U.S.
Panic was not able to end this international power is viewed by the Iranians as a constraint
pressure (although he has made a good impres- ontheirmaneuverabilityin the region. Iranfeels
sion abroad and may have prevented further that the United Statesis trying to use the Islamic
actionsfrom being taken against Belgrade) cer- fundamentalist threat as a replacement for corn-
tainlycontributed to his political demise, munism as a meansofjustifying its global status

and overwhelming military power.
The second Gulf War largely removed the

Case Study: Iran "paper tiger" image of the United States in
Iranian minds; this image had been a key factor

Iran represents an example of how a Third in influencing Iranian policy since the Revolu-
World state is adjusting to the clear military tion. lt had been an article of faith for Iran that
superiority of external powers, and the need to the power of the "super" or "arrogant" powers
avoid war with those powers in the short to was largely a myth that could be exposed if
medium term, while continuing to pursue ambi- tackled properly. This meant dealing with out-
tious national objectives.5_ sidepowers in unconventional ways andseeking

Anyassessmentoflranian perspectives onthe theirvulnerabilities as the Viemamese haddone.
1991 Gulf War must begin with an (ln the mid-1980s some in lran thought that by
acknowledgement that there is more than one sponsoring terrorism against the West they had
important"Iranian" view. Westernexperts tend found the chink in the armorof those powers that
to divide Iran's most significant internal fac- seemed to dominate the international order.)
tions into two camps--pragmatists/moderates/ American actions during the first Gulf War--

including the naval escort of reflagged tank-
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ers---had not dissuaded the Iranians from be- tinuation and deepening of Iran's coopera-
lieving that the Vietnam syndrome still held. tion with other regional"misfits" (North Korea,

This change in the perception of the United PRC, Syrian, Pakistan, and Cuba). Russia also
States brought about by the Gulf War rein- is becoming an increasingly valued source of
forced a preexisting Iranian decision to buy arms, as the Iranians explore the possibility of
time, without abandoning longer-term goals, undertaking joint ventures with Russia that will
This orientation was based on the perceived allow for technology transfer.
need to rebuild domestic and military infra- Iran has adopted a national security strategy
structure after the Iran-lraq War, as well as to to achieve these ends of avoiding war with the
address serious internal difficulties caused by great powers while simultaneously enhancing
factors such as apopulation explosion. Butlran its regional prestige and influence. The ele-
has by no means turned completely inward: it ments of this strategy are diplomacy, deter-
remains an unsatisfied power, frustrated by the rence, and covert political action. Specialists on
lack of influence and weight that it believes its Iran disagree about the relative importance that
stature merits. Iran is still opposed to the unjust Tehran places on these three elements. Some
internationalorderitseesdominatedbytherich, experts believe that Iran is moving towards a
arrogant, and selfish powers. In terms of re- more confrontational stance and that there are
gional ambitions its interests tend to be defined limits to the Iranianmove towardsacceptance of
more as intangible "influence" than as claims to international norms of behavior (e.g., with re-
concrete or specific pieces of territory or re- spect to support for terrorism). Still, most
sources, specialists agree that Tehran will seek to avoid

Iran is currently confronted with serious eco- a major crisis, and especially military conflict,
nomic and domestic difficulties. Tehran is thus with the United States or any of its regional
inclined to pursue"defense on the cheap" wher- allies for the time being, andthat Iranian policy
ever possible, asexemplified by the opportunis- is designed to avoid such circumstances. That
tic purchase of Russian hardware. This should is not to say that Iranmight not miscalculate the
not,however, be confused with a willingness to threshold of American tolerance, only that it
accept a cheap (i.e., second-rate) defensive ca- does not intend to provoke Washington.
pability. Although the outcome of the second The first element of Iran's strategy---diplo-
Gulf War provided a breathing space vis _ vis macymreflects in part the widespread Iranian
Iraq, itdidnotjustifyslowingdownorchanging belief that Iraq's blatant and crude aggression
the direction oflran's current military planning, against Kuwait more or less triggered an inevi-
which was originally set out after the first Gulf table international reaction. If Saddam had
War. This direction is discussed below, approached the problemdifferently, subtly orin

Iran assumes the importance of developing a stages--for example, by slicing off of northern
domestic industrial-technological infrastruc- Kuwait or simply by the demonstrative use of
ture---driven by the requirement for military force (invasion and rapid withdrawal)--Iraq
security--that in the long nancan lay the foun- could have avoidedthe consequences andgained
clarionsforcomprehensive national power. The ali the benefits of its superior military power.
Iranians are determined that any future Ameri- To avoid Saddam's mistake, Iran is seeking to
can-led "Operation Staunch" will not be effec- build regional relations andthereby break out of
tive against them. Tehran believes that its its international isolation.
comparative regional advantages---its size and Iran's current "charm offensive" toward re-
relative social unity---can be enhanced through gional andoutside powers began afterthe endof
the development of a modern, self-sufficient the first Gulf War and has intensified following
industrial base. The Iranians understand that thesecond. Itisexemplifiedbythereleaseofthe
they can never be completely independent, but hostages in Lebanon; improved ties with Eu-
neither do they want to rely onthe great powers rope, the GulfCooperation Council (GCC), and
for military hardware. This points to the con- especially Saudi Arabia; and restraint in the
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Hadj. With the defeat of Iraq,thePersianGulf and other former Soviet republics with large
seemsrelativelystabletoTehran;becausethere Islamic populations. At the same time, the
is no imminent or urgent threat them, Iran can breakup of the USSR holds out the prospect of
affordto play fortime. Iranis thereforeattempt- instability and ethnic wars thatcould have seri-
ing to reassurethe littoral states and build on ous spill-over effects. Under these circum-
minimum common areasof cooperation, while stances, Tehran's l_li,:y rationale of avoiding
setting more contentious issues aside. Tehran conflict with outside powerswiUbeeven stron-
does not disguise the fact that its efforts to get.s4
promotegreatercooperationwiththeGulfstates The second element in the Iranian national
have the ultimate aim of excluding external security strategy---deterrence--consists of a
powers fromthe region. Iran, in doing so, has measuredmilitary buildupdesigned to impose
nevertheless "played down differences, shown high costs on an attacker (and cast a regional
flexibilityandpragmatismaboutform,eschewed shadow) without provoking preemptive exter-
any temptation to lay down preconditions and nal military intervention. This buildup, dis-
hasbeen phlegmatic about the speedwith which cussed more fully in the following chapter,
an appropriate grouping can be created.''52 includes ballistic missiles and weapons of mass

The "soft" side of Iranian strategy is not its destruction. Fortunately forIran, the defeat of
willingness to risk confrontation,however. Iran Iraqin the second GulfWar reducedthe amount
took a decidedly threatening posture over Abu of resources that Iran will have to devote to
Musa,andhasessentiallyrefusedtonegotiateat reduce its military imbalance with Iraq; how-
ag on theissue, lt also openly sidedwith Qatar ever, Tehran believes that the Iraqi army stir
in Qatar's dispute withSaudi Arabia. Thiswas represents a formidablethreat thatlran'sground
perhapsa charmoffensive towardsQatar,but a forces cannot presently match. The ongoing
distinctly confrontational one with the Saudis. purchases of former Soviet military hardware
The Iraniandiplomatic offensive is not entirely add credibility to the deterrent force, and pro-
peaceable, and there is a threat--sometimes vide limited offensive options.
unspoken but .sometimesexplicit--as weil. The thirdelement in the Iraniannational secu-

These important exceptions aside, Iranian rity strategy--covert political action--is de-
diplomacy is intended to convey the following signed to further Tehran's larger ambitions,
message: theGulf states should not fear Iran's while at the same time avoiding Saddam's mis-
strength; Iran,in mm, shouldnot concem itself take of provokingthe intemational community
with the GCC's foreign links. Neithera state's through overt military aggression. This in-
foreign alignment nor its ruling system should eludes support of revolutionary factions in ar-
bexx,mean obstacle to regional cooperation, eas such as the Sudan, Lebanon, and Algeria;
The longer-term Iranian goal, of course, is to support of terrorism and assassination; and
promote regional cooperation as a way of ex- continued opposition to the Arab-Israeli peace
eluding external powers that might chaUenge, talks. Iranhas shifted much of its effort from
offset, orcomplicate Iran'sprimacyin the Gulf. Lebanon to Sudan, which is becoming the new
Iransees the morevisible presence of Western traininggroundforlslamic revolutionaries,some
(primarilyAmerican) forcesin thePersianGulf, of themtrainedby IranianRevolutionary Guards
and theclose strategic relationshipbetween the Corpstrainers, ltis also funding and arming the
UnitedStates and Kuwait afterthe Gulf War,as Sudanese campaign against Christians and ani-
a long-term threat to Iraniannational interests, mists in the south, and supporting the imposi-
territorialintegrity,and the securityof therevo- don of Islamic law in southem Sudan.Through
lution.53But the immediate action in the secu- Sudan, Iranis supporting the antiregime move-
rityfield for Iran is to the north. Irannow has meritsin Egypt, Tunisia, Algeria, and probably
opportunities to expand its regional power by some of the Gulf Arab states.55 Further, the
gaining influence with Azerbaijan,Tadjikistan, assassinadonofShahpurBakhtiarinParisdem-
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onstrated that the notion that Iranwas refraining seek tocome to the support of an existing Shi'ite
from such actions in order to cultivate European community in Iraq, Bahrain, or Saudi Arabia--
trade was mistaken, thus veiling their intervention as support of an

"Ilais hard side to Iranian strategy has an oppressedcommunity(anoppressedmajorityin
important domestic component: it appeals to some cases). This would be less blatantly ag-
ideologues who still have considerable influ- gressive, and mightnot provoke the same West-
ence in the Iranian leadership, and who equate ern response.
Islamic interests (defined as revolutionary Is- Fourth, the United States under George Bush
lamic interests aimed at toppling secular re- may have been unusually willing to intervene.
gimes) with Iranian national interests. Iran remembers clearly the humiliation of the

Iran's assessment of thresholds. A critical United States over the hostage issue during the
question for future American policy in the re- Carter administration, lt could very well con-
gion concerns Iran's assessment of U.S. thresh- elude that the Clinton administration may be a
olds for military intervention, given the experi- clone of the Carter administration. Many senior
ence of both the first and second Gulf Wars. Iranian officials today know Warren
Although thereis nohard evidence onthis score, Christopher's work well from that period. This
the following would seem to be a reasonable could, of course, be a misjudgment on the part
extrapolation of Tehran's views. 56 of the Iranians, but it is not an unlikely conclu-

First, Iran probably believes that the circum- sion for them to reach.
stances leading to Desert Storm were unique Given these hypothetical lessons, Iran may
and atypical, and that future regional conflicts therefore conclude that aClinton administration
aremore likely to resemble the firstwar than the will be less interventionist than Reagan-Bush.
second. The Iranians probably feel that For one thing, Tehran may believe that it would
Saddam's invasion of Kuwait was blatant, be impossible for the U.N. coalition that con-
unprovoked, and directly threatening to West- fronted Iraq to ever be reestablished. To some
em interests. (By contrast, the 1980-88 Gulf extent, the coalition could only have occurred in
War did not directly threaten Western interests the exact historical moment that it did. An
until the mining of the Gulf began to interfere increasingly nationalistic Russia that may be on
with international tanker traffic in 1987.) the verge of full or partial disintegration, grow-

Second, Saddam could have gotten much of ing Islamic troubles in Egypt, and other devel-
what he wanted without (unnecessarily) pro- opments have altered the particular mosaic that
yoking the West. Iran, by contrast, faced no existedin 1990-91. Although many ofthe Arab
serious response to its full annexation of Abu statesthatjoinedthecoalitionagainstlraqmight
Musa in 1992. The lesson would appear to be alsocoalesce against lran, Syria probably would
that Saddam was too greedy. Had he contented not, andit is far from certain that the French and
himself with occupying the Rumaila oil field other Europeans would be as willing to partici-
and Warba and Bubiyan islands, he might have pate. Also, the United States is dealing with
avoided a war: the United States would not brushfires elsewhere as weil. With U.S. forces
intervene over a simple border dispute. By committed to Somalia and possibly involved in
taking ali of Kuwait, Saddam overstepped the afuture Balkancrisis, and with American forces
line. Iran would be more likely to limit its in Europe drawn down from what they were in
provocation and thus limit the degree of West- 1990, another Operation Desert Storm on the
ern response, same scale might seem to the Iranians tobe more

Third, Saddam had no effective fifth column difficult today.
inside Kuwait. The Iraqis triedwithout success Finally, the route to increasing Iranian influ-
to find well-known Kuwaiti opposition figures ence on the Arabsideof the Gulfmay bethrough
who would support their occupation. Their apparent domestic conflict in a GCC state fol-
initial efforts to set up a Kuwaiti revolutionary lowed by Iranian intervention, with the assump-
government foundered. Bycontrast, lranwould tion that the United States is less likely to
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intervene in what begins as an internal up- In the case of Taiwan, the Gulf War held
heaval. Iranian effortsinlraq, Bahrain, oreven conflicting lessons about the attitude of the
the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia could international community. On theone hand, one
begin as such an internal revolt, to be followed of the casus belli given by the coalition forces
by Iran intervening to"protect" a revolutionary for the Gulf War was the determination that
government against counterattacks. This would aggression would not stand in the New World
at least create a certain ambiguity for Western Order. This could be a welcome precedent for
interventionists, the Taiwan concerned about potential attack

from the PRC. On the other hand, Taiwanese
security specialists realistically assessed that a

The Response of Potential common vital interest in oil was also a driving
'Wictim" States or Factions factor for the United States and many of its

parmers in the Gulf. The Taiwanese govern-
ment is hence not sanguine about the world

This section examines the responses of states community seeing a similar vital reason for
orfactionsthatarefearfulofaggression,whether coming to Taiwan's defense. This professed
originating outside or inside their territory, and lack of confidence in international intervention,
that wish to encourage international military it should be noted, is held by the governing
intervention as a means of deterring or dealing party; this official pessimism may be designed
with that aggression. The Gulf War was a to counter the views of the opposition, which
graphic demonstration to weaker states and could argue that the lesson of the Gulf War is
factions of their potential to become victims in that Taiwan can declare independence and ex-
the post-Cold War era. Some states, such as pect American support should the PRC try
Saudi Arabia, had previously tended to assume militarily to oppose the declaration, s8
that such direct aggression was unlikely--that How confident can smaller states, or factions
traditional political and economic means to within states, be ofintemational mechanisms to
reassure, buy off, or balance potential regional maintain their security? The Gulf Warinitially
adversaries would still be effective. The Iraqi created the belief that theinternational commu-
invasionofKuwait, which, in Saudieyes, nearly nity might automatically intervene to protect
became an assault on their own territory, dis- "innocent victims" of aggression (i.e., a New
pelled the notion that security could be main- World Order existed in fact as well as in rheto-
rained largely through nonmilitary instruments ric). In the early stages of the Yugoslav crisis in
and by local means. 1991, Croatia tried to adopt an "innocent vie-

In theend, Saudi Arabia, because ofitsintrin- tim" posture to prompt international armed
sic importance, concluded that it could rely on intervention on its behalf; official Croatian rep-
the military guarantee of the only superpower, resentatives made frequent public efforts to link
the United States---although it still wants the Croatia's situation with that of Kuwait. 59
American presence to stay over the horizon. Serbian President Milosevic was characterized
Most other states with the potential to become as "the Saddam Hussein of the Balkans." The
"victims" do not think that they can rely on actions of the Security Council to protect the
Washington alone. Even a state like Singapore, Kurds was seen as a precedent for Croatia's
which has sought to strengthen its ties with the appeal to the international community. TheUnited States since the war and which has no

importance of taking the Yugoslav issue to the
great-poweraltemativetoAmericanprotection, Security Council (in contrast to the European
is dubious that the United States will intervene Community) was that it required the involve-
whenever or wherever a small state should mentofthe United States. One Croatian com-
become the victim of aggression, lt therefore mentator wrote: '_What God wants, without
favors strengthening U.N. securitymechanisms Bush, will not be... if nothing else, Americathat deal with the maintenance of international cannot lose the initiative from the Gulf War. 'm
peace and security,s_
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The Croatiangovernment thus emphasized a militarily, and to this end were even willing to
strategy of military passivity to highlight the inflictgraveinjuries("atrocities")ontheir"own"
aggressor-victim distinction; the government's people, in Sarajevo and elsewhere, that they
initial strategy was for its forces to do aslittle as believed could be blamed on the Serbs.63Unfor-
possible and defend only where necessary. In tunately, the Bosnians have come to understand
some cases, those who took the military initia- that the world is not working this way. Ganic,
tive at local levels were criticized and refused deputy to the Bosnian president, in comparing
support by the Zagreb government (e.g., the Bosnia with Kuwait, arrived at the following
defendersofVukovar). DefenseMinisterSpeglj, formulation: "If you are a small country with-
who argued for better preparations and a more out oil, without strategic resources, the world
active defense, was forced to resign in August only sends you messages like 'stay brave.'"
1991. To be sure, given the Croats' military By contrast, official Slovenian assessments
inferiority, it is also plausible that Zagreb's of the Gulf War in early 1991, which were part
attempts to exploit Croatia's helpless victim of a more comprehensive study of the intema-
status to invoke international intervention was tional community undertaken as they formed
merely an attempt to make a virtue of necessity, their strategy for independence, led to the con-
Croatia changed this strategy in October 1991 clusion that, unless there was an overriding
andordered full mobilization, possibly because material reason for international intervention,
it had become clear by that time that intema- an"innocent victim" strategy would not suffice.
tional intervention would not be forthcoming. Slovenia's defense preparations accordingly
There may have been a subsequent change in were consistent with the territorial defense doc-
Croatian strategy, which involved Zagreb's in- trine of the old Yugoslavia (Doctrine of General
creasingly aggressive participation in the parti- People's Defense)----i.e., defend in order to
tion of Bosnia-Herzegovina. This change was mobilize international support. Slovenia as-
based on the Croats' growing awareness that sumed that it did not intrinsically present an
there would be no outside intervention to stop immediate and obvious interest to the intema-
either the Serbs or the Croats from presenting tional community, but that effective military
the world with a fait accompli against their resistance on its part might generate intema-
neighbors.6_ tional support. Slovene assessments of their

TheBosniangovemmenthasfollowedasimi- ten-clay war with the YPA tended to confirm
lar path of nonpreparation for war while calling that their strategy was essentiaUybased on their
for international intervention--and while mak- (correct) calculation that neither the YPA nor
ing clear andovert references to the Gulf War.62 Milosevic (who had alreadywritten offSlovenia
(As with Croatia, it is not clear how much this as a nuisance not worth keeping) would attempt
is a calculated "innocent victim" strategy, as to keep Slovenia in Yugoslavia if they encoun-
opposed to sheer necessity.) Bosnian Foreign tered serious resistance._
Minister Silajdzic has argued that: "The United The Gulf War also pointed to the importance
Nations can provide the umbrella for such an of good media relations---the Slovenians estab-
operation just like the one we had in the Gulf." lished a modem media center on the eve of their
Bosnian strategy also encouraged intervention declaration of independence, and provided effi-
for humanitarian purposes (as was done for the cient, regular briefings on the state of events.
Kurds). A government advisor reportedly said, The Kosovo Albanian leadership, also having
"Let Bush come with humanitarian aid, take concluded that events in their region do not
control of the roads, get his troops or helicopters represent an immediate and obvious intema-
shot at... andpretty soon he'll findhe's fighting tional interest, seems to have ruled out a futile
the same war as us." lt is also possible to argue uprising in hopes of being able to present them-
that the Bosnian government operated on the selves as victims. (That said, given continuing
assumption that the intemational community provocation, there is no assurance that the cur-
could be inducedand evenprovoked to intervene rent or future leadership in Kosovo might not
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succumbtopressureandabandontheir"Ghandi" appeared to be the wave of the future, now

approach in favor of an uprising.) Some Alba- seemed to be limited and one-dimensional given
nian representatives have stressed the impor- their performance during the Gulf. This is not
tanceofmineral resources in Kosovo; however, to say that economic power doesn't matter--

it is unlikely that they think that such resources most states assume that it will be of increased
are anything like oil in importance to the inter- significance in the post-Cold War era---but the
national community. Gulf War led to amore balanced appraisal of the

Some states, especially those that believe they relative importance of military power and other
might possess intrinsic importance to external national attributes. Military capabilities still
powers, likewise took away from the Gul f War matter in relations among the major powers

the lesson that they need to develop military because of the implications and dangers of
capabilities sufficient todelay an aggressorlong regional conflicts, even if the potential for stra-
enough for international--or American---inter- tegic conflict among the major powers has es-
vention to take effect. As one. Singaporean sentially disappeared.

member of Parliament stated, "If Kuwait had The Gulf War also represented a critical step
been better prepared and managed to keep the in the establishment of precedent for intema-
Iraqi troops at bay for some time, other coun- tional intervention in the emerging strategic
tries could have come to its assistance. ''6S Ex- environment. During the Cold War, the condi-
amples of such states include Saudi Arabia, tions and mechanisms for such external inter-
Jordan, Singapore, and Taiwan. The lesson for vention in regional conflict were conditioned
such states from theexperienceofKuwaitisthat profoundlybytheEast-Westconflict;overtime,
the lack of any effective defensive military well-established and understood rules of the

capability invites aggression. A fait accompli road emerged as to what organizations could be
by an aggressor puts the onus on external pow- used under what circumstances and for what

ers: do they want to go to the trouble and ends. This is ali up in the air with the end of the
expense of reversing the aggression? Evenifthe Cold War--the Gulf War, and now Yugoslavia
answer is yes, do potential"victim" states really and Somalia, are critical data points for estab-
want to go through the pain of liberation? lishing new sets of legitimate mechanisms and

The likelihood of successful international in- rules for the use of force in local and regional
tervention is thought to be increased if the conflicts.

"victim" can delay and complicate the aggres- Ali states--external powers, victims, and

sor. Perhaps the most common military solution aggressors--leamed something from the Gulf
designed to impose such delays/complications War, and are now learning from Yugoslavia,
involves the development of air power. In the about what those mechanisms and rules might
Saudi case, it also means a sizable expansion in be. More importantly, they are currently--in
the ground forces. Yugoslavia and elsewhere_trying to influence

the setting of future precedent for regional inter-
vention based on what they learned in part from

Conclusion: Military Power Still the Gulf. For India, the greatest lesson of the

Matters Gulf War was the imperative to avoid invasion
of another sovereign state. Yugoslavia high-
lights the gray areas that make such a formula-The Gulf War undermined the case that a new
tion difficult to apply in practice_are the cur-

hierarchy of powers would emerge in which
rent Balkan conflicts aggression or civil war?.

military capability would be significantly de-
Indians often refer to the Kashmir analogy when

valued, and that status and influence in the
discussing the Bosnian case, wondering what

international system would be based to a first mlestheinternationalcommunitywillultimately
order on economic competitiveness. "Trading apply to both circumstances. _
states" such as Germany and Japan, which had
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That said, the Yugoslavian crises do not void agree that a war like the one against Iraq
the lesson of the Gulf about the importance of would have succeeded against them. The
military power in future regional conflicts, as Viemamese leadership points out that the
some have argued. Yugoslavia adds another topography of the region was one major
data point, but it in its own way is as unique as contributory factor in the success of the
the Gulf War. Regional experts on East Asia Americans in the Kuwaiti war. In other
and the Middle East assess the conflicts in the words, the Iraqi forces were sitting ducks on
former Yugoslavia to have anegligible effect on flat lands. Hanoi's leadership does under-
Gulf War lessons learned. For Chinese leaders, stand, rathergrudgingly, that although they
forexample, Yugoslavia is areminderofconse- won the war against the Americans, they
quences of the weakening of central political have beendefeatedinvictory. Therefore, it
authority in a communist state--but it does not would be political suicide for the Viemam-
in and ofitself profoundly change the point that ese to acknowledge in public that the mili-
military power remains a critical element in tary victory of the Americans in Kuwait
comprehensive national security.6_ was because of their superior weapon sys-

tems. On the contrary, the leadership glee-
fully points out that they won their war in

Endnote$ vietnam despite the superior nature of the
American weapons then existing." Written
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Chapter Three: Technology Matters
II I

Operation Desert Storm demonstrated to for- The Gulf War has by no means eliminated ali
eign observers the advent of a new type of doubtsabouttheefficacyofadvancedtechnolo-
modem warfare characterized by the integrated gies. Theodore Postol has produced a widely
employmentofadvancextmih'tarytechnologies--- publicized critique of the performance of the
in termsofweapons, supporting infrastructure, Patriot; questions have been raised whether
andmanagementofthecrisis/battle. Thisdem- coalitior forces destroyed any SCUDs on the
onstration forced a general reevaluation of na- ground; and there hasbeen aloweringofofficial
tional military capability and competence for judgments of the performance of precision-
many nations, great and small, guided munitions (PGMs) and submarine-

This is not to say that technology was seen as launched cruise missiles (SLCMs). Some revi-
the sole reason for the coalition's victory; for- sionist interpretations are beginning to emerge
eign militaries recognized thatAmerican forces, in the Middle East, and elsewhere, to the effect
in particular, were well-led and well-trained, that the Iraqi performance was so inept as to
and haddeveloped superior doctrine and opera- provide little real test of these technologies.
tional concepts. At the same time, many--but This said, as withthe case of the performance of
not all--foreign experts are of the view that the the American military more broadly, foreign
Gulf War was the first significant display of a militaries still tend to focus much more on the
varietyof technologies thathavethe potential to successes rather than the failures of advanced ',
dominate warfareover the next several decades, technologies--and much mffreontheir potential:
As a consequence of this assessment, the Gulf than their limitations. (.Thereareinteresting and
War has received a good deal of attention from important exceptions to this generalization, dis-
foreign militaries, even if they believe that the cussed below.)
circumstances of the war were unique or not This chapter examines the view of foreign
directly applicable to their own situation, militaries about why (and which) technologies

Prior to the Gulf War, there was considerable mattered, lt provides highlights of foreignmili-
skepticism about how well new technologies tary-technical assessments of Operation Desert
such as stealth would perform in conditions of Storm; evaluates foreign views of the meaning
actual combat. Western critics of advanced of the Gulf War for the future character of

military technology claimed that these systems warfare, including whether the Gulf signaled a
were too complex and fragile for use on the revolution inmilitaryaffairs; and considershow
battlefield. Devotees of people's war concepts a selection of foreign militaries---those of the
in the Third World pointed to the image of Western industrial democracies, important re-
Vietnamand Afghanistan, which suggested that gional powers, and potentially hostile slates---
the military forces of the major powers, even are (or are no0 adjusting their military doctrine,
with (or because of) their reliance on advanced force structure, and investment strategy to ac-
technologies, could be stalemated by a serious count for the lessons of the Gulf War.
and determined Third World adversary.
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Highlights of Foreign Military gionalopponents. Thesestatesdonotignorethe

Reactions to the Gulf War possibility of conflict with the United States orother advanced military powers, but we should
not fall into the trap of assuming that they

Any evaluation of foreign lessons learned routinely put themselves in Iraqi shoes and are
from the Galf War must take into account

busilyplanning tocounter a future DesertStorm.
several key points. Most importantly, foreign This is not to say, however, that the lessons of
military assessments of the Gulf War must be the GulfWar went unheededby foreign militar-
viewedinthecontextoftheirparticularnational ies. The Taiwanese military, for example, un-
circumstances. For example, Gulf War "les-
sons learned" frequently become ammunition dertook its own extensive analyses of the war,and also arranged for a high-ranking American
foruse by one or both sides in an internal debate delegation, led by retired U.S. Army Chief of
about future mili;:,ry doctrine and force struc- Staff General Carl E. Vuono, to conduct a
ture, and must be understood as such. special two-week briefingand teaching seminar

Second,in many cases, foreignmilitaries lack on the war. The Taiwanese focused on three
the resources to undertake a full-scale analysis issues: (1) the lessons that the People's Repub-
of the Gulf War;, they will thus tend to draw lic of China derived from the war, (2) critical
heavily from others' reactions, particularly technologies, espeuially those that yielded the
Amer;¢ _a,This creates an obvious problem of highest payoff fordefensive and counter-often-
mirror-lmag/ag for U.S. analysts studying tbr- sive operations; and (3) the CSlsystems used by
eign mactior',s to the Gulf War. Some foreign the United States to conduct its own operations
militaries may reflect back to us what we our- as well as to control the operations of the entire
selves think, perhaps wrongly confirming some coalition._
of our own misperceptions of the Gulf War. What follows is notan attemptto summarize
This also suggests thatsome foreign militaries, each andevery foreign military perspective of
awarethatwe are7ollowingthem as they assess the Gulf War, but rather an effort to provide a
the Gulf, may attemptto tailortheir reactionsto generalizedassessmentand tohighlight someof
• e war so as to influence U.S. thinking along the most salient and interesting judgments, es-
desirabl,"'ines. In other words, we cannot rule

pecially as they relate to technology.
cut apparent foreign lessons learned as being a
c_nduit for deception and disinformation.

Third,most states do not regard the American Military-Technical Evaluation ofstyle of war, as demonstrated in the Gulf, as
somethingwhich they will attemptto emulate or the Coalition 's Performance
oppose. This fact limits somewhat the salience
of Gulf Warlessons learned for foreignmilitar- Any assessment of Gulf War lessons learned
ies. Operation Desert Storm is regarded, for a must take into account the expectations that
variety of masons, as a uniquely America__ most foreign political and military leaders held
phenomenon. Foreign militaries may pursue going intothe conflict. For the most part, these
certain technologies, capabilities, or concepts leaders--especially those in the Third World--
that were demonstrated in the Gulf, but we believedon balancethatthe coalition would win
shouldnotmeasuretheirreactionstotheGulfby ifctsnflict occurred,but the warwould not cna
the same yardstick as we evaluateourselves, swiftly and coalitioncasualties would be sub-

Finally,withafewimportantexceptions(e.g., stantial.2 Somestates,including China,thought
North Korea), even those states thatare poten- that Iraq might actually win, in the seine of
tiallyhostile to Washington do not focus their forcing the coalition to abandon its military
military planning or force structuredevelop- campaign because of the costs involved.
ment on a war with the United States. This The Iranianprewar view is quite interesting
includes ,raq,which has been andremainscon- because Iran had just concluded a war with
cemed primarilywith internal control or re- Baghdad. Iraq'sdefeatwasexpectedbyTehran,
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given Iraq's preference for static defensive op- attacks. In the Brazilian public discussion and
erations, its inadequate air-power, air-defense debate about thewar, it was generally expected
and intelligence, andits exaggerated view ofthe that the American war effort against Iraq would
importance of ground forces. But Iranian spe- require at least a million men, and that a high
cialists believed that"the war will be extensive level of casualties would prevent the United
and prolonged." The United States held the States from maintaining its forces in the field.
trump card of the most modern technology and There was, however, no consensus on exactly
weaponry, but allied victory would not be Ims- where the American breaking point was. lt was
sible without sustaining heavy casualties.3 alsocommonly heldthat the United States would

. The war was a particularly sobering experi- use nuclearweapons.5
ence for those states u'aathad based their own In light of these prewar assessments, the
planning on the expectationthat a Vietnam-like general reaction among foreign militaries to the
stalemate could be imposed on the American coalition'sperformancerangedfrom"surprised"
military, and that the human factor in warfare to "stunned." The less contact that foreign
could offset superior technology. These states militarieshadhad withthe UnitedStatespriorto
had expected that Iraq could give a reasonable Desert Storm, the more unexpected was the
account of itself, particularly by imposing se- degree of the American success. Again, the
vere casualties on the American invaders. For surprise was not simply that the coalition won,
example, prior to Operation Desert Storm, Cu- but that the war ended so quickly and with so
ban President Castro quoted a"wise American few casualties. Morethan afew observers noted
leader" to the effect that"a day of war would be that even the U.S. military seemed surprised at
costlier than a year of peace," and he later so favorable an outcome. At another level,
a_guedthat "the Iraqis may have the means to foreign militaries were not surprised that tech-
guarantee a relatively long resistance [which] nology played a major role--but as a rule they
would not be ideal for the Yankees." Vice didnotexpectthatadvancedtechnologieswould
President Carlos Rodriguez asserted that "Iraq prove to be soeffective and that they would play
is ready to immolate its population and blow up such a dominant role.
its own oil installations, leading to chaos in the Most foreign military assessments did note
American economy." Aslate as February 1991, the unique or unusual circumstances of _e Gulf
the Cuban press carried an article opining that War that favored the coalition. The Vietnamese
"the air war would not be sufficient to defeat leadership, although amazed by the relativeease
Iraq, and a ground war would increase [U.S.] with which the Americansdestroyed the Soviet-
casualties geometrically," citing reports from built Iraqi air defense system, pointed out that
USATodaythat65,000AmericansoldJerswould the topography of the region was one of the
die.' major contributory factors in the American

The view that Operation Desert Storm would success.6 Tile Serbian military also noted the
be a lengthy and difficult war was by no means favorable desert terrain, the six months of unin-
confined to the anti-Western powers. For ex- terrupted time to build-up forces in the theater,
ample, it wasreported in the Brazilian press that and the passivity of the Iraqi defenses. In the
Brazil's General Staff estimated the minimum Serbians' view, the war wasvirtually won in the
duration for the war at six months, with allied period of preparation.7 But most foreign assess-
casualties in the tens of thousands. Retired merits tended not to dwell on the limitations to
Brazilian army officers argued that this was a American military power that these circum-
best-caseassessment;militaryoperationsagainst stances might have implied, but rather on the
Iraq would be many times worse than Vietnam. inherent capabilities and advantages possessed
A few other Brazilian experts anticipated a few by advanced military forces.
weeksofintensewarwithextensivemilitaryand Foreign observers tended to focus on the
civilian casualties on both sides, and with coa- followingenablingcapabilitiesthat setthe United
lition air raids being answered with terrorist States apart as a global military superpowerand
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_rtderpinnedits ability to wage aunique form of down coordinated Iraqi airdefense capabilities.
high-technology, high-intensity warfare. Observers cited Operation Desert Storm as the

first practical integrated employment of strate-
• Logistics. The ability to move very large gic and tactical aviation, and the first large-

forces over long distances and sustain those scale use of stealth andcruise missiles. Perhaps
forces for a substantial period of time. the most surprising element of the air campaign

• Information nmnagement. The ability to for many foreign militaries---including the Ira-
collect, integrate, and distribute strategic, qis--wasitsduration(approximatelysixweeks).
operational, and tactical intelligence; the Soviet estimates of the length of the campaign
ability to communicate from and to ali ranged from two to three days to two weeks at
levels; andthe ability todeny these capabili- maximum; the Iraqi military, steeped in Soviet
ties to an adversary. Thisinvolved not only doctrine, had a similar view.t1
control over information by the military The Israeli military stressed the virtual as well
but, in the minds of many states, the ma- as direct effects of the aircampaign----itallowed
nipulation of the Western media to the U.S. the coalition to put tremendous pressure on the
advantage? lraqis and their ability to sustain operations.

• Combined arms and joint operations. The important factorshere were the high sortie
Theabilitytoconduct an integrated,notjust rategeneratedbythe coalitionairforces,coupled
anorchestrated, military campaign, involv- with the use of PGMs and electr6nic warfare.
ing different service branches as well as

Although the Israelis were critical of the direct
other national forces, effectiveness of the air campaign against Iraqi

In the words of Dan Shomron, the Israeli De- SCUDs in westem Iraq, they did comment
fense Force's Chief of Staff during the war: favorably on the campaign's virtual effects.
"The United States is prosecuting the war pre- Irrespectiveof how many missiles ortransport-
cisely in the areas where it has relative advan- ers-erectors-launchers(TELs)wereactuallyde-
tages, and from a strategic perspective that is stroyed, the airoffensive reduced the tempo and
very correct. They are operatingprecisely in the accuracy of the Iraqi attacks against Israel. t2
realmin which they possess relative superiority The success of precision-guided weapons re-
as a great power. ''9 ceived a good deal of attention from nations

In the view of the vast majority of foreign such as Israel, which had already made a com-
observers, air power determined the outcome of mitment to move in this direction prior to the
the ,var, although aviation is not ali powerful, war. The Israelis noted that this was the first
Air power executed or contributed to ali the time that any military had made such extensive
significant tasks of the war: it disrupted the use of these weapons and tested their perfor-
enemy's command and control, destroyed the mance in war. Still, caution is the order of the
air defense system, destroyed and demoralized day. The Israeli Chief of Staff, Lt. General
the Iraqi air forces, damaged Iraqi economic Ehud Barak, argued that: "In terms of target
potential, and created optimum conditions for destruction, it seems to me that a couple of
the ground operations. The Italian air force (not dozen per cent of thetargets were hit. I couldn' t
surprisingly) hailed this as a solid confirmation say whether it was 25 or 35 per cent, but this is
of the strategic air doctrine of Giulio Douhet, the restdt of the operation of a very small
which they characterized as a massive and percentage of the sorties. In a sense, this war
continuous air campaign against ali strategic demonstrated the potential of these weapons
targets from the front lines to the deep rear. l° more than it fulfilled [that potential].''x3

Some foreign militaries saw the key to air The value of space systems in the conflict was
operations as being the coordinated employ- emphasized most strongly by the French, Sovi-
ment of the F-117A, the cruise missile, and ets/Russians, and the Israelis, among others.
defense suppression (EW, HARM) to break From the Soviet viewpoint, space assets played
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a significant role in the preparation and conduct sion usedby the Iraqis and this rendered not

of the campaign (reconnaissance, battle man- just the air defense system but ali forms of
agement, meteorological, and damage assess- fire control effete [sic] and the territory
ments). They also provided impressive support naked._7
for the tactical user. The Italian military noted Electronicwarfare technologiesconditioned
the utility of the Global Positioning System
(GPS)---"a true multiplier of forces that fa- the planning and course of the entire battleand allowed coalition forces to act with
voted ground movements of the multinational
troops, contributing to the rapid encirclement of relative impunity in their strikes on Iraqipositions. Despite the fact that the lraqis
the Republican Guard.''_4 lt was noted that were alerted to the imminent air offensive,
space systems provided warning and cueing for electronic warfare measures.., allowedthe
the Patriot antitactical ballistic missile system, coalition to defy standard concepts of"co-
and for the counter-air campaign. In fact, U.S. efficients of attrition" for an alerted enemy,
space systems were credited by the Soviets with
real-time support for air operations._5 thus permitting deep strikes._8

The use of space assets in the Gulf War Night fighting capabilities were regarded by
reflectedanevengreatercoalitiondominancein foreign militaries as being highly important in
battlefield surveillance, including such systems attaining surprise and sustaining the initiative
as AWACS, the newly available JSTARS air- andinomentum of the coalition's air and ground
craft, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). offensives._9As Chinese military writers noted,
The German military noted that the principle of the night had previously belonged to low-tech-
near-real-time tactical recoxmaissanceby UAV nology militaries, whereasit nowis the province
was proved during the war, and that UAVs will of the advanced military powers. The French,
be even more valuable if future generations bycontrast, foundthemselveslimitedbythefact
feature laser-designation and long-range data that their participation in the coalition's air
relay capabilities._6 offensive could take piace only during the day-

Several foreignmilitaryassessments held that time; France's Jaguar aircraft, unlike those of
the Gulf Wardemonstratedthatelectronic war- the British, had never been modernized with
fare (EW) is no longer a combat support ele- avionics and other equipment to make them
ment, but rather can be fully integrated into capable of night and adverse weather opera-
operations and contribute directly to deciding tions.2°
the course and outcome of the war. EW was In terms of the ground campaign, the varied
seen to be particularly crucial in the air cam- roles of helicopters were widely noted by the
paign--perhapsevenmoreimportantthanstealth German and Egyptian militaries, among others.
in accounting for the effectiveness andlow loss Italian specialists cited the unique use of heli-
rate of coalition aircraft. In the respective views copters as an "aerial cavalry" that established
of Indian and Italian writers: bridgeheadsandstrongholdsbehindenemylines,

While the first multinational forces air at- creating logistical bases for the supply of muni-
tions, fuel, and food. For the first time, the

tacks were directed against Iraq's air de- establishment of these points proceeded rather
fense capabilities through strikes against than followedthe movements of the larger fight-
radar stations, SAM [surface-to-air mis- units '-_
sile] and low-level air defense artillery bat- ing . Helicopters also proved invaluableas tank killers and for reconnaissance.
teries, command and control systems, air-

In addition to the advantages provided by
fields, it was really the quantum advantage
in Electronic Warfare capabilities that advanced U.S. technologies, foreign observers
yielded decisive results. Electronic intelli- from Italy, India, and South Korea, among othernations, cited the American command system as
gence andcountermeasure aircraft jammed a crucial reason for the improvement in U.S.
and confused every type of electronic emis-
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pefformance compared with thatofthe Vietnam the specific ability of mobile Iraqi missiles to
conflict.22 The delegation of military decision evade coalition counter-force operations._
making to the theater CINC by Washington, With respect to CCD, former French Defense
with the national command authority (NCA) Minister Joxe has commented that the "rela-
providing general political guidance, was seen tively simple procedures of hardening sites,
as amajorfactorin the coalition's victory. The camouflage and decoys, and system mobility
Goldwater-Nichols reforms were said to have seriouslyhampered the task ofthe most sophis-
provided the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of ticated means of destruction. ''25 The Serbian
Staff with adequate operational responsibility, military noted that the Iraqi tactics of camou-
and to have permitted excellent coordination of flaging,dispersing to outlying small bases, and
the services in theater, the use of engineering work and camouflage

around aerodromes resulted in a significant
degree of protection.26

Weaknesses in the Coalition "s The Israelis,amongothers, wereacutely aware

Performance of the unexpected difficulty that the United
States had in tracking and attacking mobile
missiles. The Israelis estimate the Americans

As noted above, there was a widespread for- destroyedbetween zeroand fourmissile launch-
eign appreciation of the advantages that the
coalition enjoyed---in terms of the time avail- ers in Western Iraq. This poor performancecame as asurprise to ranking IDFpersonnel. As
able to mass forces, the relatively favorable Chief of Staff Shomron remarked during the
desert terrain, a ready-made infrastructure in

war: "I admit that I thought the American
Saudi Arabia, and the like. Foreign observers operation in western Iraq would end faster. It's
accordingly concluded that the United States taking more time there than we thought. Our
andits coalition partners might not have done as assessment was that it would be over in a few
well had these conditions been less favorable, days.''27 Moshe Arens stated that"prior to the
Potential shortcomings in U.S. fast strategic outbreak of the fighting, the U.S. had assessed
transport and logistics were particularly re.. that it would destroy Iraq's ability to launch
marked upon. The inability to deploy sufficient missiles within a day or two.''28
forces in good time to stop a rapid armored Several other difficulties were noted by for-
assault--such as Saddam might have mounted eign observers, including problems operating
against Saudi Arabia from August-October fixed-wing aviation in bad weather. As one
1991--is still seen to be a serious problem for Israeli writer noted: "Despite ali the remarkable
the United States. For example, Asian defense technological achievements, bad weather may
journal articles highlighted the vulnerabilities still be a substantial handicap to air operationsassociated with the coalition's contract surface

and especially in its crucial hours.'r'_9 This
fleet; had a merchant ship been damaged or writernotedinparticularthatcloudsobstructed
sunk, the coalition would have had difficulty the functioning of infra-red sensors installed in
finding sufficient ships and crews willing to various aircraft, including the F-I17A. The
accept the war risk. These journals also noted Americans owned the night, but notthe weather.
similar problems with the Civilian Reserve Air The Italian military, among many others,Fleet.23

assume that the limited mine laying operations
Beyond these reasonably well-recognized by Iraq prevented a U.S. amphibious assault

shortcomings, foreign militaries commented againstKuwait. If theIraqishad mined the open
upon a few specific problems that Iraqmanaged seas as well as the coast, the coalition fleet
to poseto coalition forces. Perhapsthetwomost would never have been able to operate within
widely observed coalition shortcomings con- such close reach in the first place, thus down-
cemed the general success of Iraqi cover, con-
cealment, and deception (CCD) practices, and grading its effectiveness.3°
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The coalition also received relatively low of the Tornado GR1a, before trials on its sen-
marks for the performance of its intelligence sors had been completed, helped fill the gap.
services. At the strategic level, the United The German military, for its part, was ira-
States---and other regional powers, including pressed with the performance of UAVs, but
Israel and Egypt---obviously failed to antici- concludedthatduetotheirlowoverallnumbers,
patelraq'sinitialinvasionofKuwait. Although they were unable to close the reconnaissance
this failure represents an inherent problem with gap left by satellites and manned systems? 3
intelligence--the ability to divine intentions in The Israeli military commented on the fact
the face of ambiguous evidence--it was also that the Iraqis were able to achieve local sur-
seen to indicate important weaknesses in human prise when they displayed some initiative. As
intelligence and analysis. Along these lines, the one author noted:

United States is thought to have significantly There were a few instances in which the
overestimated Iraqi military strength in the coalition forces nonetheless lacked a com-
Kuwaiti theater of operations prior to the initia-
tion of ground combat. The Russian military, prehensive real-time intelligence picture of
for one, felt that the U.S. could have better the battlefield. These are precisely the
ascertained that strength through more active cases in which the Iraqi military deviated
ground probes prior to the onset of the land from its overall passive posture, and at-
campaign. 3_ Finally, Western intelligence se- tempted original and/or dynamic, if ulti-
verely underestimated the scope and sophistica- mately futile, moves. This was the case

with the surprise attack by an Iraqi corps
tion of the Iraqi nuclear program. [sic] at Khafji, the operation of surface-to-At the level of tactical intelligence, the diffi-

surface missiles throughout the war, and
culties associated with battle damage assess-
ment (BDA), and problems related to dissemi- the dispatch of nearly 150aircraft to Iran._
nating intelligence to the local commanders, The apparent success of the Patriot ATBM
were apparent in many foreign analyses of the hasbeen challenged in the United States by such
war. The official British view was as follows: writers as Theodore Postol; a skeptical view is

The enormous quantifies of information also held by some foreign observers. The Pa-
coUectedbymodem systems focused onthe triot PAC-2 is thought to have demonstrated
Gulfgenerateddifficulties, particularlywith some capabilities against SSMs, but the fact
the timelydelivery of relevant data to field that Patriot was designed primarily as an air
commanders. This problem arose from the defense weapon with limited point-defense ca-
complexitiesofthe coalitioncommand struc- pabilities againsttacticalballisticmissiles clearlylimited its effectiveness. A common Israeli
ture; the unfamiliarity of coalition opera- assessment holds that there is no evidence that

tions outside the NATO area; a relatively Patriot destroyed any SCUD warheads fired atunpracticed interface between operations
and intelligence staffs; the complexities of Israel. The al-Hussein missiles had longer
the nationalplanformanagingintelligence; ranges and higher velocity than the standard
and a need to develop further the under- SCUD, against which the Patriot might have
standingbyoperationsandintelligencestaffs performed better. Some of these missiles, acci-
of their respective requirements and capa- dentaUyordeliberately, brokeupinflight, which
bilities. There were also problems with complicated the interception problem. Inter-
arrangements for analysis and dissemina- ception also took piace too close to the defended
tion of intelligence data?2 area, causing collateral damage? 5A certain amount of revisionism about the

From the Britishperspective, JSTARS and TR- American/coalition performance during the war
1 provided good imagery, but the coalition had has also begun to creep into foreign assess-
insufficientimageryfromdeepertacticalrecon- ments, including those of China. (In many
naissance. The United Kingdom's deployment cases, such revisionism is driven more by poli-
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tics thanobjective military analysis.) TheIraqi liberating Kuwait. The Iraqis missed an addi-
mediain particularhas started to arguethat the tionalU.S. objective: to attrittheir warmachine
Gulf War "revealed many weak points and in general and nonconventionalcapability in
defects in U.S. weapon systems," such as the particular.39
Apache helicopter, Patriot, and the Tomahawk There are two overriding reasons generally
cruise missile,s6 given by foreign observers for the poor perfor-

mance ofthe Iraqimilitary against the coalition.
First, the passivity of the Iraqi military, which

Accounting for the Iraqi Defeat ledtoaloss ofinitiative. Forexample, an Indian
author argued that

From the perspective of most foreign observ- An enlarged Khafji style raid or a major
ers, Saddam Hussein was defeated decisively offensive by Republican Guards armored
because he placed so much stock in erroneous divisions on the offloading ports would
strategic assumptions. For example, oneItalian have served to inflict fairlyheavy casualties
assessment referred to the failure of Saddam's and exploitedthe Viemam syndrome effect.
"political war, which was based on: (1) the A few hundred casualties in the initial stage
involvement of Israel and the Arab abandon- could havehad a disproportionate domestic
ment of the coalition; (2) Soviet political inter- fallout in Americaand could possibly have
ventionin Iraq's favor; (3)the emotional fragil- stalled the offensive. At the very least, it
ity of the U.S. public in the post-Vietnam era; would haveseverelydislocated the build-up
and (4) the force of anti-war movements and the process and imposed greater caution.4°
threat of terrorism. When these assumptions
failed to be borne out, Saddam found himself Second, the Iraqi loss of initiative was, in fact,
fighting a 20th century war against a 21st reflectiveofthefactthatSaddamHusseinfought
century opponent. ''37 the wrong war, in that he wrongly anticipated

The Cubans, for their part, argued that Iraq boththemeansandtheendsoftheAmerican-led
developed a strategy that failed to match its campaign. A common Chinese view held that

geographic isolation, lt could not become an- The reason for the complete defeat suffered
other Vietnam or North Korea because those [by] the Iraqis before they could put up a
countries "had a rearguard" while "Iraq was forceful fightcan be found in their obsolete
totally isolated geographically and would not military theoriesand their ineffective com-
have either logistical support or the necessary mand and control, not to mention the politi-
supplies." Most importantly, Saddam had ne- cal factors. One lesson drawn from their
glected the critical moral factor: Iraq "had a defeat is that under modem war conditions,
great army, many tanks, m_iy things, but its what is fatal in war is not obsolete weap-
people were unprepared for war." Iraq's will onry, but obsolete, rigid and inappropriate
cracked because it did not fight to the last military theories and tactical principles.4_
soldier. In Castro's words, "Wars must not be
provoked,but once they break out, they must be Italian analyst Stefano Silvestri contends that
fought weil, and wars must not end without Iraq tried to avoid the Egyptian mistakes of
either victory or death.''38 1973 by placing its hopes in a deep, layered

At the operational-strategic level, Saddam is front without an axis to exploitwa classic de-
also believed to have relied on a badly mistaken fense against a blitzkrieg-type assault. How-
conception---thatpolitical considerationswould ever, the lraqis never faced a frontal tank attack
prevent the coalition states from planning mill- but instead cor,e.m_nteda much larger penetra-
tary moves on the ground through Iraqi terri- tion axis and abattle marked more by maneuver
tory. He also misunderstood American war than frontal assaults.42
aims, believing they were confined solely to
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Accounting for the Iraqi Defeat: after which it would interfere with the ground

An "'Iraqi" Perspective campaign.The Iraqi C31 system, which had
been set up to deal with small raids, failed under
coalition attacks. SAMs were neutralized by

lt is very difficult to discem directly Iraqi EW andcounter-radarmeasures (e.g.,HARM).
lessons learned from the war. For obvious AAA had only limited effectiveness; coalition
reasons, mostlraqisarenotinclinedtodwellon, aircraft stayed largely above 10,000 feet, and
oreven admit, the failures of the war, especially the C31collapse led to a breakdown of discipline
if those failures could be attributed to Saddam

that prevented effective barrage defenses. The
Hussein. lt is possible, however, to indicate few Iraqi fighters that attempted to ambush
areas in which Iraqi prewar plans and expecta- coalition forces were defeated by the F-15/
lions were proven wrong, and thereby infer how AWACS combination, which the Iraqis had not
the Iraqi General Staff--generally regarded as expected. The coalition devised means to de-
being quite competentmmight privately assess stroy hardened aircraft shelters and thereby
its performance during Operation Desert threatened the postwar survival of the Iraqi air

St°rra'43 force, provoking attempts to escape to Iran.
One critical Iraqi error of judgment and per- Passive defenses were the most successful ele-

formance concerned the coalition's air cam-
ment of the Iraqi strategy to survive the air

paign. The Iraqis did not expect that they could campaign, but even these had their limits, in
compete in the air, given the numerical advan- large partbecause of the unexpected duration of
tages of the coalition, but they sought to survive that campaign.

suchattacksasquicklyandwithaslittledamage The Iraqi failure to blunt or offset the
as possible in order to get to the ground war. coalition's bombing was compounded by an
Here, they thought themselves to have relative erroneous conception of how the ground war
advantages, as explained below. would proceed. The coalition's ground cam-

The Iraqis did not believe that air power
would be relevant to the ultimate outcome of the paign was supposed to have been met by a set-

piece, infantry-based defense designed to attrit,
conflict. This assumption was based on their slow down, and disrupt the enemy attack, with
own experience in the Iran-lraq war and on the armored counter-attacks to deal with penetra-
Vietnam and Middle East wars, where air de-

tions. The Iraqis had expected that the war
lenses (especially SAMs) were thought to have would follow the pattern of the Iran-Iraq war,
prevented the effective use of airpower. The characterized by (a) slowly developing battles,
Iraqis believed that they would be able to caus_ dictated by the pace of the infantry; (b) sporadic

some attrition of coalition air assets, in part fighting, in which actions would be sharp and
through hit-and-run fighter attacks, but mainly short, punctuated by a period of delay and
through antiaircraft artillery (AAA) and SAMs. regrouping; and (c) a two-dimensional battle-
The Iraqis did not intend for their air force to field in which rear areas were relatively secure
engage in a sustained contest for air superiority; and in which reserves could form up in relative
their aircraft were to be husbanded in hardened

quiet. The Iraqi military also held to a funda-
shelters for the postwar period. The key to mental belief in the value of quantity over
Iraq's attempts to blunt the aircampaign resided

quality. During Operation Desert Shield,
in passive defenses: concrete, steel, dispersal, Saddam argued that any attempt to dislodge
camouflage, redundancy, and frequent reloca- Iraqi troops from Kuwait "would require that

tion. they [the coalition] have guaranteed three times
All the major elements of this strategy to the numberoflraq's defending forces.., thatis,

counter the coalition's aircampaign failed. The three million. ''_ This presumably referred to
Iraqis had erroneously assumed that the air the standard dictum that the offense requires a
campaign would be limited to 3-10 days, after 3:1 advantage over the defense for an attack to
which it could not be sustained logistically, and succeed.
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The coalition's air campaign effectively de- flictwithlsrael(e.g.,Syria)orthathadcloseties
stroyed the first and essential element in the with the United States (e.g., Egypt and Saudi
Iraqi defenses: the front-line infantry forces, Arabia) tended to be atleast somewhat aware of
which were of poor quality to begin with, and the potential of advanced technologies. But
were decimated and demoralized. The Iraqis other foreign militaries, especially those that
were deceived about the schwerpunkt of the were not closely allied with the United States,
coalition's ground attack which they believed did not expect the character of the Gulf War.
would be directed, for political and military In any case, there is today awidespread sense
reasons, at Iraqi forces in southeastern Kuwait. thattheGulfWardidsignal atechnology-driven
In part, the Iraqis did not believe that the west change in the character of warfare. The follow-
was traversable by armored forces off-road, ing assessment from an Indian officer is fairly
because of the nature of the terrain, which they typical:
thought to be too soft and lacking in navigable

The employment of weapons technologiesfeatures. The speed and continuous nature of
capable of delivering enormous destructionthe coalition's advance gave lie to Iraqi expec-
at ever-increasing ranges with improvingtations about the nature of the battle (slow,

sporadic, and well-defined lines). Unexpect- accuracies, use of advanced surveillance
edly poor weather grounded much of the and reconnaissance systems based in outer
coalition's fixed-wing aircraft during the four- space and advanced electronic systems for
day ground campaign, but coalition (primarily command,controlandcommunications, and

other such technological tools has broughtAmerican) armored and heliborne forces obLit-
erated the few Iraqi forcesthat stood and fought, a change in the nature of war, by affecting
Here the thermal imaging capabilities of the the pace and intensity of war, the area of
U.S. Army proved an unexpected problem for operation, and even the very principles and
the Iraqis, who lost T-72 tanks without being objectives of war. Consequently, techno-
aware that the enemy was even closing, logical advances have led to far reaching

changes in the scope of war and the tactical
environment.45

Operation Desert Storm and the The French military was also deeply impressed

Changing Character of Warfare with the revolutionary characterofthe technolo-
gies displayed during the Gulf War. Former
Defense Minister Joxe has argued that intelli-Many experts in the United States proclaimed

that the Gulf marked a revolution in military gence capabilities, which deserved a "funda-mental sham" of credit for the coalition's mili-
affairs, picking up on the notion of an emerging
"military-technical revolution" that had been tary success, are part of a larger array of
advanced by the Soviet General Staffbeginning advancedtechnologies, including computersand
in the late 1970s and early 1980s. other information systems and sensors, such as

The type of warfare that the United States high-precision optical guidance, that together
constitute "a revolution in military history." Inpracticed in Operation Desert Storm did not
Joxe's words, "capacities for listening and see-come as a complete surprise to many foreign

militaries, which had been tracking these devel- ing into the depth of the enemy's deployment
were carded to levels never before attained byopments and trying to plan their force structures
electronic warfare means... Conversely, theseand doctrines accordingly. In addition to the
same means were used to render the Iraqi armySoviets, the Chinese andIsrael]s, among others,

had beenthinking about the impact of advanced blind, deaf, and almost mute.'"6 This view was
echoed by then-Prime Minister Edith Cresson,technologies. In the Middle East, those Arab
who stated that future military planning muststates that were directly involved with the con- take into account:

lA,a,t_,Fnpl,lft_vlldq_' ,,,li,,_'t,qNl_lmPqi_AIt_l_mlltll_pln,1_11,Ill_,,_Pl,l_lrlhIpp_IIf_l',',pl?,*?tI,tillrHIlll_lMIl_ll,lllllrll'IIPIWPH_qlPllIIIIlTtll,_lllI_" 't,IBIIIPlnIlfllPtl_ItmlUpPIIfI'_P_tF_tIIlfPll5IPI'HflIltfllf'llllnt'11rl'lllki_i"_i_l_llJiilllilllllllll_llrllf_llilll__tlil_?llllpill_llqp_1i_l,IIIIliIl_,ll_lltii1IIH_IpflaillitI_'_111HI_hli_HI HI_I_III_"
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the growing role that will henceforth be yet distinct positions. This debate, needless to
taken, alongside the nuclear deterrent force say, was heavily conditioned by the political
and the conventional forces, by a new force implications of various military-technical as-
whose strategic importance has been re- sessments of the war.49
vealed byour recent experiences in the Gulf One Soviet view of Operation Desert Storm
and by the evolution of crisis risks in Eu- was held by what might be called the "Old
rope and the world: the force of space, School." According to this view, the Gulf War
intelligence and communications. Iwant to was not a fair test of doctrine or equipment
piace particular emphasis on this point. A because of Iraq's ineptness.
technological revolution has taken place: A second position on the Gulf War was held
that of information, lt directly concerns our by the"Ogarkovites," those associated with the
armed forces under the triple aspect of ideas of the former Chief of the Soviet General
management of the battlefield and chain of Staff, Marshall N. V. Ogarkov. Ogarkov's
command, of detection, andofintelligence, visionofthemilitary-technicalrevolution(MTR)
This force enhances the value of the other was confirmed by the Gulf War--but for the
components of our defense means.47 Ogarkovites, the war did not signal any radical

change in the central importance of ground
At the same time, there is a strong sense forces, traditional notions of combined arms in

among most if not all foreign militaries that, the context of theater-strategic operations, or
even if such a military-technical revolution has the necessity to seize/occupy territory.
occurred theoretically, it has limited practical A third Soviet/Russianperspective onthe war
significance for them given fiscal and/or soci- could be characterized as "everything has
etal realities, changed"--the GulfWar points to an evenmore

The following section reviews the assessment radical alteration in the nature of warfare than
by foreign militaries of how the character of that posited by Marshall Ogarkov.
warfare might have changed, lt particularly This debate has little immediate practical
attempts to ascertain whether foreign militaries consequences because of the other overriding
believe that the Gulf demonstrated a revolution pressures now preoccupying the Russian mili-
in warfare. Three case studies follow, portray- tary, but it is interesting to explore in particular
ing Soviet/Russian, Chinese, and Israeli views the "everything as changed" school because of
on the future character of conflict in light of the its prediction of new dimensions of warfare.
GulfWar. We then analyze how foreignmilitar- One of theprincipal points ofdeparture for the
ies view specific aspects of warfare in light of "everything haschanged" school was the inabil-
the Gulf---for example, the role of airpower, ity of traditional Soviet correlation of force

models--including those used by the
Ogarkovites--to predict the course and out-

Soviet/Russian Views of Future comeoftheGulfWar. These traditional models
War indicated that the coalition would win in about

the time that it did, but that it would suffer

lt is valuable to review Soviet (now Russian) considerably higher air losses and ground casu-
perspectives of the Gulf War, as the Soviets had alties than in fact was the case. This led to an
been in the forefront of thinking about the so- advocacybythe"everythinghaschanged"school
called military-technical revolution. Soviet of a new methodology that is centered on the
military forecasters, for example, were among correlation of systems rather than forces.
the first to describe the concept of a"reconnais- At the center of this perspective is the belief
sance-strike complex. ''4s that future war will be dominated by efforts to

There appears to have been a debate in the disrupt the enemy's, and protect one's own,
Soviet/Russian military over how to interpret troop control, through coordinated fire,maneu-
the Gulf War, a debate marked by overlapping, ver, and radio-electronic combat. Each side can
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be expected to optimize its own troop control to the past. Major General V. I. Slipchenko of the
maximize the impact of its fire strikes through- Academy of the General Staff has argued that:

out the depth of the theater, while trying to The war will proceed without boundaries
disrupt enemy troop control, leaving the oppo- and flanks. The terms front and rear will be
nent deaf, dumb, and blind, and thereby disag-
gregating his combined arms capabilities. Ac- replaced by concepts of 'subject to attack'
cording to Captain 1st Rank Eduard Shevelev: and 'not subject to attack.' lt is presumed
"The experience of local wars and armed con- that the first targets to be destroyed will be
flicts of the last few years, including the events governmentandmilitarycommandand con-
in the region of the Persian Gulf, has confirmed trol, energy sources, military targets, espe-
[that] the course and outcome of military ac- ciaUy retaliatory strike systems, and other
tions depends directly on the capabilities of the important targets. By concentrating enor-
opposing side to disrupt troop and force con- mous strike power at great depths on the
trol." 5o territory ofthe enemy,not only operational-

strategic goals can be achieved, but strate-The successful execution of such strikes can
overcome an unfavorable correlation of forces gic ones as weil. In fact, the difference

between operational and strategic art inin theater-wide operations. The coalition's su-
such a war will disappear. _

periority in C3I and its ability to disrupt Iraqi
troop control made it possible to fight an air/ In this kind of war, aerospace operations
land battle in such a manner as to achieve become the primary means to accomplish stra-
decisive results against a numerically powerful tegic objectives. The draft Russian military
foe without suffering the sort of losses which doctrine thus holds that operations during the
would have called into question the limited decisiveinitialperiodofwarinvolve"strongair,
objectives of the coalition,sl Successful wars air defense, and highly mobile assault landing
for limited strategic objectives are now techni- groupings and naval forces to disrupt strategic
cally, and politically, credible, deployment, disorganizecivil and militarycom-

From the "everything has changed" perspec- mand and control.''55
five, it is therefore critical to reject the "tradi- Perhaps most significantly, strategic objec-
tional nonsystemic study of the enemy (of the tives--thecontrol or denial of territory--can be
separate organizational structures of the armed fulfilled without physically occupying that ter-
forces, of the types of armaments, etc.), but to ritory. In such a highly maneuverable war,
research his combat systems with their existing linear formations and stable fronts are obsolete.
functional characteristics and connections."52 According to oneRussian author,"A character-
This new approach would make it possible to istic feature of technological war [is that opera-
find the "thin" places or more vulnerable ele- tional goals] can be achieved in definite condi-
ments of the enemy's combat systems and so tions without the intrusion of ground forces on
make it possible to prevent or disrupt their enemy territory--just through conducting an
functioning. Such results may be possible even electronic-fireengagement.''_ Tank-heavy,mass
without the use of fire: "The achievement of formations are irrelevant; surprise, strategic
these goals, as research studies have shown, can initiative, preemption, and space systems are
be achieved without fire actions, andonly by the critical. Another Russian writer argues that, in
use, for example, of means of REC [Radio- the Gulf War, "thanks to surprise, the large
Electronic Combat], in individual cases by the force ofthe blow [and]the massed employment
suppression of individual elements (or their of means of EW, suppression of PVO [air
features) of the systems of combat control. ''53 defenses], the disorganization of command and

The "everything has changed" school be- control of [enemy] groups of forces, and the
lieves that future wars that involve advanced securing of complete air superiority were
technology will look very different fromthoseof achieved.''_7
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Chinese Views of Future War Thisis true evenof a nationlikeIsrael, which
hasalways beenon the cutting edge of advanced

As with the Soviet Union, there are differ- military teclmology.
ences within the Chinese militaryover the char- From the Israeli standpoint, a revolution in
acter and meaning of the Gulf War. In the warfare would be characterized by the obsoles-
People's Liberation Army (PLA), these differ- cence of certain key military systems such as
ences tend to break down along traditionalist tanks and manned aircraft. Such obsolescence

was not indicated by the Gulf War. Tanks haveversus modemizer lines. The following is an
analysis typical of the modernizers, as articu- not become obsolete, although they may serve
lated by Liu Janglian of the Foundation for different functions in the future. Ariel Levite
International and Strategic Studies in Beijing.ss describes the key reason why revolution has not

According to Liu, the Gulf War was a prelude yetoccurred: "Important as these new technolo-
to wars of the fourth ageJthe age of high- gies may be, they have yet to overcome the
technology conflicts which make comprehen- Achilles' heel of intelligence"---i.e., the dis-
siveuse of mobility, striking power, protection, semination to field commanders of a compre-
and C31capability. Modem wars are character- hensive battlefield intelligence picture and vital
ized by military high-technology; the close co- target information, as well as battle damage
ordination of the Army, the Air Force, and the assessment'59
Navy; modern military theories and tactical The Israeli military is inclined to think less in
principles; and the effective use of military terms of revolutions in military affairs than in
equipment by men. The Gulf War revealed the terms of unceasing measure-countermeasure
following characteristics of wars of the fourth interactions within a relatively constantmilitary
age: framework. At best it is possible to talk about

temporary revolutions in warfare. Forexample,
• The blending of the front and rear areas, the 1973 war suggested to some that advanced

with an extensive deployment of forces in air defenses built around SAMs pointed to the
the strategic and tactical depths end of the manned attack aircraft. But by the

• The vertical extension of the battlefield time of the war in Lebanon of 1982, the Israeli
from space to underwater areas, with stress military had devised effective remedies to the
on Air-Land and Air-Sea battles, requiring SAM threat. The Americans in the Gulf War
the close coordination of the air, ground, demonstrated additional techniques to support
and sea actions an air campaign despite heavy air defenses.

• The great enhancement of mobility charac- By the same token, the 1973 war supposedly
terized by the prompt reaction to events ali pointed to the decline of the tank, but the Gulf
over the world Warwas marked by the survival and triumph of

• The use of large numbers of PGMs and theAbramsandChallengertanks, agalnstwhich
conventional weapons of mass destruction even the more modern anti-tank missiles could
[sic], with nuclear-biological-chemical not penetrate from the front (and in the future
(NBC) weapons as their back-up will not be able to penetrate from other angles).

• The ever-increasing rolesof electronic war- IDF experts anticipate that toward the end of
fare and signal warfare, this decade tanks will be equipped with "smart"

active protectivesystems against both horizon-
taland vertical top attacks: hard kill, electronic

Israeli Views on the Future countermeasures(ECM), and decoy launch-

Character of Warfare ing." Over the longer term, tanks will carry a
mix of electro-thermal and electro-magnetic

For smaller states,by contrast, the Gulf War guns. This will revolutionize tank design by
did not seem to point towardsa revolution in allowing optimized tank shapes and enhanced
warfare, atleastin the nearorintermediateterm. survivability characteristics. 6_
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For the Israelimilitary, then, the Gulfpointed flictsandwill be a decisive factorin the outcome
more towards an ongoing evolution in warfare, of those conflicts .63But this view is something
whereby there will be a blend of old and new of an exception----mostforeignmilitaries are not
technologies.62 One key area for the future operating on the assumption that air power will
measure-countermeasure game will be that of itself be decisive. This conclusion has been
ballistic missiles versus defenses (passive, ac- reached by the Serbian military, for example;
five, and counter-force), the YPA notes that, in spite of an almost con-

stant 38-day air coalition offensive which em-
ployed 80,000 tons of munitions, 50 per cent of

Specific Trends in Views of Iraq's combat aircraft and 40 per cent of heavy

Military Affairs weaponry remained intact,sTo be sure, there is a considerably greater

This section summarizes the Gulf War's im- appreciation of the fact that success on the
ground cannot be achieved in the face of enemy

pact on foreign perceptions of the following air superiority. But territory is still thought to
particular aspects of warfare: matter. From an Israeli perspective, for ex-

• Air power ample,successful campaignsrequireproper air
• Offense-defense relationship cover,but forceson the ground win wars. In the
• Surprise attack/preemption case of the Gulf War, it was necessary for the
• Relationship between fire-power and ma- coalition to "materialize Iraq's unconditional

neuver defeat" by invading Kuwait on the ground.
• Quantityversus quality Operations on the ground were essential to
• Ballistic and cruise missiles reduce Iraq's offensive potential through de-
• Weapons of mass destruction struction of a substantial portion of the Repub-
• Professionalism lican Guard, and to ensure that Saddam could
• Doctrine, force structure, and technology not claim a political victory by withdrawing his
• Space systems forces from Kuwait"voluntarily. "6sThe Egyp-
• Naval power tian military essentially concurs in this analysis:

Air Power. The war clearly marked a new or ... despite the coalition's success [inachiev-
renewed appreciation for air power, particu- ing] air supremacy, its air forces were un-
larly its utility in the early and perhaps decisive able to determine the war by themselves,
stage of the war. For many states, especially and the ground forces were still needed in
those in the Third World, air power had previ- order to achieve the overall objectivesofthe
ously been thought of as an independent arm of war. In the Egyptians' view, the Gulf War
strategic bombardment, reconnaissance, and wasa war of combined forces, in which the
harassment than as a part of an integrated force air force had a central role. Itsmission was
structure with assigned, organic missions. The to erode the military capability of the Iraqi
apparent failure of the American air campaign forces, to destroy their ability to wage an
against Vietnam had seemed to si_;_mlthe limits effectivedefense, andto prepare the ground
of conventional airpower for even the super- for a lightning thrust, with minimal casual-
powers. Foreign militaries are in the process of ties. The ground forces determined the final
rethinking the opportunities and vulnerabilities outcome of battle, in collaboration with
associated with air power in light of the appar- other forces,ss
ently spectacular performance of the coalition's Under therightcircumstances, airpower might
air campaign, defeat invading forces, but it cannot occupy

As noted above, there is a view (by no means
territory or force a change of regime. Foreign

dominant) in the Russian military that was observers note that one of the likely reasons that
strengthened by the Gulf Warwthat aerospace Saddam did not invade Saudi Arabia is that he
attacks will be the leading edge of future con-
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couldnotsuccessfullysustainforcesacrossso tcctedthebasesofthecoalition'soffensive;
much territory.By lhcsametoken,theIraqilighflyarmorcdforccssecuredthewcstcmilank
SCUD attacksdemonstratethatmissilessimply ofthealliedgroundcampaignbydeepoffensive
donotposethesamekindofcxistcntialthreattooperations;battletankswerethemainweapon
anopponent'sregimethatgroundforcesdo. systemofallgroundforces,inthedefensiveas
Theoffense-defenserelationship.Mostfor- wellasintheoffensive.7

eignmilitaryobserversnow stresstheadvan- Static,barrier-typedefenseswereseenas
tagcsthatadvancedtechnologieswillprovidebeingparticularlyineffectiveunderconditions
theoffenseoverthedefense, ofmodem warfare.Theoffensecansimply"go
Thecoalition'spcrformanccintheGulfpro-overthetop"tostrikestrategictargetswhile

videdstrongammunitionfortheprofessionalpunishingandisolatingthedefenders,without
Soviet(nowRussian)militarytoargueagainstengagingdirectlyon theground.From an
lhc"defensive"doctrinethatithadpreviouslyIndianwriter'sperspective:
beenforcedtoembraceinthecontextofreform.

As oneWesternexperthasnoted,"Thepracti- Withoutanairumbrella,Iraqitroopsbe-
calimpactoftheGulfWarexperiencehasbeen camesittingducksintheirdefenses....

Therefore,itallendedupwithIraq'sstron-
tokillanylingeringideasaboutthepre-crni- gcstpointbeingitswcakest.TheUS anditsncnccofthedefensive.Theoffensiveisandwill

remainsupremeinSovietmilitarythinking.'*v allieslefttheIraqidefensestobe,tackled
Two Russianmilitarywritersagreethat"mod- lastwhiletheywcntintohitdeepinsideIraq
crnmeansofdestructionareablctomake todestroycivilianmorale,levelfactories,

practicallyanydefenseunstable,nomatterhow bridges,airfieldsandSCUD missilelaunch-
developeditisinanengineeringsense.'_Major ingpads.Inotherwords,theytriedtohitat
General Slipchenko asserted that the Gulf War the fighting will oflraq and succeeded, after
"demonstrated that confining plarming to a which reducing Iraqidefenses coupled with
counter-offensive, as the concept ofa defensive surprise moves in their rear just became a
doctrine [underAkhromeyev] demanded,would good joke... Saddam Hussein's defensive
mean surrendering the initiative to the aggres- strategy would have succeeded against a

Middle Eastern country, but not against a
sor. This is unacceptable in an era of high-tech multinational coalition force in which some
weapons.''69 The draft Russian military doc-

of the countries were hig_y advanced andtrine still sets out defensive goals, although
had superior naval and air power.72maximum decisiveness and aggressiveness are

required only to carry out specific missions: The Serbian military (YPA) concluded that
repelling attacks, delivering retaliatory strikes, the use of positional defense by Saddam was a
eliminating the consequences of aggression and failure, in that it could only limit the effects of an
restoring the situation along the border, and air attack and could not bring success in battle.
disrupting new attempts to renew the aggres- Defending entrenched positions was a success-
sion. Destroying the aggressor itself is not a ful counter-infantry strategy in the war fought
goal.T° against Iranduring the 1980s,but was inappro-

The German Ministry of Defense took the pilate when Iraq was faced with an alliance
Gulf War as a furtherindication that"defensive disposing of immense concentrations of high-
defense"--the concept promoted by the left in technology weapons systems. The conservation
Germany based on the assumption that ad- of forces for a decisive battle proved to be
vanced technologies would favor the defense-- disastrous. The clear implication of this lesson
was not viable. For the German MOD, the war for the Serbians is that the enemy should not be
demonstrated again that one cannot really dif- confronted with such passivity nor given such a
ferentiatebetweenoffensiveanddefensiveweap- clear run in its preparations. 73
onry. The difference rather is between offensive The Gul fWardid seem topoint to the factthat
and defensive operations: SAM systems pro- armed forces with superior organizational and

,.,
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technical capabilities can easily overrun those Egyptians take into account that the combi-
who are significantly weaker in either or both nationof the exposure of new technologies
qualities---this was a lesson that the YPA took during the war, Israel's emphasis on main-
away from the Iraqi success against Kuwait and taining its qualitative edge and the Ameri-
the coalition's success against Iraq. This may can commitment to it, and its special rela-
seem like an obvious and trivial point, but it tionship with the United States might offer
suggests that foreignmilitaries have concluded Israel new opportunities forachieving am-
the following: that the lesson of the Gulf about bitions it has long cherished, but did not
the importance of quality is not unique to the have the means to realize.77
United States; that qualitative superiority can The relationship between firepower and
paybigdividendsin offensive capability against maneuver. A number of foreign observers
regional opponents; that a defense cannot be remarked upon changes in the relationship be-
established if one is qualitatively inferior (irre- tween firepower and maneuver as revealed by
spective of any quantitative advantages). In the the GulfWar. The Israeli military assesses that
case of the YPA, this led to what proved to be an the Gulf War marked the continuation of a
overconfident belief that operations against significant rise in the value of firepower due to
Slovenia would be a two-day, mini-Desert
Storm.74 the emergence and expansion of precise and

smart munitions. In the past, targets could be
Surprise Attack/Preemption. Rel atedto the destroyed by "statistical weaponry" (e.g., artil-

previous point about the advantages of the lery)orbymaneuverontheground;PGMsoffer
offense over the defense, there are widespread a new means of destruction from a distance.
concerns about the possibility that the new B.H.LiddeUHart's indirect approach, in theory,
technologiesm , aprovetheenemy'sabilityto can now be implemented with firepower rather
execute a surprise attack. As noted by the draft than maneuver.7s
Russian military doctrine, "the initial period of Quantity versus quality: the economies of
war acquires decisive importance."75 The Rus- high-technology. Foreign militaries are di-
sian view implies that attempts at mutual con- vided on and uncertain about the relative cost-
ventional deterrence in a crisis would create

effectiveness of advanced technology weapons
strong incentives to preempt, give the fact that in the context of their own regional circuna-
surprise can have a decisive effect on the out-
come of modem war. 76 stances.

For the Soviet, andnow Russian, military, the
For the Israeli military, the Gulf War proved

againthatstrategicsurprise(whichwasachieved desire for quality has been manifest since thelate 1970s and early 1980s. The fact that the
by the Iraqis) is still possible despite the most
sophisticated means of technical intelligence Soviet military-industrial complex could not
gathering. From a military standpoint, Israel provide this was a major factor in the eventual
thus still requires sufficient strategic depth to breakdown of the old political-economic sys-
meet future surprises and initial defensive fail- tem. But the quantity-quality relationship is not
ures. The Egyptian military, on the other hand, necessarily as direct as it might first appear;
is concerned that quantity of quality, at least in selective areas,can be critical. As Lebedev and others have

... the use of new technology will improve argued in the context of the Gulf War:
the enemy's capability of launching a sur- That the command of the multinational
prise attack, the detection of which would forces [MNF] did not seek to achieve gen-
be more difficult than in the past. In this

eral quantitative superiority over Iraq inframework, Israel can obtain the technol-
ogy of the United States used duringthe war each type of weapon and military technol-
in accordance with tlx strategic coopera- ogy can beconsidered anew phenomenon in
tion agreement between them. Hence the the strategicdeployment of armedforcesinthe theater of military action. The basic
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attention was paid to the concentrationof going major reductions in force structure, is
superiorityin quantityandqualityof avia- nevertheless very interested in pursuing ad-
tion strike forces, naval forces, means of vanced technology asa force multiplier,butby
radio-electroniccombat, as well as means and largecannotafford to do so.s3
of collection,processinganddissemination Forits part,_t_eSpanishmilitaryemphasizes
ofinformation,whichundermodemcondi- theneedforselecfivityin investinginhigh-tech,
tionshas becomeone ofthedecisive factors high-cost hardware. According to Spanish
in the achievementof victory.''79 Defense MinisterJulianGarcia Vargas:

The Russians also appreciate that there are TheGulfcrisishasintroducedanewdimen-
differentmetricsthatonecanusetomeasurethe sion in resource requirements by using
cost-effectiveness of high-tech warfare.One of known technologies but until now not ex-
thecentraldifferencesbetweentheSovietwarin perimented with on the battlefield. The
AfghanistanandtheGulf Warwas the factthat modemweatxmssystemshavedemonstrated
the United Slates and its allies put a high pre- efficiency thanks to the use of these new
mium on reducing casualties--this was the ra- technologies, which are very expensive and
tionale for the protractedair campaign,s° requirean optimalallocation ofthe military

From one perspective, the cost-effectiveness budget. Putting these modem system in the
equation works decidedly in favor of pushing hands of the SAF [Spanish Armed Forces]
for quality. As one Israelimilitary specialist in adequatequantity and quality demands a
noted, smallpowers"can't afforddumbbombs," very seiective acquisition process .... Spain
as the Americans did during the Gulf War must incrementitsnumberofinternational
(referring to the B-52 strikes on Iraqi troop cooperation prograrnstosharethedevelop-
positions),sl _,n-tech weapons systems and ment expenses of these new systems._
munitions can serve as force multipliers, ease

As a rule,smaller powers cannotafford toget
logistic burdem, and compensate for military caught up in a measure-countermeasure game
deficiencies. Chinese military analysts note that involves costs of ever-increasing high-tech
U.S. claims that 3 percent of total aircraft
inventory (F117As) destroyed 43 percent of weapons. The Vietnamese military, for ex-ample, recognizes that its forces should be
critical Iraqi targets. The cost of eperating modernized but that with the collapse of its
against thick, low-altitude air defenses (e.g., in
counter-runway operations) is causing the Brit- patron, the Soviet Union, the resources are
ish to review the mix of precision and non- simply not at hand.sz The "costs" of advanced
precision weapons; the UK isnow .seekingguid- technology are not only economic; they aresocietal. The Gulf War reminded the pmfes-
ance from industry on potential stand-off mis- sional Iranian military, among others, that there
siles for use against land-based targets, includ- is no short-cut to military effectiveness; the
ing runways,to complement the JP233 runway prosecution of a war reflects a society's skills,mualition, s2

But from anotherperspective, assome Italian degree of integration,andlevel of developmenLShahramChubin noted:
experts have argued,one of theproblemswith
advancodweaponstechnologies is thatoneruns Statesdo notbecomemodem bybuyingoff-
the risk that they can be offset with relatively the-shelf equipment; there is no shortcut to
cheap-countermeasures, especially as the net- military effectiveness such as the culti,,a-
works associated with the employment of those tion of the military on a fast trackover me
technologies become more complex. For ex- rest of society. There can be no enclave of
ample, C31systems can be put out of commis- (military) modernity unlinked to the rest of
sion by a well-placed bomb on a nodal point; society. The prosecution of war reflects a
battlefieldsensorscanbeintercepted, destroyed, society's skills, degree of integration and
or deceived. The Italian Army, which is under- level of development. The ability to prgs-
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ecutea warin combined arms operations, in ports, Taiwanis expected to reach an agreement
intelligence, target acquisition, defense sup- with Raytheon Company jointly to produce

pression and aerial bombardment, in mo- modified versions of the Patriot. The coUabo-
bile land operations, in coordinated night rative venture, called Modified Air Defense
attacks, and in logistics and planning, pre- System, will consist of seven units consisting of
supposes alevel of development that simply missiles, launchers, radars, engagement control
doe,s not exist in developing countries, lt is stations, and support equipment, a9 For some

si.replynot a matter of technology or equip- Third Worldmilitaries, cruise missiles andRPVs
ment; it is much more difficult organiza- may be as attractive a means of weapons deliv-

tional capacity that is nowadays synony- ery as SSMs. Such weapons can be mass
mous with development.., and to some produced and are relatively inexpensive com-
extent with democracy, s' pared with SCUDs, and thus can be used to

overwhelm defenses. Cruise missiles and RPVs
Ballistic and cruise missiles. SSMs look

can be made somewhat stealthy and, with the
increasingly attractive in a regional military addition of a GPS interface, quite accurate.
context, as well as being one of the few areas in

Such technologies are by no means out of the

which second- and third-tier states can compete reach of Third World states, and they lend
with the major powers. Mobility for SSMs themselves to cooperative arrangements among
seems to provide real advantages over offensive

pariah states with various sorts of technical

air operations aimed at destroying those mis- capabilities and requirements (e.g., a China-
siles. The effectiveness of Patriot against the

North Korea-lran-Syria relationship). 9°
Iraqi SCUDs remains a controversial subject, Weapons of mass destruction, especially
butthereisasenseamongforeignmilitariesthat nuclear weapons. There is a real divergence
more advanced SSMs will have an advantage between themajorpowers' view ofthedeclining
over Patriot and its successors. Ideally SSMs utility of nuclear weapons, and those of some--

would complement aircraft, but out of necessity by no means all--regional states, which see the
theymayhavetobeusedforsomemissionsthat value increasing. This value, as noted previ-
would normally be assigned to manned aircraft, ously, is much more political than military.
Although there is a sense that the SCUD missile

Many analysts in India, for instance, believe

class itself will be quite viable in the future, that Iraq was on the right track in seeking
some ThirdWorldstatesmayconcludefrornthe nuclear weapons, not so much to use them
Iraqi experience that they need more missile against its adversaries, but as a means of keep-
'IELs. The former Soviet Union generally sold ing the superpowers out of regional conflicts byon the order of 12-20 TELs to its client states

raising the risks they would accrue from inter-
such as Iraq, and the Gulf War experience vention.
pointed to the need for a higher number. 87

One related lesson that some states may have ... imbalances of conventional force levels
taken away from the war concerns SSM firing between states can be turned about or ne-
doctrine: Iraq, for the most part, limited its gated if one or both of them owns nuclear
SCUDattackstooneorafewmissilesatatime. weapons. However, the very level of de-
The Israelis are concemed that ballistic missile struction wrought by these weapons and the
defense will be more difficult, and the impact of possibility of setting off a chain reaction

SSM attacks more severe, if the missiles are which could decimate the entire world oper-
fired in much larger numbers and in a more ates against the usability of nuclear weap-
concentrated fashion (salvo firing). 88 ons in war. The utility of such weapons,

That said, foreign militaries are by no means therefore, lies more in their threat of use. 9_

ignoring the development of ATBM-capable
This analysis raises the question of why Iraq

systems if they are threatened by SSMs from
did not use chemical weapons during the war.

neighboring countries. According to press re-
There is some speculation among foreign mili-
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taryspecialiststhatthecoalition'saircampaign drawal from Cambodia, forexample, hasbeen
wassuccessfulindisruptinglraqicommandand delayed because the economy simply cannot
controltothepointwherechemicalweaponsuse absorbthe extra people.
was not practical. The dominantopinion, how- For some of the democraticfirst- andsecond-
ever, is that Saddam was deterredfrom such tierstates, long traditionsof conscription--tied
use--that he fearedsevere retaliation from the inwiththenotionofcitizenshipandsuspicionof
coalition,includingthedestmctionoftheBa'thist professional armies--is now being balanced
regime and his own removal from power.92 with the needs to project power outside the

Professionalism. The Gulf War strongly immediate region. In Italy, forexample, about
pointed to the advantages of smaller, more 77 percent of the army is composed of draftees;
professionalmilitaryforces. Innations suchas for Rome to have attempted to send ground
Iran,the PRC,and even Serbia, where there has forces to the Gulf wouldhave setoff a political
been an ongoing battlebetween "professional" fire storm. Most Italian militaryofficials there-
and "political/revolutionary" approaches to fore anticipate either an end to the draft or at
military affairs, the Gulf War strongly rein- least a move to a more professionalarmy,with
forcedthe positionof the former (without com- entireunits being madeup of professional sol-
pletely eliminating the influence of the latter), diers. These select units would become the
As one experton MiddleEasternmilitary forces backbone of the army,trainedand equippedfor
noted, Iran's experience in its war with Iraq, multinationaloperations, and providing cred-
combined withtheoutcomeofthe 1990-91Gulf ible extra-territorialmilitary action._ For its
War part,the Spanishmilitary aspires toincrease the

proportionof professional soldiers to approxi-
•.. discredited the view that ideological mately50 percent of its forces.95 "

commitment, spiritual faith and fervor (the Taiwan has a somewhat different problem: it
purely human elements)were the soledeter- is forced to use a s, stem of conscription (with
minants of victory in war. The Iranians heavy reliance or. reserves) under economic
began noting that professionalism;techni- circumstances of essentially full employment
cal expertise; organizational rationaliza- andagrowingeconomy. Inthe aftermathof the
tion defined as the elimination of waste and Gulf War, the Taiwanese military sought addi-
duplication; the establishment of efficient tional information on how the United States
logistics;large-scaleacquifitionofadvanced maintained its reserves and how it mobilized
weaponry and thorough andextensivetrain- them for Operation Desert Storm._
ing in them are ofparamount importance in Military Doctrine, Force Structure, and
modern war and that a truly effective mili- Technology. The Gulf War pointed toward the
tary should be a function of the synergistic importance of adapting force structure anddoc-
relationship between the human and mate- trine to the requirements of advanced military
rial elements. In other words modem war- technology. The professional Chinese military
fare should be seen as a set of interacting view, for example, calls for
factors among which a balance should be
achieved: faith, zeal and courage (the hu- the synchronizeddevelopmentofbothtech-
mandimension);training, discipline, prepa- nologies and high-tech weapons, and the
ration and fighting skills (the military orga- systematic training of qualified technical
nizational dimension) and advanced weal)- personnel. The most prominent feature of
onry (the technological dimension).93 high-tech weapons is in organizational co-

herence. The more technology-intense the
As note,Jabove, this is easier said than done in weapon systems are, the more specialized
terms o "hardwarefor most Third World coun- and technical units will be involved, so

tries, lt may also be difficult in terms of organizational coherence or the concept of
manpower. The partial demobilization of the systematization must be stressed. The de-
vast Vietnamese armed forces after their with-
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velopmentof any high-tech weaponsystem do not require highly-specialized launch plat-
must be synchronized with that of such formsmay revolutionize the role of naval fleets
related systems as intelligence, communi- with respect to attacks on targets ashore.
cations, command and control, supply and On the other hand, the Iraqi use of sea mines
maintenance.97 pointed out the impact that such capabilities

might give Third World states in the future, and
For the Turkish military, the "fluidity" of hence the importance of counter-mine opera-

Operation Desert Storm triggered a reconsid- tions. As the technology of mine warfare ad-eration of the entire force structure. This has
vances, Italian analysts expect mines to take

inclined the Turks to move away from divisions their piace among the range of intelligent weap-
to amore supportable brigade structure that can (ms. A wider variety of sensors and activation
operate more effectively on the modem battle- devices will be used in the next generation of
field. Turkey is also taking a hard look at its mines. Deeper mine-laying will be achieved,
historical problems with the interoperability of and short-tethered and bottom continental shelf

forces and is seeking means to improve that mines, capable of releasing self-propelled andsituation.98
self-guided warheads, are on the horizon. For

Space systems. As previously noted, the minehunters, improvements in underwater sen-
GulfWarindicated the key andperhaps decisive sors and new sonar techniques will be the prin-
potential of space systems. The war reinforced cipal means of detection.1°°
Israel's plans to deploy space-based reconnais-
sance capabilities, and could lead to regional
space competition of sorts; Arab states are
likelytotrytorespondinkind, evenifonlywith The Gulf War and National
turn-key systems. The British are currently Military-TechnicalAdaptation
conducting a review for a new generation of
communicationssatellitestoreplacetheirSkynet In attempting to summarize and assess how
system,whichwilltakeintoaccountthefactthat these lessons/insights from the Gulf War will
OperationGRANBY requirements farexceeded affectthe plans and forces of foreign militaries,
anything previously planned outside the NATO several key points should be made.
area. The British military also discoveredGPS First, for most foreign militaries, the Gulf
receivers proved to be highly valuable; those War tended to reinforce and accelerate existing
systems procured during GRANBY will be trendsand policies, ratherthantosetthemoffin
retained in service and receivers will be fittedto a completely new direction. In some cases, the
all navy and naval auxiliary vessels.99 The results of the war strengthened the position of
Indian military appreciated the importance of certain services or factions in ongoing national
supplementing spate assetswith other means of debates about future military technology, doc-
intelligence and reconnaissance, such as trine, and force development.
JSTARS, in that the Gulf War revealed deft- Second, no nation is apparently seeking to
ciencies in space-based battle daraage assess- fully emulate (or compete with) the American
ment (BDA) plus the expense of space assets, approach to war as demonstrated in Operation

Naval Power. The Italian military is one of Desert Storm. For the most part, foreign mili-
the few that publicly addressed the implications taries believe that it is simply too expensive to
of the Gulf War for future naval requirements, try to duplicate American technological capa-
For many Italian analysts, the war illustrated bilities across the board. The decisive Ameri-
the effectiveness of air-naval power projection can edge in the GulfWar was not merely one of
through the deployment of carrier-based air- superior quality, but quantity of quality. In a
craft and cruise missiles in the absence of land recent study, retired General Jean-Claude
bases. Cruise missiles will, in particular, be- Coullon, a former Inspector General of the
come essential to national navies as a means of French Army, wrote that the United States
power projection. The fact that these missiles spends about as much on intelligence capabili-
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ties as France does on its entire defense bud- bility, and address specific or unique national
get._°1Also,theuseofsuchtechnologyrequires requirements. For example, in the case of
an advanced social and education infrastruc- logistics, Japan has no need to deploy and
ture, which may not be welldeveloped in many sustain tens or hundreds of thousands of troops
non-Western states, away from the homeland. ButTokyo would like

Third, most foreign militaries are thinking to be able to deploy and sustain limited naval
aboutselectively incorporatingtechnologies that forces, such as mine sweepers, in the context of
were 0emonstrated during Operation Desert multinational operations, as well as support its
Storra, in the context of their own national own peacekeeping forces.
securityobjectives and military circumstances. Britain is an exception to this rule. For
Thefocus is on a fewnew technologies that hold London, the war reinforced the belief that secu-
out promise of being better able to achieve rity lies in close ties with the Americans, and
existing political-military goals, rather than to that autonomy i_ _xpensive and unnecessary.
strive for revolutionary effects on the battle- The problem with seeking limited autonomy
field, by the other democratic industrial powers, be-

Fourth, for anincreasing number ofstates, the sides the United Kingdom, is one of expense.
main concern is less with external threats than The areas listed above will strain or exceed the
with preserving domestic security and internal national defense budgetsof these nations, which
political stability. But domestic troubles often areexpectedtodeclineoverthenextdecade. As
have external links which must be addressed, a result, they will clearly be interested in cre-
sometimes through military means, ative, innovative solutions to address these per-

The following sections examine how various ceived requirements. Fuel efficient air-breath-
classes of national militaries are adapting to lhe ingvehicles with long loiter times, for example,
lessons of the Gulf: (1) major democratic maybeamoreattractiveoptionthansateUitesto
industrialpowers; (2) importantregional states; provide reconnaissance. For most states, con-
and (3) potentially hostile powers, tinuous coverage by satellites may be seen as an

expensive luxury, and air-breathing systems
adapted to the needs of specific contingencies

Military-Technical Adaptation by could offera moreachievable and prudent in-
the Democratic Industrial Powers vestment.

Atthe same time, the Westem industrial states
now assume that any significant military de-

Thegeneral reaction of these states to the Gulf ployment will be within the context of a multi-
War--Japan, Germany, France, and to a lesser national force; their need for limited autono-
extent Italy and Spain--was the importance of mouscapabilities will be judged in this context.
achieving minimum autonomous national (or The so-called Italian new defense model--first
regional) capabilities in certain key military- formulated in the mid- 1980s--served as abasis

technical areas, such as for evaluating Italian defense needs after the
• survivable command, control, communica- Gulf War. The new defense model provides a

tions, and intelligence good example of where the militaries of the
• strategic reconnaissance andearly warning advanced industrial nations would like to go in

(satellites and radar) terms of participating in international military
• precision-guided munitions actions, lt calls for the development of im-
• logistics proveddecision-making andcrisis-management
• tactical aerospace and ballistic missile de- capabilities; anindtpendentairdefensecapabil-

fenses, ity (including AWACs and tankers to extend the
range of fighter aircraP0; and air, naval and

The objective of these statesis notto become the army forcescapable of rapid intervention in out-
equal of the United States in any or ali of these of-area contingencies.
areas, but to meet minimum standards ofcapa-
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The goal of the Italian new defense model is are domestically produced), so that they can
not to cream a wholly autonomous Italian de- intercept tactical ballistic missiles._°3
fense posture (which is apolitical andbudgetary For its part, Spain's Gulf War experience
impossibility in any case), but to possess the stronglyencouragedMadrid toproceed with the
ability to counter limited air and naval threats development _of a Rapid Deployment Force
against its territory--most likely coming from (RDF) that can be used to intervene in out-of-
the south--and to play a more effective role in area conflicts. Spain hopes that its RDF in the
multinational military efforts against wider future will be capable of playing a role in
threats to the West. This said, the Gulf War did multinational military operations such as that of
not create any new impetus to the development Operation Desert Storm. To do so, the Spanish
of military technology in Italy; in fact R&D is RDF will require adequate firepower, tactical
likely to decline. There is a sense that the Gulf and strategic mobility, operational flexibility,
War indicated that, with the collapse of the and professionalism, and Spain found itself
Soviet Union, the West is so far ahead in tech- lacking in many of these respects during the
nology that it no longer has a pressing need to Gulf War.
deploy new hardware._°2 In the case of the Spanish Army, this means

Along the lines of the Italian defense model, the need for improved artillery with modern fire
the Japanese Defense Agency (JDA) is also control systems; helicopters for transport and
concerned with improving its autonomous ca- attack; more advanced tanks and armored per-
pability to defend the home islands, particularly sonnel carriers; updated anti-tank weapons; and
from aerospace attack. In this respect, the Gulf modern ground-based air defen_ missiles. A
War had little impact on Japanese thinking modemizationprogram along these lineswas in
about front-line equipment and doctrine; Op- place several years before the Gulf War, but
erationDesertStorminsteadservedprimarilyto Desert Storm clearly indicated that the Army
support the justification for systems that were was following the right track. The Navy's
already desired by the JDA, such as aerial hardwareplancallsforthemodemizationofthe
tankers. Japanese lessons from the Gulf appear Spanish frigate fleet, and the procurement of
to have been primarily related to the combat new amphibious ships, mine counter-measure
support branches, which are less visible to the vessels, submarines, and replenishments ships.
public and to Japa_ 's neighbors. The GulfWar The Navy is also interested in creating an air-
highlighted four areas related to homeland de- naval combat battlegroup around its aircraft
fense where improvements are thought to be carrier for employment in out-of-area opera-
particularly necessary: (1) communications; tions. In light of the Gulf War, the Navy will
(2) intelligence; (3) electronic warfare; and (4) work to adapt the battlegroup for employment
air defense, including ballistic missile defense, against a possible future threat from the
With respect to the latter, the SDF and the JDA Maghreb. The Spanish AirForce believes that
are attempting to maximize their capabilities to its programs were vindicated by the Gulfm its
conduct air defense operations beyond the ac- frontline F-18 aircraft possess night-fighting
tual airspace of the home islands. A high capabilities, electronic countermeasure capa-
priorityis being placed On the developmentofan bilities, and PGMs m and that it is accordingly
early warning capability with extended detec- capable of undertaking operations similar to
tion ranges. Part of this effort involves the those of Operation Desert Storm._°4
completion of the OTH radar facility on lwo
Jima. But it would also require the acquisition

of AWACS aircraft, strongly favored by the Case Study: France
JDA but opposed by the Ministry of Finance.

The JDA has also accorded priority to improv- Of the major industrial democracies, France
ing the Patriot missiles in its inventory (which was influenced the most by the Gulf War. The

, , i ii I
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warilluminated the difficulties thatParis would modem conventional forces capable of in-
haveinexertingitspoliticalinfl_lenceunderthe tervening quickly and strongly, near our
new global conditions.1°5 As David Yost has frontiers as well as far away. We must be
argued: capable of acting at the side of our allies in

Europe, if the situation requires it; of de-
The war brought a greater shock to the fending our interests overseas; of assuming
French political-military establishment's our obligations where we have signed de-
planning and assumptions about its capa- fense agreements; and of participating--
bilities and the nation's defense require- the GulfWardemonstrated the necessity--
ments than it brought to some other coun- in any international action decided by the
trieswBritain and the United States, for Security Council or by a future European
example. The war has been seen in France defense [organization]._°7
as a revelation about changed geostrategic
circumstances and the need for fundamen- The problem for the French, as with aliof the
tal adjustments in France's foreignpolicies Western industrial powers, is one of money;
and military posture, to6 FrenchambitionsconsiderablyexceedtheFrench

Paris senses that many of the military-technical grasp. To address this problem, many French-men favor the development of greater Western
tools of influence andthe policies thatit pursued European political cohesion and defense coop-
during the Cold War will not be appropriate to eration as the solution to France's resource
the conditions of the new strategicenvironment, limitations. Unfortunately, the limits of such
The Gulf War revealed major deficiencies in political anddefense cooperation,asnoted in the
French military-technical capability that weak- previous chapter, were demonstrated by the
enedits diplomatic influence. Theexperienceof Gulf War. European political and defense
the war emphasized France's need to develop cooperation would alsooblige France to resolve
the military-technical instruments necessary for its ambivalence about pooling sovereignty and
effective participation in post Cold-War secu- perhaps to abandon its self-defined status as the
rity affairs, including participation in interna- world's "third military power."
tional interventions outside of central Europe. Two main deficiencies in French military

To be sure, France's weight duringa crisis is capabilities were revealed by the GulfWar. The
relatively greater when the action is at the level first was a lack of intelligence capabilities,
of diplomacy ;_athe U.N. Security Council. especially from space. According to Joxe:
When diplomacy yields to the useof force, as it
did during the Gulf War, France's limited mili- Above all, we must review profoundly our
tary capabilities inevitably place it in a second- intelligence systems, as much at the strate-
ary position. But at least France, unlike Gcr- gic level as at the theater and tactical levels.
many and Japan, faces few domestic or interna- The weakness of these means prevented us
tional political inhibitions aboutparticipating in from having thenecessary information in an
such actions--and, indeed, has many internal autonomous and complete fashion. With-
political incentives to do so, including gaining a out allied intelligence, [which was] Ameri-
voice at the postwar negotiating table. The can, we were almost blind. To leave our
French cannot hope to build an independent systems in their present state of insuffi-
intervention capability suitable for large-scale ciency and dependence would amount to
autonomous actions, but they do aspire to build weakening our current an_. futur_,-defense
forces that can play a more prominent and effort to a considerable extent. In truth, in
effective role in future coalition operations, the long run, we would be disarmed.l°8
These military-technical instruments are dis-
cussed below. The goal, as President Mitten'and The second major deficiency was a lack of
has indicated, is the creation of deployable and sustainable power projection

capabilities for useoutside Europe. The French
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force sent to the Gulf (the Daguet division) was Helios system), eventually radar and infra-red
too light for frontal assaults against Iraqi ar- satellites, a signals intelligence capability, and
mored units; it was therefore assigned as a possibly an early warning satellite. The French
flanking and screening force. Even then, it was MOD has stressed the importance of space
necessary to subordinate a brigade from the systems for "control of air operations, intelli-
U.S. 82nd Airborne Division to the French gence, anti-missile defense and communica-
division. U.S. forces provided artillery support, tions."
The French military as awhole was excessively The obvious problem with these goals is cost.
reliant onconscripts, who cannot be deployedin In part, the French hope to work around the
combat operations outside of Europe without problem by sharing costs with European part-
their consent. The United Kingdom, by con- ners; the Helios system, forexample, is funded
trast, was perceived by Paristo have been much in part Ly Italy and Spain. France could also
more effective in power projectiorr--it sent 2.5 support the development of a proposed Euro-
times more troops and material to the Gulf than pean satellite observation system operated by
didtheFrenctr----eventhoughtheBritisharmyis the Western European Union, which would
much smaller._°9 initially enter service in the year 2000 and be

Some French observers have compared the fully operational by 2010. This system would
Gulf War experience with that of the Suez involve three major sensors: optical photogra-
conflict in 1956. As a result of Suez, key phy, infra-red photography, and a synthetic
members of the political-military elite in Paris aperture radar. _° But there are real doubts
decided that France must acquire an autono- about the extent to which other European states
mous nuclear force to maximize its interna- will actually contribute to the development of
tional influence and avoid remaining dependent such a system, and also limits on how much
on the United States. The Gulf War provided a France is willing to share the control and intel-
similar revelation: French policy makers con- ligence products of its own space-based capa-
eluded that they were excessively dependent on bilities. These facts may drive the French to
the United States for intelligence, and particu- place increased weight on the development and
larlyspace-basedsystems, and thatFrance must use of less expensive, and more flexible, air-
therefore develop autonomous capabilities in breathing systems instead of satellites.
these areas. Another historical analogyis some- The second element of the new defense cycle
times made: unless the French military is recast would consist of the creation of a professional
based on the lessons of the Gulf, the French power projection force. The goal would be
military willbe left with the twenty-first century capabilitiescomparable to those which the Brit-
equivalent of the Maginot Line. That is to say, ishdemonstrated duringOperationDesertStorm
theFrenchbelievethattheirforceswereconfig- (OperationGRANBY). In principle, thiswould
ured wrongly for the type of conflict that was not require more money, but rather a better
ultimately fought in the Gulf, as they were organization of what the French already have.
wrongly configured for war in 1940. In essence, the French would create an all-

Ali of this points to a "new cycle" in French volunteer rapid action force (FAR) containing
defense policy. In the old cycle, defense policy an "exportable" heavy armored capability for
and procurement were focused on an indepen- use outside of Europe, along with a separate
dent nuclear force, and on conventional forces staff organization for power projection. Con-
that were adequate only for short-term opera- script forceswouldbe retained fordefense of the
tions in Europe or for light interventions in homeland and for any revival of a major land
Africa. The new cycle of French defense policy threat from the east. Overall, the size of the
would ideally be characterized first by autono- army is expected to drop from 280,000 to
mous intelligence collection and analysis. This 220,000 troops as part of the emphasis on
would include a multifaceted space-based capa- professionalism. The French would also stress
bility including optical reconnaissance (the improved training and the useof simulation and
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computer aids, as the American military has the Iraqi regime appeared sufficient and that
done. should be the pattern in the future. ''1_2

As part of this new defense cycle, nuclear In a September 1992speech, Defense Minis-
weapons will be relatively devalued in French ter Ritkind spelled out in some detail the British
defense planning and investment. Pres'ident logic on the nonutility of nuclear weapons in
Mitterrand's policy during the Gulf War held regional conflicts. He argued that a nuclear
that nuclear weapons would not be used in deterrent would not likely work in the case of a
responsetoachemieal attack. Foreign Minister tyrant who is a gambler or an adventurer, or
Dumaswentevenfurther, by stating thatnuclear whose judgment is unbalanced or clouded by
weapons "cannot be used except as the ultimate isolation. "Usable" low-yield nuclear weapons
recourse when the national territory is threat- will not be effective as a deterrent, and there is
ened.''1_ This policy during the Gulf War in any case a horror associated with nuclear
undercut a major potential rationale for French weapons which the nuclear powers should not
nuclear weapons in the post-Cold War world-- attempt to mitigate. Also, public opinion would
that of countering (through deterrence, pre- alwaysthinknuclearusedisproportionateagainst
emption, and/or retaliation) regional powers a small country or an economically weak one.
armed with weapons of mass destruction. Hope must therefore be placed in non-prolifera-

Giventhe emerging securityenvironment, the tion regimes, plus the useof conventional weap-
French are planning unprecedented reductions ons with precision technologies and also preci-
in their strategic nuclear program. This in- sionintelligence. Rifidnd alsoarguedthat"pre-
eludes a reduction of the ballistic missile sub- emptive conventional strikes against clearly-
marine force from six to four SSBNs. These identifiable targets under appropriate intema-
reductions willbe used in part to fund aplanned tional sanction are a conceivable option, give
increase in space programs (from 3.5 billion the capabilityofmodemconventional weapons,
francsin 1992to8billionin2000). Francewill and given the availability of good intelligence."
by no means abandon its independent nuclear
capability, which still colffers diplomatic ad-

vantages and providesthe ultimate guarantee of Case Study: Germany
* the security of the homeland. But nuclear

weapons clearly no longer provide the political The ability of the Bundeswehr to adapt to the
leverage that they did during the Cold War. The lessons of the Gulf War is limited, as in France,
French nuclear testing moratorium of April by tightly constrained defense budgets, but also
1992 is thus by no means anomalous---it is by overriding political concerns. The German
reflective of a sea-change in French perspec- MOD is trying to change the focus of German
fives on military power and technology, military planning from Central Frontcontingen-

Nuclear Weapons and the Democratic In- cies to contributing power projection forces to
dustrial Powers. Ironically, this is one area in multinational coalitions that are operating out-
which French and British policie_ seem to be of-region/out-of-area. But the MOD realizes
converging. Britain has also determined as r, that it cannot get too far out in front of public
matter of policy that it will try to keep nuclear opinion in this respect. NATO's new force
weapons out of regional conflicts. As Lawrence structure, with its heavy emphasis on a Rapid
Freedman has written, "The Gulf crisis raised Reaction Force for out-of-region operations,

: the question of the readiness to use nuclear provides the Bundeswehr with a political basis
forces to deter biological and chemical attacks, on which to plan for out-of-area operations. As
In this case at least a capacity for severe retali- a study of German reactions to the Gulf War
ation with conventional ;,_rpower (as well as noted, "In the often-heard words of German
defensivemeasures)plusadeterrentthreatbased force planners: Fortunately, wehave Turkeyin
ontheextensian ofpoliticalobjectivesto threaten the Alliance; almost everything we needin order

3
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to project forces to eastern Turkey can be used and training of the German armed forces. Two
in out-of-area operations as weil.''113 requirements are particularly important in this

The financial constraints on the German mill- light: the capability to deliver highly precise
tar), leave the Bundeswehr planners with basi- munitions over long distances, and forces tai-
cally two options: they must either postlxme lored to rapid deployment via air and sea lift,
certain armament and equipment programs re- including geographically flexible logistics. The
quired under the new Bundeswehr force strut- present military posture of the Federal Republic
ture until after 1994/95, or radically redesign is ill-suited to fulfill these requirements; to
current programs to suit the new politico-strate- determine how best to address these shortcom-
gic emphasis on reaction forces, lt seems that ing, the German MOD has commissioned stud-
the services, and particularly the influential ies on long-distance transport (air/sea), long-
Chief of Staff of the Bundeswehr, General range communications,"surgical strike" weap-
Neumann, have chosen the second option. This ons, and logistics.
will likely precipitate a major change in Based on German military assessments of the
Bundeswehr planning and of the programs Gulf War, one might expect any redesign of
launched in the 1980s under the auspices of the German forces for out-of-region/out-of-area
Cold War. contingenciesto bebasedon thefollowingpoints.

From the perspective of the German MOD, First, agreateremphasisonairpowerasatool
the Gulf conflict made clear that for Western of crisis management, rapid force deployment,
societies at the end of the twentieth century, and above all, air-to-ground and air-to-air com-
certainconstraints mustbe observedifthe useof bat. The German MOD believes that the great
force is to be regarded as legitimate. These successofairpowerintheGulfWarwaslargely
constraints must be considered in any future due to the employment of very modem weapons
military planning and force structure require- technologies on a massive scale. Three tech-
ments, nologies in particular were seen to have proven

their worth, and these may receive greater eta-
• The employment of military forces should phasis in future German force planning: stealth

take placein a broadintemational coalition, technologies; long-range standoff missiles; and
preferably under U.N. auspices or at least precision-guided munitions. In combinatiotr--
with a U.N. mandate, stealth/PGM or standoff/PGM--they are al-

. Military operations must be brief(days or a most ideally suited to comply with the politicalfew weeks). This is primarily a question of
postulate to minimize friendly losses and civil-

superior equipment and weaponry and of ian casualties and collateral damage.
well-trained personnel. Second, the German MODrecognizes that the• Western democracies are extremely senssi-

successof airpowerin the Gulf would havebeen
tive to military losses, particularly casual- impossible without the enormous contribution
ties of their own soldiers. Hence ali plan- of C31(especially AWACS, JSTARS, recon-
ning has to ensure that military losses are naissance satellites, andGPS)and modem elec-
few in order to maintain popular support, tronic warfare. The C31field is of particular

• Forces must have the military-technologi- relevance to Germany. Strategic C31is virtually
cal capabilities to keep civilian casualties non-existent in the Bundeswehr, in contingen-
andcollateral damage, including ecological cies outside the central region the Bundeswehr
damage, extremely low. would have to rely entirely on allied (i.e., U.S.)

These constraints require that strategic-op- assets. In view of the evolving integration
erationalplanningforregionalconflictsbegeared procc_ in Europe, the German MOD believes
to short and---if necessary--massive war fight- that EC parmers should try to develop common
ing. The implementation of such a strategy sets European solutions, compatible with, while not
very high requirements in terms of equipment completely dependent on, U.S. capabilities.
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Unmannedaerial vehicles (UAV) andmantled respect tonew solutions specifically tailoredto
reconnaissancesystemswillbeattractivemeans future conflicts, it must retain the necessary
of battlefield surveillanceforpowersthatdonot R&Dinfrastructureandtechnical specialists in
have autonomous access to satellite data. piace before the conflict begins. The German

Third, in view ofthe progressing proliferation MOD is also concerned with the problem of
ofmissiletechnologyworldwide, Westemforces retaining industrial capabilities for large-scale
will have to put increased emphasis on active reconstitution as well as for Gulf War-type
missile defense in future interventions, contingencies.

Fourth, modemcombat helicopters withhigh-
precision navigation systems and night-vision

capability proved their considerable military Military-Technical Adaptation by
value to the German MOD under conditions of Important Regional Powers
absolute air supremacy. This may strengthen
thecase of the Franco-German helicopter Tiger,
althoughtheGermanmilitaryis not clearwhether Importantregionalstates--e.g., China,Egypt,
the present specifications need to be modified in Israel, and South Korea--have quite adifferent
view of the new geostrategic situation, perspective than do the democratic industrial

Fifth, the German MOD is extremely inter- powersonthemeaningoftheGulfWarfortheir
own military forces. The democratic industrial

ested in developing mobility across the board
powers arelargely thinking about military capa-

(weapons, equipment, and logistics) as the key bilitiesin terms of their political value, andtheirfor the success of future air and groundopera-
tions. In the Gulf War, this proved essential for utility in international, cooperative military op-erations--the location and context of which
the survivability of weapons and C31platforms.

cannot be precisely defined. These regionalSixth, the German military realizes that suc-
cess in the Gulf was the product not only of states, by contrast, have more specific threats
superior weaponry, strategy, and operational against which they plan. These states used theGulf War as a baseline from which to re-
art, it was equally the result of the high quality
and professionalism of the soldiers from the evaluate theirrelativenationalmilitary status in
United States, Great Britain, and France. Ad- regional balances of power.

One general point about regional power re-vanced military technology and intervention
missions abroad require above ali professional sponses should be noted. The Gulf War clearly

piqued the interest of foreign militaries in theforces. Conscripts are less able to act in a
complex military-technological environment, high-technology systems displayed in Opera-

tion Desert Storm (many of which were knownand, for political reasons, they clearlycould not
and sought-after even before the war). Thisbe used forout-of-area/out of region operations.

The Bundeswehr will have to take this into expressed interest is, however, not always
account as it prepares the forces for contingen- matched by actual procurement. In most coun-
cies outside Germany and the central region, tries, budgets rather than military strategy are

Finally, forthe German MOD, oneof the most the dominant factor, and these budgets as a rule
are fiatoron the decline. With this fact in mind,

important lessons from the Gulf War was the
a technical gap is beginning to open between aoverwhelming importance of industrial support
relativefew second-tiercountries ("haves") whofor the success of Desert Shield/Storm. The
are moving ahead of their peers ("have nots").rapid deployment of forces to unexpected re-

gions and locations (and against unanticipated With afew notable exceptions (China andIran),
opponents) requires quick reaction support for these states are pro-American and they are
maintenance,systemmodifications, and logis- largely buying Westernequipment._4

A few other generalpoints can he madeaboutticsby industry. IftheGermandefense industry
the way thatmany regional powers arereactingis to remain creative and fast-reacting with to the Gulf War.
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Air Power and Air Defense. Most states societies to produceand operate advanced tech-
have an increased appreciation of the value of nologies.
airpowcrandairdefense. Second-tier statesare Professionalism. The Gulf War strongly
looking to upgrade their existing aircraft (e.g., reinforced the importance of professionalism
better radar, fire control, and engines) as a over more politically oriented approaches to
means of avoiding complete obsolescence and military affairs. As a consequence, regional
providing important multiplier effects. (The powers are tending to move away from large
effectiveness of such upgrades is also difficult standing armies towards smaller, more profes-
for potential opponents to assess.) Improve- sional, andbetter-trained forces. In some cases,
ments in air defense seem to focus mainly on as discussed below, there may be an interest in
improvements in command and control, includ- moving toward two-tiered forces: a small, high-
ing early warning, and on the modernization of quality, high-tech first-tier force and a larger,
surface-to-air missiles, rather than on fighter mass-oriented second-tier. Such developments
aircraft. Along these lines, the United States has may bedriven as much by costs as by consider-
noted a sharp increase in the demand for ad- ations of military strategy.
vanccdSAMsthatpossessenhancedanti-stealth Former Soviet Hardware. Some regional
capability and that could threaten low-flying powers that have previously relied on Soviet
U.S. aircraft and cruise missiles. _15 hardware must come to grips with the fact that

Focused Approach to Technology. Thewar the Gulf War supposedly pointed to the supcri-
pointed to a few narrow technical areas on ority of Western military hardware. But Soviet
which regional powers arc now tending to con- hardware has not necessarily been devalued to
centratc. The most prominent among these arc regional powers simply because of its appar-
electronic warfare/electronic countermeasures, ently poor performance in the Gulf War. Iraqi
night combatcapabilities, and precision-guided misuse of the Soviet equipment is generally
munitions. Otherareas ofinterestinclude cheap understood. Also systems like the iv[iG-29and
means of surveillance (e.g., RPVs), C3I, ad- the T-72 are quite suitable for intemal use and
vanced SSMs, and anti-ship cruise missiles regional conflicts, however inferior they might
with sophisticated countermeasures and preci- be to American (or Israeli) hardware crewed by
sion guidance, highly trained professionals. The concern of

The regional powers arc tending to concen- Third World statesabout acquiringSoviet/Rus-
trate their resources in a few critical areas, sian military hardware has more to do with
rather man revamp their military capabilities uncertainty about long-term assurance of sup-
across the board, primarily because of the ex- plies, maintenance, etc., given the conditions in
pensc that the latter approach would entail. The the former Soviet Union.
Indian military, for example, appreciates the Regional powers that arc committed to Soviet
financiallimitsonitsmilitary-technicalprogress: hardware can be expected to try to address
"In the formulation of this technology-intc- specific problems revealed by the Gulf War.
grateddcfense strategyand consequent modem- For example, note the following Indian assess-
ization of our army, navy, and air force, certain merit:
imperatives of military technology must be kept

The superiority of Western tanks, particu-in mind. The first among these is the issue of
cost." Insteadof seeking high technology across lady the US M1AIsover the contemporary

Soviet T-72s was clearly established to thethe board, India should seek "a mix of high and
extent that the latter is clearly not capable oflo_v technology.''116 That said, there is little
standing up against the former in battle...evidence that India, or other regional powers,

have actually engaged in very sophisticated The T-72 has proved to be qualitatively
planning on how to use such a high-low mix. inferior to the current Western tanks, even
These states also realize the limits of their though in the hands of better trained and

motivated troopsit may havegiven asome-
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what better account of itself...We must sent and rebellion, and possibly a Taiwan con-
urgently address ourselves to removing as tingency. Therehasbeensomediscussionofthe
many of their shortcomings as possible, need to deter United States from intervening
Two of the most glaringones are its out- againstChinainthesecontingencies,butwhether
dated active infra-rednight vision system this concern is significant is not clear.
andthe inadequatearmor penetrating capa- For these, local contingencies, the PLA has
bility of its main armament. ''_17 established an operationalrequirementof avoid-

ing a lengthy conflict. China's force-building
Such upgrades of Soviet equipment with West- policy gives top priority to cultivation of elite,
em hardware will not be cheap, however, and rapid-deploymentforcesforcopingwithlimited
this may limit the extent to which such"kluges" conflicts. Chinese forces must be capable of
actually occur.

Ironically, it may be that Chinese military gaining the initiative, and of quick and lethal
hardware was devalued farmore than that of the response. The Gulf War indicated serious deft-

ciencies in PRC military capabilities in ali re-
former Soviet Union by the Gulf War. Sophis-

spects, especially technology. The importanceticated foreign military observers noted that
of modern technology had previously been un-

much oftheequipmentdestroyedduringOpera- derstood by the PLA leadership, but the Gulf
tion Desert Shield/Storm was actuallyChinese. War indicated the real magnitude of the prob-
Previously, Chinesearmorandotherbasicitems iem. Chinese military leaders now publicly
were valued by countries that could not or estimate the military-technical gap with the
preferred not to buy from the West and that did West at twenty to thirty years. ,2o
not want to pay for top-of-the-line Soviet hard- Prior to the Gulf War, there was a lingering
ware (e.g., Zimbabwe). Now, given the poor belief among some in the Chinese leadership
performance of the Chinese-supplied equip- that mass and motivation---the "human fac-

ment during the war (plus the glut of military tor"-----couldoffset technology. This belief was
technologynow availableon themarket),Beijing based more on political thanon military-techni-
is facing a substantial loss in its foreign military cal grounds, lt justified increased political
sales, control of the PLA, whose loyalty had been

suspect during the Tiananmen Square crisis.
But even the professional PLA expected that

Case Study: China Iraq, in utilizing the human factor, would be
able to impose a lengthy and costly war on the

The Gulf War reinforced and accelerated the coalition, and perhaps even _ n. The speed,
PRC's push to modernize its military. _8 The extent, anddecisivenessofthe U.S. victory was
GulfWaralsoreinforcedthePRC'sperception a surprise to the Chinese, and it reinforced
that future conflicts will be local, limited, and ongoing efforts to close the gap (or avoid a
conventional. Since the mid-1980s, PRC plan- greater gap) with Western military capabilities.
ning has shifted away from a central concern Beijing's concern is not only with U.S. higla
with fighting a major, protracted war with the technology, but is also driven by fears that
SovietUniontoaf°cusonl°cal, limitedwars._9 Japan's industrial base represents a latent mili-
There is explicit Chinesemilitary planning deal- tary potential that could be mobilized relatively
ing with small-scale conflicts over contested quickly.
borders, conflicts over territorial seas and is- The outcome of the Gulf War thus led _e
lands, surprise air attaz,ks, defense against lira- Chinese leadership to accept a return to the pre-
ited attacks into China, and punitive counterat- Tiananmen Square policy in which futuredevel-
tacks launched by China against regional adver- opment of the armed forces would put proies-
saries. Additional unstated missions of the sionalism first--not just in technology, but in
Chinese military include the u_ of force to deal command system, organization, training, and
wi_,,cross-border ethnic problems, internal dis- the like. The government's renewed support for
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the military is not simply linked to the GulfWar, providing eventually for completely new capa-
but also to the increased importance of the bilities. Electronic warfare/electronic counter-
military as an element of comprehensive na- measures (EW/ECM) are receiving particular
tional security. Beijing is not being stampeded attention. The Chinese were especially im-

into a large-scale renovation of weapons as a pressed by the coalition's use of EW to support
consequence of the Gulf War, however. The air power. They are now attempting to upgrade
military is still following the line adopted in their own early warning "andECM capabilities.

1979---i.e., the nation's technological progress As noted by a PRC Academy of Military Sci-
has to precede the modemization of military ence (AMS) study of the Gulf War:
technology, which will be a slow process that

The air operations in the Gulf War proved
relies primarily, although not exclusively, on

that conventional, low-level air defense
indigenous efforts. In the wake of the GulfWar,
the PLA therefore strongly supports Deng's weaponry cannot resist attacks by high-
renewed call for economic modernization, technology air power. Our air defense

Technology Priorities. There remain seri- system is extremely weak; it lacks sophisti-
cated early warning, command and control

ous obstacles to PLA modernization: an espe-
systems, and its countermeasure capability

cially poor industrial base and limited access to is low...In modem air attack and air
foreign technology. As a consequence, certain
key technologies have been identified for stepped- defense operations, seizing electronic supe-
up development and acquisition. These tech- riority is of the utmost importance in gain-
nologies am intended to compensate for the ing the initiative...Developing sophisti-

cated ECM equipment to raise the level ofgeneral backwardness of the armed forces--to
ECM capability is an extremely important

"hold the fort"---until the long-term national
matter in army building. _22modernization process is successful. The PLA

appreciates that it cannot ultimately hope to A .second area of technological emphasis for

compete with advanced military powers based the Chinese is in C31,including early warning.
on last year's foreign technology grafted onto a The Chinese have noted that coalition C31 ad-

Chinese infrastructure, vantages were made possible by integrated and
lt should be stressed that much oftbe Chinese automated command facilities that allowed for

modernization program was in place or had central processing of battlefield information.

been emphasized prior to the Gulf War. The PLA studies have accordingly called for the
outcome of Operation Desert Storm reinforced "automation of communications, command and

existing trends rather than send the PLA in control" in order to face the military challenges
entirely new directions. In particular, the de- of developed countries.
mise of the traditional Soviet threat, more than A third area consists of night vision hardware
theGulfWar, has caused the PLA to move away (and countermeasures), a domain which the
from its equipment modernization plans of the Chinese believe that the coalition exploited to
1980s. These plans were focused on the need to great advantage during the Gulf War. The PLA
meet the large Soviet armored threat through hassignificantlyupgradednightoperationstrain-
China's acquisition of improved tanks, multiple ingmfocusing on tactical countermeasures---

rocket launchers, armored personnel carriers, while working to develop its own NVD technol-
and the like. Current plans piace much greater ogy, such as thermal imaging systems forinfan-
emphasis on air and naval force modernization try and helicopters.
to support China's emerging power projection Air Power and Air Defense. The Chinese

requirements. _21 stress the overwhelming importance of air power

The central technology focus of the Chinese as the firstmand sometimes the only---option in
militaryisin the area of electronics. This allows modem warfme. This assessment was strongly

the upgrade of less sophisticated platforms_ buttressedfortheChinesemilitarybytheresults
which China has in abundanceDas well as of the coalition's air campaign. The Chinese
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fear that their own air defense system may have fled commander made an strong impression on
manyofthesameshortcomingsasdidthatofthe the PLA. The coalition's "highly centralized
lraqis: defense leadership organ" was able to blend

ground, naval and air forces. "The Gulf War isIraq's resistance to the air raids was not
a practicalexample of the high-level integration

well coordinated and lacked toughness and of the U.S. armed forces. ''_2sThe GulfWar thus
initiative. This was reflected in the fact that

reinforced PLA plans forcentralization of com-
their command was disorderly and incon-

mand and control--which may be at odds withsistent and could not achieve effective resis-
tance as a whole. Iraq was short of modem political pressures to maintai,,_a decentralizedsystem, lt also reinforcedthe Chinese military' s
means of air defense. In particular, its view that the lines between strategy and tactics
military command and communications will become blurred during small-scale wars,
system was very weak.123 and tactical actions can achieve strategic objec-

To deal with these shortcomings, the PLA is fives.
taking several remedial steps, including efforts The imperative forjoinmess, especially in the
to integrate civil and military air defenses, to context of power projection operations, was
develop a unified national intelligence andearly also made even clearer for the Chinese by the
warning system, and to emphasize air defense Gulf War. As the AMS Gulf War study noted,
missile technology. On this score, China is "TheGulfWarshowsusthatmodemwarisnot
reportedly purchasing advanced SAMs from aconfrontationbetweenoneorseveralbranches
Russia,including those with ATBMcapability, of arms or services, but a contest between
There is also some evidence that the Chinese integrated forces of various services and arms,
believe that effective air defenses need not in- and the complementary effects of ali weapon
corporate a full array of modem technology, systems. The multi-dimensional character of

The Chinese also look to the Gulf War for modemwardeterminesthestructureofmodem
evidenceas to how toimprove theiroffensive air troops which is evolving toward the functional
capability, whichis taking on increasing impor- integration of ali kinds of fighting forces.''m
tance as a tool of regional p_wer projection. A The PLA is currently concentrating the bulk of
PLA publication on the Gulf War "pointed to its joint effort for power projection on small,
the need for the air force to enhance its rapid rapid response units, but after the Gulf War the
reaction, night and all weather, and ultra-low need for full-scale joint preparation is also
flying capabilities so that it could effectively increasingly appreciated.
support combined arms operations in a local The war strengthened an ongoing Chinese
war environment. The study also emphasized military effort to shift away from ground force-
the need for the Chinese air force to develop centered strategies to combined arms. "The
sophisticated high-tech night vision equipment results of the Gulf War indicate that, under
and electronic warfare systems.''Iu modem conditions, ground superiority is not

The PLA Air Force is too large and too genuine superiorityintheabsenceofairsuperi-
antiquated to modernize across the board; selec- ority, lt is difficult to win by relying on a single
five modernization is taking place instead, with service,especiallyonthe ground forcesalone.''_z7
the obvious goal of increasing power projection In the aftermath of Operation Desert Storm,
capability. The Chinese are acquiring some the PLA increased its emphasis on the impor-
number of Su-27s from Russia (possibly in- tance of training, which is a relatively quick
cluding air-to-ground PGMs), utilizing air means of improving military effectiveness,
refueling equipment, developing an improved whereas incorporation of advanced technology
air transport capability, andexperimenting with takes con_derably more time. In any case,
airborne early warning assets, training is necessary to operate high-technology

Other Key Military Areas. The smooth equipment. Chinese training has recently em-
integration of multinational forcesunder a uni- phasized night warfare, rapid reaction forces,
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and armored warfare tactics. But purely mili- basic assessment. Syria is highly unlikely to go
tary training is not viewed as sufficient--for the to war alone; the Gulf War reinforced the earlier

PLA, the Iraqi military collapse reconfirms the message that Syria's superpower patron, the
need for continued political indoctrination. In Soviet Union/Russia, would no longer offset the
fact, despite the emphasis on technology and United States. (The Gulf War also reinforced

professionalism, the traditional political/ideo- the perception in the region of Israeli conven-

logical elements of PLA military doctrine have tional military superiority--the United States
by no means disappeared completely: served as Israel's "proxy" in this sense.) Fur-

thermore, Damascus is still enjoying the politi-
The practice of the GulfWar indicates that,

cal benefits of having joined the coalition, and
although high-tech weapons truly played a

has no reason to rock the boat by engaging in
great role in the war, they are by no means

military provocation to or overt aggression
perfect and unconquerable. Their employ- against Israel.ment and usefulness have certain limita-

This Israeli perception of a more favorable
tions, and there are ways to deal with them. military balance is tempered, as always, by the

We should see both their strong and weak recognition that rapid and drastic changes in the
points. Tactically we should take modem region are always possible. The IDF notes the
weapons seriously, but strategically we
should despise them. We should overcome post-Gulfmilitary build-upin Syria (with longer-

range SSMs being of particular concem), Egypt,
theideathatapoorlyequippedarmycannot and Saudi Arabia. Some Israeli military offi-
accomplish anything in a modem war, and cials also express concern that Arab countries

seriously study ways to defeat the superior hostile to Israel leamed much about new high-
with inferi°requipment"'t28 technology systems during the Gulf War--

Any Chinese military response to the lessons of much of which Israel relies upon in one form or

the Gulf War thus cannot ignore completely the another. These Arab states are expected to try
lingering influence of ideology, to use this experience to acquire such technol-

ogy and to develop countermeasures to it. As
more time has passed since the end of the Gulf

Case Study: Israel War, the Israeli military has presented (at least
to foreign visitors) an increasingly pessimistic

From the standpoint of Israeli policy makers, view of the regional balance of power and of
the short-term risks of an Arab-lsraeli conflict Arab capabilities. _3°

As a consequence, the outcome of the Gulfhave diminished significantly as a consequence
of the Gulf War. _29The severe blow that Iraq War(andtheendoftheColdWar)donotsignal
received to its military forces and infrastructure to Israel that if can relax or fundamentally

willruleoutthecreationoflsrael'snightmarc-- change the direction of its military planning.

an "Eastem Front" involving Syria, Iraq, Jor- Political changes can occur much more rapidly
dan, and Saudi Arabia. Israel can also take than it is possible to (re)build operational mill-

comfort in another demonstration that high- tary capability. The Gulf War in particular
technology weaponry will not work without served to reinforce the Israeli military view that
highly skilled commanders and soldiers; these territorial depth remains an essential means of
factors continue to favor Israel over its Arab hedging against strategic surprise and the pos-

opponents, even if the Israeli Defense Force sibility of initial defensive failure.

(IDF) cannot aspire to a Desert Storm-like In some ways, Israeli military experts are
capability, cautious about the direct lessons that Israel

The Israeli military now believes that Iraq might learn from the Gulf War. Israel will
received less damage than it first appeared after probably never enjoy the kind of advantages
the Gulf War, but not enough to challenge this enjoyed by the coalition, in terms of time to build
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up its military force during a crisisand to decide strikes would prepare the battlefield for break-
unilaterally when the fighting will begin. Israel through operations.
will not be able to use its air force for such a After the battlefield was prepared, Israel air
lengthy period without launching a ground of- and ground forces could begin to fight a break-
fensive--and the length of the coalition's air through battle by rapidly shifting and massing
campaign is seen by Israel has having been a fire from stand-off ranges, creating gaps in
major factor in the quick and decisive coalition Syrian deployments while minimizing direct
ground offensive, contact with the enemy, and thereby reducing

Precision-Guided Munitions. The results of friendly losses. The maneuver portion of the
the Gulf War nevertheless confirmed and breakthrough battle would be initiated once
strengthened the general direction that the Is- Syrian first-echelon forceshad been sufficiently
raeli armed forces had begun to take before the attrited---at least at selected points--and once
war. The IDF was already well aware of a second- and tttird-echelon forces were reduced
significantriseintheroleoffire-powerintheart by deep strike systems or diverted to protect
of war due to precise and smart munitions; vulnerable rear areas. Israeli forces could then
Israel has accordingly been pushing to develop breach Syrian defenses anddefeat Syrianforces
PGMs for some time. Thedebate within the IDF in detail through traditional means of fire and
is focused on the allocation of resources--- maneuver and close-in combat, again with rela-
should the focus be on deploying advanced tively minimal losses. Operation Desen Storm
munitions in the air force or the ground force? validated concepts and capabilities associated

Theemerging roleof PGMs in Israeli defense with this style of warfare.
strategy is intended to reduce the attrition of The IDF views PGMs as part of a larger
Israeli forces in the early stages ofa conflict and combat system rather than as individual weap-
thereby improve the combat ratios in the ons. This systemincludestheuseofRPVs for
conflict's decisivestage. Asnoted above, PGMs surveillance and downlinking information rap-
are too expensive for Israel to deploy in similar idly, and the Gulf War served to increase exist-
quantities to those available to the Americans in ing Israeli interest in improved means of recon-
Operation Desert Storm. But PGMs can serve naissance. The Israeli goal is to be able to
as force multipliers and thus ease the burden of observe, orient, decide, and act more rapidly
an adverse ratio of forces or compensate for than the enemy, and thereby bring about the
other military deficiencies, degradation or collapse of the enemy's effec-

The increasing capabilities of precision fin;- tiveness without haying to engage his forces
power open up new avenues for the IDF iaa directly. The fact that lsrael's likely opponents,
dealing with Syrian fortifications on the Golan such as Syria, rely heavily on centralized mili-
and the Bekaa valley.13_Assuming that Israel is tary organizations increases the potential lever-
not surprised, it has the opportunity to empha- age that such advanced weapons systems can
size fire rather than maneuver in the early phase bring to bear.
of a war. Traditional Israeli doctrine empha- The Ballistic Missile Threat. At the same
sized maneuver as a way of taking the war to time that Operation Desert Storm validated a
enemy territory, through flanking maneuvers or potential new mode of operational warfare for
breakthrough battles. This doctrine has been the IDF, the Gulf War also graphically revealed
challenged by the depth and complexity of Syr- a major problem for Israel: the need to protect
ian fortifications, because of the costs in Israeli the homeland against the threat of ballistic
livesandtimethattheymightimpose. Withnew missiles. The Iraqi SCUD attacks pointed to a
technologies, Israeli ground forces could re- specific new strategic challenge for IsraelN
main initially on the defensive during massive being attacked from a considerable distance by
air and artiUery strikes against Syrian armor a country with which it does not share borders.
andtroopconcentrationsandairdefenses. These Libya and Iran, as well as Iraq, thus become a
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potential threat to Israel in a way that they were missiles to reach Israel is limited, even very
not before--and it is therefore not surprising to limited. Israel learned ali about the Iraqi mis-
the Israelis that such countries are attempting to siles long ago. ''m
acquire long-range SSMs. 'The Israeli government assumed, wrongly,

From the Israeli standpoint, most Arab coun- that such warnings would be sufficient. After

tries regard SSMs as their"long arm" option, in the first Iraqi attacks, Israeli leaders escalated
that Arab air forces are no match for the IAF. the toneoftheirthreats, without apparent effect.
The attractiveness of SSMs for the Arab coun- Some of these threats more than hinted that

tries undoubtedly increased as a result of the Israel retained the option of using its supposed
war. Israeli analysts note however that the nuclear capability should its civilian population
"Iraqi scenario" is unlikely to be repeated, in the come under attack, and some Israeli experts
form of repeated SSM attacks in the absence of believe that this waming may at least have

a simultaneous confrontation on the ground deterred Iraq's use of chemicals.
along either of Israel's borders. As an Israeli Inthefuture,onecanexpectthatlsraelwillgo

military analyst has written, "One should not out of its way to buttress its deterrent and dispel
rush to conclude that a fundamental shift in any notionsofitslackofresolve. Israel will also
resource allocation toward the defense of the work towards a comprehensive strategy to deal
heartland is on order. ''t32 with the SSM threat, including such elements as

Although the Iraqi SCUDs did not prove to preemption, tacticalearlywaming,passive(civil)
be the ultimate weapon, the missile launches defense, active defense, offensivecounter-force,
clearly had a traumatic effect on the Israeli and retaliatory capabilities. The most likely
population. Israeli defense planners are also military emphasis for dealing with such threats
concerned that the Arab states may seek to will be on offensive counter-force. The IDF
improve their SSM arsenals in terms of range, understands the problems associated with try-
payload, and accuracy, to the point where they ing to track and destroy mobile missiles, as

could threaten more than population centers, revealed during Operation Desert Storm, al-
Theconcemhereisthepotentialvulnerabilityof though the Israelis tend to believe that they
key Israeli military installations (airfields, head- would have been more successful than was the

quarters, and reserve storage facilities) to attack coalition in such operations. The IDF also
by these advanced SSMs. understands that Israeli air forces or ground

Perhapsmoreimportanfly, there is widespread teams would be working at extended ranges.
concern among the Israeli defense community Nevertheless, counter-forceoperations are rcla-
that Israel's forbearance in retaliating against lively attractive because they involve tools that

the Iraqi missile attacks--although politically are multipurpose (unlike ATl3Ms). The Israe-
correct under the circumstances of the Gulf lis, who operate within tight budget constraints,
War--may have weakened Israeli's deterrent prefer capabilities that are applicable to a wide
against various forms of Arab aggression. The range of contingencies, such as strike aircraft,
fact that Israel's deterrent failed--that Saddam RPVs, satellites, and special purpose forces.
would actually attack Israel with ballistic mis- These tools will be part of the Israeli arsenal

siles--came as a surprise to Israeli decision in any case; the challenge will be to integrate
makers. After the invasion of Kuwait, Israeli them into an effective counte_r-SSM force. One

officials made a number of public statements to Israeli author speculates on the nature of these

invoke deterrence; for example, Prime Minister counter-force operations:
Shamir stated, "If they dare attack us, they will

The Israel Air Force has repeatedly demon-pay a truly terrible price." Defense Minister
strated its capacity to engage in brief surgi-Moshe Arens remarked in December 1990, "I
cal long-range strikes against fixed Arab

don't attach much importance to [Saddam
Hussein's] threats to attack Tel Aviv. He's targets. But such a limited strike capacity

does not suffice against multiple and par-already threatened before. The ability of his
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tially mobile targets, defended by an exten- eventually be integrated with a large, high-
sive air defense network and spread over altitude unmanned aerial vehicle now under
vast remote areas. This requires a massive development._3_
day/night long-range force projection capa- Given the difficulties and expense associated
bility, allowing for sustained, if not con- with a comprehensive defense against ballistic
tinuous, presence, of both air (fixed wing missiles, Israel could decide to turn to more
and attack and assault helicopters) and direct approaches. For example, the Israelis
ground (light but well armed commando) could attempt to deter the useof Arab SSMs by
forces, lt also requires asizable investment threats to retaliate massively; the basis ofretali-
in advanced command and control systems, ation could be conventional or nuclear.
communications and electronic warfare lntelligenee. TheGulfWarreemphasizedfor
gear, air refuelling and assault transport Israel the importance of autonomous surveil-
capability, and extensive night vision/tx_r lance and early warning capabilities. Israel is
weather operating capability, t_ concerned aboutpossible strategic, operational,

and tactical intelligence problems that were
Counter-force operations against SSMs also suggested byanalogy in the Gulf War, aswell as

have important virtual effects. The IraqiSCUD the political price that Washington might exact
attacks against Israel were less effective than if the Israelis remain dependent on the U.S.
those against Iran during the first Gulf War, in information monopoly. Existing development
part because the lraqis could only fire their programs were accordingly speeded up as a
missiles at night due to the coalition's air cam- consequence of the war, including reconnais-
paign, and also because the Iraqis were not able sance satellites, long-range RPVs, and early
to salvo-fire the missiles after the first few days. warning radars. _36The most likely candidateThanks to the Americans, the Israelis addition-

for the EW radars is reported to be some deriva-
ally enjoyed tactical warning of attacks that the rive of Raytheon's Pave Paws system. TM

Iranians did not. The Larger Strategic Context. The Gulf
The Israelisdonotignore thepotentialcounter- War marked the first time Israel has had to take

SSM contribution to be made by ATBMs, but an aUy's concerns into account in making its
they note that the development and deployment battlefield decisions. Because Israel has fought
costs of such systems are extremely high. The every previous war alone, it hadlittle experience
IDF did not rate highly the effectiveness of of the sort of accommodation required by coa-
Patriot in the Gulf War, although the Israelis

lition warfare. U.S. pressure to refrain from
understand that the Patriot was not optimized retaliation made sense in the context of the

for BMD or to meet the longer-range, higher- coalition's internal politics, but ran against the
velocity AI-Hussein missile. The IsraeliArrow Israeli grain. Israel may therefore have to
missile, in contrast to the Patriot, is being develop new strategies for coalition warfare as
designedto intercept advanced SSMs, including the Middle Easternequation andthreats change.
those that are equipped with nonconventional
warheads, at longer ranges and high altitudes.
However, the Arrov,,hashad development prob-
lems and is quite _xpensive; it also has only Case Study: Egypt
modest supportin the IDF given the opportunity
costs associated with its development. Also, the Egypt represents an interesting case study, in
Arrow would not be abletodealeffecfively with thatitis a U.S. regional ally whose military was
SSMs that releasedcluster warheads containing substanoally influenced by its experience dur-
chemical, biological, or nuclear bomblets early ing the Gulf War._38 The exposure of many
in their trajectory. Israel is accordingly seeking Egyptian officers to American technology and

combat doctrine duringOperation DesertStormto deploy a modified Python missile on F-15or
t_-16 aircraft that can hit SSMs in their boost is likely to have a great impact on Egyptian
phase shortly after launch. The Python would military aspirations for years to come. The
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Egyptian military saw modem warfare upclose; Israeli war. Some of those "lessons"--particu-

exercises are no substitute for the real thing in larly the lesson of not depending on a single
developing an understanding of the potential of arms supplier, as Egypt did on the USSR before

modemtechnologyandofhowbettertoconduct 1973---led to mistaken policies, such as the
modem war. The Gulf War also pointed to the creation of an inventoly of weapons from doz-

value of the joint military exercises held be- ens of different country suppliers, weapons not
tween Egypt and the United States during the designed forinteroperability. The lessons of the

1980s; according to Defense Minister Tantawi, 1991 war may dominate Egyptian procurement
the knowledge acquired by the Egyptian army and training decisions for the next decade or

through these common exercises was one of the more, but they will not be instantly realized in
main reasons for the quick coordination and the the armed forces.

mutual understanding of the combat concepts Among the lessons that might eventually be
between the two parties in the course of the war. assimilated, Egyptians were particularly im-

The Egyptian military is placing emphasis on pressed by the following characteristics of the

building a strong air force and improved air American-led coalition campaign against Iraq:
defense system. The Egyptians seem much the combined operations of air and ground
more optimistic than the Syrians about the forces; deep penetration and the rapid strategic
utility of air power to survive and be effective turning movement; and the offensive against the

against high-technology adversaries; or per- enemy's depth, oufflankingalargeportionofits
haps Cairo does not expect to fight such adver- defensive lines.

saries. At the same time, the Egyptian,_, like the The Gulf War similarly indicated that some of

rest of the Arab world, were impresseo by the Egypt's practices and operational concepts were
significant psychological impact of the Iraqi outdated, such as the use of infantry divisions
missiles in Israel. This suggests thaw Egypt moved by regularvehicles. Egypt also noted the

might regard SSMs, even more than in the past, failure of static defenses---these might defeat
as a convenient long-range strategic weapon infantry, but they cannot stop armored units
aL'ned at undermining the enemy's morale and which can outmaneuver and/or penetrate defen-
partly offsetting its air superiority, sive lines with firepower. Finally, Egyptian

A second key area of Egyptian military inter- military specialists have spoken of the futility of

est is one of developing improved command and stockpiling huge quantifies of weapon systems,
control, with large communication networks in view of technological progress.
that are invulnerable to enemy interference. In In the future, the Egyptians propose to focus

this arena, Egypt has expressed an interest in on the coordination of cooperation among air,
obtaining access to satellite data. The war also ground, and naval forces. Especially important
reinforced Egypt's interest in Apache helicop- is the application of the ground-air concept in

ters. rapid envelopment and encirclement operations.
The Egyptians will accordingly continue to The Egyptian military is interested in building

strive to acquire at least part of the American its forces so that it can fight in the enemy's
arsenalofadvancedtechnologies. That said, for depth, simultaneously in several sectors. The

the most part, these stated Egyptian military forces that will attack into the enemy's depth
priorities have not yet been matched by acquisi- should be allocated air defense and air support,
tiondecisions. _39Egypt'smassconscriptground as well as the necessary administration and
forces will need a great deal of training and logistics.
education belbre they can effectively operate in
a high-tech battlefield environment. Making

Egypt's mechanized divisions as mobile as Case Study: South Korea
Westem ones would take many years and com-

pletely new equipment. The South Korean military takes some com-
Egypt has spent the past two decades respond- fort from the commitment of the United States to

ing to the lessons learned in the 1973 Arab-
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the defense of Saudi Arabia, and from the In light of these facts, the South Korean
performance of the U.S. armed forces in the military is concerned with the need to develop
liberation of Kuwait. However, the ROK mili- increased independent capabilities given the
tary also points to the differences between the anticipated draw-down in U.S. forces on the
situation onthe Koreanpeninsula andthat ofthe peninsula. The Gulf War showed an increased
Persian Gulf._4° U.S. inclination to "swing" forces from one

Analysis performed by the Korean Institute region to another in the event of regional con-
for Defense Analysis (KIDA) points to a coali- flict. The amount of time required by the United
tion advantage of between 5:1 and 14:1 over States to assemble forces in Saudi Arabia was
Iraqi forces prior to the outset of the air cam- of concern to the ROK, given North Korea's
paign, and between an 8:1 and 21:1 superiority short-war strategy.
prior tothegroundoffensive. These advantages In particular, the war reinforced the South
were based largely on coalition capabilities in Koreans' belief in the importance oftechr_logy.
air power, C_I,andmaneuverability. Inthe case Suchcapabilities are thoughtimportant notonly
of South Korea, dueto its numerical inferiority, in the context of the requirements to deter or
limited C_Icapability, defensive positions, and defeat an attack from the North, but also in the
narrow depths of the battlefield, similar calcu- contextofthe security considerations of a future
lations show a 0.67:1disadvantage for the ROK united Korea. In particular, there has been a
with respect to the North, and at best essential growing perception of Japan as a potential
parity (1.03:1) if U.S. forces are included._ threat to Korean security--a fact that was even

From an ROK military perspective, other noted officially in the 1990-1991 South Korean
qualitative factors also distinguish the Korean Defense White Paper._*2
military balance from that of the Gulf: The ROK is moving accordingly to improve

its capabilities in several key areas. This in-
• Although neither the Iraqi nor the North cludes the development of a more balancedKorean forces are well-balanced in termsof

force structure, spurred in part by the perfor-
force structure, the North Koreans have

mance of the coalition's air campaign in the
greater numbers of mobile, light, and com- Gulf. The current ROK force structure is

mando units; a far superior naval force, weighted heavily in favor of the army (88:5:7),
including a substantial number of subma- based on the assumption of reinforcement by
rines; and more bombers (although its air overwhelming U.S. naval andair forces. Recent
force structure is quite similar to that of ROK planning envisages a ratio of 78:10:12 by
Iraq). the end of 1995. The South Korean military is

• A North Korean surprise attack would give also considering a greater reliance on ground
warning time of only three to fourhours; the force reserves along the lines of the U.S. totalUnited States would not have six months to

force policy. The ROK is pursuing the creation
build up as it did in the Gulf. of an improved, preferably indigenous, C31sys-

• Depending onthe context in which awar on tem and the development of new or revised
the Korean peninsula occurred, the United operational concepts (a combined ROK-U.S.
States and the ROK might not be able to Air-Land Battle). The South Korean Air Force
gain the kind of international support that has inquired as to the costs of an airbome early
proved possible against Saddam Hussein. waming aircraft, either the E-2C Hawkeye or
For example, Russia and China could well the AWACS.
pursue policies divergent from U.S. inter- There is a strong sense, based in part on the
ests and, if not giving outright support for GulfWarexperience, thatthe South Korean Air
North Korea's war aims, could at the mini- Force could decisively tilt the balance on the
mum provide sanctuaries for North Korean peninsula in favor of Seoul._*3 The Koreanleaders.
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Fighter Program (KFP), based on the F-16 bring them, at least potentially, into military
airframe, hasbeenmodifiedtotakeintoaccount conflict with the United States and other ad-
lessons from the Gulf War. This has included vanced industrial nations. For these hostile
provisions forbetter ground attack capabilities, states, the Gulf War might conceivably repre-
including the ability to mount LANTIRN pods, sent a fertile "laboratory" from which to take
which the current F-16 force cannot carry, military-technicallessons that might standthem
There have also apparently been inquires into in better steadin the event dfa future clash with
the purchase of the Maverick anti-armor mis- the Americans. AsanAmericandefenseofficial
sile. The South Korean Air Force has been wrote after the war: "Potential adversaries of
particularly interested in expanding its elec- the United States will take note of Saddam
tronic warfare capabilities. It has considered Hussein'sshatteringdefeatandattempttoavoid
but apparently rejected the possibility of put- a similar fate, either by resorting to ambiguous,
chasing Panavia Tornado ECR variants for low-intensityviolence or byacquiring their own
suppression of enemy airdefense missions--an high-technology military capabilities, or by do-
interest specifically raised by this system's per- ing both. ''145
formance in the Gulf War.TM As a possible Surprisingly, military lessons learned seem
alternative, the Air Force has discussed apply- not to have been the locus of hostile powers as
ing Wild Weasel technology suitable to its F- they reacted to Operation Desert Storm. This is
4Es, including the HARM anti-radiation mis- not to say that the Gulf War was unimportant;
sile. The HARM may also be deployed on the quite the contrary. But rather than provide a
KFP. blueprint for fighting the Americ_ms,the war

Forits p,.',t,the South Korean Navy has made instead reinforced the importance of avoiding
improvements inminecountermeasure (MCM) war with the United States an_2other major
capabilities a priority since the Gulf War. The industrial powers. As noted in a previous
currentnavalexpansionprogramincludesprovi- section, this does no! mcztn that the hostile
sions for twelve to eighteen MCM vessels, powers have abandoned their long-term ambi-

The South Korean military is also concerned tions or that they will necessarily try to avoid
with the need to develop anti-SCUD measures, war by appea_ing W_hi_"'_an__, .. The pattern is
The ROK might consider offensive counter- instead one of finding ways to move through the
force operations, centered around F-16 strike period of (temporary)international dominance
aircraft, against North Korean ballistic missile by the United States, to a time when smaller
launchers. But the South Koreans cannot help powers willhave greater flexibilityand room for
but have noted the coalition's lack of success maneuver. Hostile states remain interested in

against Iraqi SCUDs, even under more favor- moving ahead with their regional agendas, but
able conditions of terrain andclimate than those seek to do so at a threshold below that which
on the Korean peninsula. The ROK is therefore would trigger external intervention. In short,
likely to put its greatest emphasis on acquiring these states are thinking more about how to
Patriot to provide active defense against manipulate the current political situation to
ATBMs, particularly in the region of Seoul, their advantage than about how to fight._46
despite the recent criticism about Patriot's per- To the extent that Gulf War lessons learned
formance in the Gulf. are being applied at the military level, they are

fundamentally conditioned by concerns other
than those of fighting the United States. For

Military-Technical Adaptation by mostofthe hostile powers, the dominant consid-

Potentially Hostile Powers erations are often as much intemal control and
prestige as traditional combat effectiveness.

There is a class of states to which the Gulf Military effectiveness itself tends to be mea-
sured more against potential regional adversar-

War logically should have been of particular ies than against the United States.
inr _st: regionalpowerswhoseambitions could
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That said, hostile powers understand that must be aware of staying below key American
circumstances beyond their control could bring thresholds--the threshold at which the United
about conflict with the United States and/or an States will decide to intervene in the first place,

international coalition. From the perspective of and the threshold of escalating the war to seek
these powers, war is much more likely to occur the overthrow of the regime. Secretary Baker's
as aresultofmiscalculationorAmerican"arro- threat to Tariq Aziz in January 1991 suggested
gance," as opposed to deliberate provocation on an important American threshold that might

their part. A few states, such as North Korea, trigger U.S. escalation--the use of weapons of
are concerned with becoming directly involved mass destruction.
against American military power, a larger group Third, an asymmetrical campaign by a hostile

of states fears the possibility of U.S. interven- powerwould seek to seize or regainthe initiative
tion in ongoing regional conflicts. In either by striking at U.S. and coalition centers of
circumstance, the limited evidence available political gravity. These centers of gravity are,
suggests that the smaller powers would be in- first and foremost, the American political sys-
clined to adopt asymmetrical counters to the tem and American public opinion, which are
American style of warfare, and that the Gulf arguably sensitive tocasualties, thelengthofthe
War represents a model (albeit imperfect) of conflict, and collateral damage. (The coalition

how to prosecute that war. Much of what air campaign, which was regarded as being
follows is admittedly speculative, and is based relatively precise in the United States, was
on extensive discussions with regional experts actually considered to be excessive and exorbi-
to whom the "what if war occurs" question was tantlycostlyinciviliancasualtiesinmanyMiddle
posed. Eastern and Asian circles.) 147These manifesta-

The Outlines ofan Asymmetrical Strategy. tions of the so-called Vietnam syndrome were
First, the essential goal of an asymmetrical not necessarily dispelled by the Gulf War, in

strategy would be one of regime survival, not fact, U.S. tolerance may have actually declined
military victory over the United States or an because of the exceedingly high standards for
intemational coalition. There is an almost uni- minimizing the apparent costs of war that were

versal expectation that American military ac- set by Operation Desert Storm. The American-
tion would begin with a strategic air campaign, led coalition will have the same sort ofsensitivi-
as it did during the Gulf War. A hostile power's ties, and there will be inherent differences of
asymmetrical strategy would thus depend first policy and interest among coalition members.
and foremost on avoiding the decapitation of its Finally, coalition members will be concerned

political and military leadership by that air with any threats to their homelands that the
campaign, especially at the outset of a conflict, hostile power might be able to pose.

Second, a hostile state would try to preventor In short, foreign specialists tend to regard
dissuade the United States from "taking Saddam's basic approach to the Gulf War as
Baghdad" on the ground in later stages of the sound, even if his strategy was flawed and

war. The hostile state may be unable to do this poorly executed. The challenge to future hostile

by military means, as Iraq could not; it must powers that might find themselves at war with
therefore be sensitive to providing the United an American-led intemational coalition is to
States with incentives not to occupy the entire devise better means to impose costs (casualties,
country. The Gulf War, in fact, may have time, collateral damage) on the coalitiorr--with,
shown that the United States is not inclined to out triggering escalation.

force a regime change through a policy of The Means to Execute an Asymmetrical

conquest and occupation. The prolonged diffi- Strategy. There is a strong sense that hostile
culties with Saddam after the end of the Gulf states confronting the United States in the future

War might alter future American war aims to will try to optimize the low-technology end of

include the replacement of the regime, but this the military spectrum. Cover, concealment and
has yet to be demonstrated. Still, hostile states deception will likely rank high as elements of
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any aggressor's strategy against advanced mili- military infrastructures, so that schools are part

tary powers. This is widely recognized as ofnuclearresearchfacilities. The United States
having been the most effective Iraqi tactic dur- might be tricked into attacking civilian targets
ing the Gulf War. For the Serbian military that seemed to emanate military electronics

(YPA), forexample, the Iraqi use of camouflage traffic. Attacks on civilian installations can be
offered beneficial lessons which"forour armed faked. Along these lines, anything that can be
forces are particularly significant." These les- done to confuse U.S. and coalition IFF (identi-

sonsincludednotonlythecamouflagingofunits fication friend or foe) procedures and create
and firing positions, as well as airfields, but also friendly-tlm casualties would also be of interest.
the creation of false targets using decorative and Hostile powers may well seek means to strike

"sceniographic" methods. Among the specific directly at the territory of coalition parmers, or
successes mentioned by the Serbian military even the American homeland. Given the Iraqi
was the use of decoy SCUD launchers.t48 experience, mobile ballistic missiles are widely

Cheap countermeasures are another potential seen to have significant advantages over often-

means of delaying or disrupting operations by sive counter-force and active and passive de-
an advao.ced military power. Mobility seems to fenses, and thus are very attractive instruments

be the preferred counter to precision-guided ofpowerprojection. Weapons ofmassdestruc-
munitions, but obscurants may also be eta- tion could be a part of this power-projection
ployed to complicate the use of PGMs. Rela- package. Such a combination of SSMs and

tively small and inexpensive lasers can blind weapons of mass destruction could also con-
sensors. Sea mines serve as effective barriers to ceivably have a serious military effect---e.g.,

amphibiousopcrations. More ambitiously, hos- striking against high-value targets like airbases
tile states might look to imaginative combina- and ports, creating special nuclear effects, and

tions of dual-use and proliferated technologies, the like. Greater missile accuracy and special-
possibly combined with new operational con- ized conventional munitions for SSM warheads

cepts. For example, as the 1992 U.S. Joint might even provide a credible nonnuclear alter-
Military Net Assessment noted: native. And because the United States and its

Theproliferationofhigh-technologyequip- allies are likely to try to improve upon Patriot-
ment is giving more and smaller nations the type ATBM systems, potentially hostile states

ability to employ sophisticated counter- are likely to explore more advanced offensive
countermeasures: e.g., warhead hardening, chaff

measures against US C4I systems. The and decoys, active jamming, stealth, and termi-
rapidly growing use of computers and data nal maneuvers.

networks in command and control applica- Terrorism remains another potential tool to
tions presents adversaries with targets for

take the war to the enemy, as does ecological and
exploitation at ali levels of conflict. Poten-

economic warfare (as Saddam attempted by
tial threats are not limited to major military pumping oil into the Persian Gulf and destroy-
powers. The low cost and compact size of ing Kuwaiti oil fields). Potential examples of

high-technologycomponentsmakeattempts ecological or economic warfare include attacks
at penetration of computer networks possi-
bly by "hackers," terrorists, drug traffick- or threatened strikes against nuclear power
ers, and hostile [states] _,,9 plants, civilian chemical production facilities,'" " and electric, financial, and telecommunication

Because collateral damage in the CNN era networks.
can be so politically troublesome, a ho_dle The advantages of trying to strike political

power might actually seek to "encourage" col- centers ofgravityin this lhshion must be weighed

lateral damage. Rather than just park military against the possibility that it would exceed
aircraft next to historical monuments, a hostik,, American or coalition thresholds and lead to an

power could structurally intermingle civilian/ unwanted escalation ofthe war that would place
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the regime at risk. This suggests that such hapsconsistofonly 10percentofthetotalforce.
means may be thought of primarily as a deter- The remainder would be taken up by a larger,
rentwas a way of deterring U.S. intervention in lower-tech force built around conscripts and
the first piace, or preserving the regime if inter- heavy armor.
vention does occur. The first-tier force would ideally be built

Evidence of Asymmetrical Thinking. The around airmobility (helicopters) and high-pre-
Brazilian military has been one of the few cision, deep-strike systems (for maneuver by
sources to speculate overtly, at least in a theo- fire). The purpose of airmobility would be in
reticalsense, whatwouldberequiredforaThird part to support deep raiding and the inter-
World state to avoid being"lraqed." The Bra- meshing of forces, as a means of red,:,;ing
zilian approach rests on two assumptions: first, vulnerability to the opponents' advanced tech-
no single tactic is likely to suffice against an nology. Long-range strike systems would be
advanced military power, and second,no Third delivered byartillery, rockets, and aircraft. Such
World state can afford the hardware to take on high-technologysystemscannotbeindigenously
the advanced military powers as well as its produced; they must be purchased from other
regional opponents. These assumptions point countries, and Poland and the Czech Republic,
toward the advantages of investing in a few within obvious financial constraints, are ac-
select high-technology conventional weapons tively seeking to do so.
that could complicate the military operations of Some states have little latitude to consider a
an advanced power, and that might also prove high-tech option, however limited. In Cuba's
decisive in a conflict against regional adversar- case, with the demise of its military connection
ies. The Brazilians cite especially SSMs, space with the former Soviet Union and the lack of an
launch systems, PGMs, and nuclear-powered indigenous arms industry, Havana has little
attacksubmarines. Thelower-techpowershould opportunity to move away from a people's war
also exploit variants of irregular fighting, in- strategyandtowardamoreprofessional, higher-
cluding terrorism and guerrilla warfare, de- technology approach. As Castro himself has
pending on the local conditions. Finally, weap- noted, the Gulf War and the collapse of Soviet
ons of mass destruction can .serveas a potent communism"areinfluencingourmilitarysphere.
counter to the advanced military powers, with In ali probability, we will have fewer weapons
nuclear weapons being the clear preference._5° supplied than before. We will have to adapt to

The Polish and Czech militaries have also this situation, to this reality,mS_- Cuba will
begun to think about the means to fight a larger apparently continue to rely on its traditional
and more technologically advanced enemy (in approach. In Castro's words:
thiscase, the threat comes from the East and not

lt doesn't matter how many laser-guidedthe United States). TM To be sure, these states
bombs, cruise missiles, or invisible stealthwill be unable to devote substantial remurces to

traditionalmilitarymatters, given the enormous planes they use. Yes, we do not ignore
social, political and economic turmoil that they technology, we know it; we do not ignore

technical advantages and the number ofare undergoing. Still, these states are not oblivi-
ous to their short- and long-term defense needs, weapons, but we know what our advan-
andthey are endeavoring to address those needs tages are, and these are in the heart, and in
creatively, intelligence, in ideas, and in the method of

In this light, the Gulf War confirmed and struggle't_3

strengthened the inclination of the Polish and This suggests that there will be no major
Czech militaries to create a "two-tier" force, changes in Cuba's doctrine of the "War of Ali
The first tier would consist of a small, profes- the People" that draws on the experience of
sional, high-quality force that receives the bulk Soviet partisans during World War II, Chinese
of funding and training, although it would per- notions of guerrilla warfare, and particularly
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Vietnamese concepts of "popular and irregular petition with the West in anysignificant fashion.
warfare." This doctrine aims at resisting an The best for which the Soviets might hope was
invasion through social mobilization to supple- an ability to produce a few specificsystems that
ment the regular armed forces, thereby develop- would be world-class, without any pretensions
ing the means of dramatically raising the cost aboutparticipatingintheMTRacrosstheboard.
for an occupying force. The Cubans cannot be Thus Soviet national securityplannersbeganto
optimistic,however, thatsuch a doctrinewould turnto offsets toWesternhigh technology rather
be successful against a seri_us American mili- than to emulate that technology. This attitude
tary operation. TM has by and large been inherited by the Russian

successors to the Union.
To the extent that the Russian military is

Case Study of Adaptation by a planning for future conflicts, it is focusing on

Former Adversary: Russia the need to employ forces to deal with contin-
gencies in and around the periphery of the
Russian federation (e.g., threats to the integrityThe Russian military is actually one of the of the federation or to Russian minorities out-

most interesting sources to look at for evidence side the current borders of Russia). This does
about how hostile powers might respond to the not involve MTR-style hardware or operational
American styleof warfare, ts5This is not to say concepts, but rather the use of light air-mobile
that thecurrentgovernmentidentifiestheUnited forces (including transportable armor) in the
States as a national security threat, or that the context of a rapid-deployment force. Russian
Russian military is thinking about the renewal air power will be needed to transport the rapid
of the global, Cold War rivalry with the United deployment force quickly, keep it supplied, and
States. In fact, the Russian military is preoccu- provide close air support, battlefield interdic-
pied with trying just to keep body and soul tion, and air defense.
together at a time of general economic and

In thinking throughout the potenual require-
societal collapse, and what may he the impend- ments of intervening in these peripheral con-ing disintegration of the Russian Federation.

flicts, Russian military planners do not ignoreThe Soviet military had been a source for
the possibility that the United States mightmuch analysis and insight into the so-called
intervene to thwart Russianmilitary action. Themilitary-technical revolution, as noted above,
Russian political leadership does not now as-but the Russian military does not believe that it sume that such a threat of U.S. intervention

has anything like the industrial or human re-
exists, but military planners have shown somesources to pursue the MTR in the foreseeable
interest in dealing with such a contingency.future. The apparent American execution of a
These planners cannot completely rule out the

campaign basedon MTR technologies and con- possibility that "humanitarian" concerns---or
cepts during the Gulf War thus cannot serve as domestic or international political pressures---
a model for the Russian military, as it might will provoke U.S. intervention, as was the case
have for the Soviet military a decade earlier, with respect to deploying U.S. forces in north-

UnderMikhailGorbachev,a centralobjective ern Iraq to shield the Kurds, and declaring a"noof Soviet policy had been to slow down the
introduction of these technologies into Western fly ;,.one"in southern Iraq and Bosnia.If the United States did intervene in a Russian

arsenals. Gorbachev sought to buy time for peripheral conIlict, Russian planners do not
Soviet industry (and society) to be restructured believe that this wouldinvolve amassive global
completely so as to make the USSR competitive military operation or even U.S. ground forces.
in the MTR, as well as in the world economy as From the Russian perspective, the concern isa whole. But by the time of the Gulf War, the

that the United States might attempt to executeSoviet military had alreadycome to realiz_ that
a strategic air campaign, disrupt Russian com-the country simply lacked the social and indus-
mand and control, prevent the Russian air _'orce

trial base to sustain the military-technical com-
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from transporting, supplying, and supporting Russian militarydoctrine retains a nuclearno-
forces in thefield, and breakdown the cohesion first-use policy, but this policy is so highly
of Russian militaryoperations. Such a strategic qualified as to send a deliberately ambiguous
air campaign would be roughly analogous to message about Moscow's intentions during an
that waged against Iraq before the coalition actual conflict. Most importantly, Russian
initiated the groundcampaign. The presumed doctrine equates conventional attacks against
purposeof this U.S. threat to intervene, or its Moscow's strategic C31with attacks against
actualintervention, would not be to defeat the Russian strategic forces, in that either could
Russian statemilitarily, butrathertochangethe justify nuclearretaliation. In the wake of Op-
military situationin the region of conflict so as eration DesertStorm,Russianmilitaryplanners
toencourageafavorablepoliticalontcome(from may well expect that the United States would
the Americanstandpoint), begin any action againsta Russiandeployment

To address the challenge of American in- force with aerospace strikes against its com-
volvement in conflicts aroundthe Russian pe- mand and control system. By connecting a
riphery,Moscow has a menu of political and nuclearretaliatory threat to such strikes, Mos-
militarychoices thatarenot mutuallyexclusive, cow can hope to change Washington's risk-
The first is political: Russian analysts such as benefitcalculus away fromintervention.
D. Proekteremphasize that the Gulf Wardem- The Russian military will also plan conven-
onstratedthat,inthepost-ColdWarera, politics tional counters to U.S. intervention should it
control and legitimate the use of force. The occur.First,Russiandeployments in peripheral
United States, or any other power thatmight conflictsmustbe made rapidlyand decisively to
contemplatemilitary actionagainstRussiain a get on the ground before the Americaps can
conflict along the periphery, mustgenerate and respond---thus the importanceof light air mo-
maintain the supportof an international coali- bile forces. Second, steps must be taken to
tion.TM ensure the maintenance of a minimal C3I/early

Russian analysts have carefully studied the wamingsystem, howevermanyindividualparts
Gulf War for ideas about how to limit and of that system may be destroyed. Unfortu-
prevent the formation of such coalitions. The nately,the breakup of the Soviet Union andthe
Russianscould themselves _ek to intemation- loss of forward air bases/radars in Eastern
alize the conflict by inviting appropriateimtitu- EuropehavegreatlydegradedRussian strategic
tionv--for example, the United Nations or the airdefense capabilities. This suggests that the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Russians will increasingly mm to those mea-
Europe (CSCE)--to mediate the conflict, and sures that proved to be relatively successful in
thereby limit diplomatically the ability of any the Gulf War against the American air cam-
outside state to act militarily. The Russians paign: cover, concealment; anddeception (what
could also attempt to obscure the fact or nature the Russians call maskirovka). The techniques
of Russian intervention through such tactics as the Russians are likely to favor include redun-
the use of"volunteer" paramilitary and indig- dancy and the creation of false targets (e.g.,
enous forces, moving under the cover of an dummy radar sites and communications links).
appeal from agovernment-in-exile, and the like. The ability to maintain the integrity of opera-
This would be in contrast to the overt and tional and tactical air defense systems will be
unmistakable aggression of Saddam Hussein particularlycritical. The mobility and maneu-
against Kuwait. verabilityofairdefense assets--which the Rus-

Ifsuch politicalmeasures failedto preventthe sians criticize theIraqis forlacking--are attrac-
formationof an international coalition, Russian tire means of ensuring survivability of those
militaryplanners would initially focus on deter- assets.
ring the _,aerventionof that coalition. On this The Russians believe that the United States'
score, nuclear weapons are becoming increas- supply of PGMsis large, butnot inexhaustible.
ingly salient for the Russians as a deterrent. IftheycanforcetheUnitedStatestofaUbackon
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"dumb bombs" because the Americans have viduals in the Iraqi regime who could make any
wasted their effort on false or difficult-to-locate authoritative assessmentof lessons leamed, and
targets, the American high-technology advan- these individuals are pre-occupied with the cur-
tage will be severely degraded. In short, the rent day-to-day crises.
Russians could try to encourage American incli- During the Iran-Iraq war, the Iraqis did learn
nations to use air power for attrition purposes; lessons; their tendency was to come up gradu-
an American campaign of attrition might have allywith workable andeffective solutions, rather
worked against Iraq, but Russia, despite its than brilliant, quantum leaps. Baghdad's pat-
weaknesses, would be a much tougher nut to tem is to try to recognize and work around
crack if it can prevent quick and decisive U.S. problems; the Iraqis tend to focus more on what
intervention, they did wrong than on what they did correctly.

The Russians may also be interested in more In anycase, there areinherentlimits to how far
active operations to repel this U.S. aerospace certain lessons learned can be addressed by the
attack, suchasstrikingthesourcesoftheAmeri- Iraqi regime. For example, the Iraqi military
can air offensive. The draft Russian military undoubtedlyappreciatestheimportanceofkeep-
doctrine signals a continued interest in conven- ing the military initiative. To the extent that
tional strategic weapons--"advanced high pre- initiative requires decentralization of decision-
cision, mobile, long-range weapons.., as well making and the effectiveness of lower echelons,
as [advanced] models of arms and military however, it runs into barriers of culture and
equipment and intelligence, command and con- imperatives of regime maintenance. Limited
trol equipment." These would be used for the evidence suggests that the Iraqi military leader-
"delivery of retaliatory strikes to deprive the ship recognizes this trade-off and prefers to err
aggressor of the opportunity to continue to on the side of control rather than initiative.
conduct large-scale military actions, thedisrup- The Likely Future Trajectory of the Iraqi
tion of his ability to reconstitute h_s armed Armed Forces. The Iraqis did engage in sys-
forces, and the weakening of his military-eco- tematiclessonsleamedfromtheirwarwithlran,
nomic potential.''_57 and had begun to implement these lessons in

1989 and 1990 before the invasion of Kuwait.
For the most part, these lessons, and not those

Case Study: Iraq that might have been taken away from the
second Gulf War, are likely to dominate the

Iraqwould seem to be the most natural source future trajectory of the Iraqi armed forces.
to checkon Third World military-technical les- Obviously, the military defeat in Operation
sons learned from the GulfWar. _SsBut, in fact, Desert Storm and the U.N. sanctions/enforce-
the evidenceofreal lraqi military lessons leamed ment regime will affect the pace and scope of
is quite limited. To repeat an earlier point: by this trajectory in any case. But Iraq sees Iran,
declaring that the war was a political victory, not the United States (orIsrael) as its most likely
the Iraqi regime is effectively declaring that future adversary, which reinforces its continu-
concerns aboutmilitary-technical shortcomings ing focus on the lessons of the first Gulf War.
are secondary. The political atmosphere within Iraq is also continuing to promote the Iranian
Iraq does not in any case foster open discussion threat for political purposes---as a way of trying
of matters that might question the competence to revitalizing the informal anti-lran coalition of
of the regime. Even within elitegovernment and the 1980s,thereby leading to the termination of
military circles, honest discussion ofthe lessons the U.N. embargo and even Western and Arab
of the war rarely if ever occurs. Saddam and support for building Iraq.
other senior officials are undoubtedly looking Iraqis likely to buildon any responses to the
for evidence that confirms the wisdom of their second Gulf War by relying on what Baghdad
original military decisions. Also, there are a believes are its core competencies: the ground
relatively small number of high-ranking indi- forces, especially the Republican Guard, and

SSMs.
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Since the war, Iraq has turned to an approach sile programs, hoping to wait out the United
thatithadbeguntoadoptafierthewarwithlran. Nations and to rebuild the infrastructure for
This involves reducing the size of the army to these weapons once inspections and sanctions
350-400,000 men (down from 1 million), in- cease. Iraq retains key nonfissile materials and
cluding the disbanding of the popular army, equipment, such as centrifuge drawings, ma-
with an emphasis being placed on the Republi. chine tools, and expertise that it could use to re-
can Guard and increased mechanization and build acentrifuge-based enrichment effort. Iraq
training, ha fact, the core of this restructured retainsasignificantamountofproductionequip-
force seems to have survived the war largely ment for its chemical weapons program and
intact; the bulk of the casualties came from stockpiles of chemical agents and chemical
Iraq's low-grade infantry units. The ultimate munitions. Similarly, Iraq has tried to prevent
goal is to create a mobile armored and mecha- the United Nations from finding and destroying
nized force with copious firepower. Such a its missile production capability. The Iraqis
restructured force will still be no match for the retain missiles, support equipment, and propel-
United States, but it would provide Iraq with lant, and they are stir capable of producing
considerable capability in a regional context-- SCUD missiles. Iraq's biological weapons
e.g., against Iran or Turkey. In the meantime, capability is perhaps ofgreatestimmediate con-
the stated tasks of the Iraqi military are to deter cern. Baghdad hadan advanced program before
attacks on Iraqi territory, restore internal stabil- Desert Storm, and neither war nor inspections
ity, and assist in the reconstruction of the coun- have seriously degraded this capability. The
try. dual-use nature of biological weapons equip-

The logical future course for the Iraqi army ment and techniques make this the easiest pro-
would be to understand its limits and build gram for the Iraqis to hide. _s9

primarily on what it is best capable of doing. In addition to their potential utility for pres-
This includes set-piece offensives, which it did tige and as a deterrent against extra-regional
wellat timesduring the war with Iranand during powers such as the United States and Israel,
the invasion of Kuwait. Reliance on set-piece such SSM/WMD programs are aimed prima-
offensives will reinforce the tendency for cen- rily at Iran, which Iraq sees as a revanchist
tralized direction rather than decentralized ini- country possessing three times its own popula-
tiative. A second area of relative competence tion.
concerns defensive operations from prepared The area in whichthe Iraqis may have learned
positions, when offensive operations are not the most in the war with the United States
possible. Although this clearly failed against concerns airdefenses. Here again, the lraqis are
the United States, it is still suitable for Iraq's likely to focus on what they do weil: passive
most likely opponentmlranmwhose military measures--hardening'decepti°n'm°bility' and
style is one of mass rather than maneuver, concealment. Since the war, the lraqis have

A criticalaspect of any Iraqi attempt to regain placedincreased emphasis on the redundancy of
its piace as a regional power will be to re- their systems and have tried to disperse their
acquireameaningfulpower-projectioncapabil- command and control targets, obviously with
ity through means other than ground forces, the purpose of minimizing the effectiveness of
The utility of SSMs--in terms of prestige and an American air campaign. The Iraqi military
deterrent value--was clearly demonstrated to understands that it cannot directly challenge
the Iraqis during the war. Protection and en- U.S. airpower, at least when it is deployed in the
hancement of Iraqi strategic programs, includ- quantities used in Desert Storm. However, the
ing nuclear, chemical, and biological capabili- lraqis may be working toward the development
ties, clearly have a high prioritymprobably the ofSAM/AA/interceptorcapabilities todeal with
highest priority--for the Iraqis. Iraq has smaller, less sophisticated attacks by regional
struggled to maintain important elements of its powers, and also to try to raise the price of
weapons of mass destruction and ballistic mis- limited punitive strikes by the United States.
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The strategic utility of a large offensive air canperformanceduringOperationDesertStorm;
capability to Iraq is debatable. Prior to the Gulf and high-ranking military officers, who tend to
War, Iraqi leaders tended to believe that offen- be much more insular and who profess that the
siveair power could have only limited effects on Gulf War has little applicability to their own
the course and outcome of an inter-state con- situation. In the words of one such officer,
flict. During the war with Iran, the Iraqi air "North Koreansare not lraqis. We will fight.''16_
force demonstrated limited military effective- For the most part, the North Korean military
ness and it was particularly poor in providing appears to believe that the Gulf War was an
support for ground operations. The Iraqi air aberration, that an Operation Desert Storm
force was more valuable as an instrument of would not succeed against them, and that the
regional prestige, as a demonstratorofnational DPRK would suffer serious losses, but that
competence in high technology, and as a means North Korea would make the war extremely
of exercising internal control. This calculation costly for"invading" forces. The U.S. handling
is not likely to change, given the poor perfor- of the Yugoslav crises may also have given
mance of the Iraqi air force during Operation Pyongyang a sense of American weakness that
Desert Storm. could have offset the image of American ricci-

The imposition of no-fly zones by the West siveness as presented in the Gulf War._62
increasestheattractivenessofimprovingground American experts speculate that the Chinese
forces rather than air forces as a means of military may have tried to pass along its assess-
dealing with internal security. As noted above, ment of the Gulf War to its North Korean
Saddam willalso likelypiace even more empha- counterpart, in orderto drive home the problems
sis on weapons ofmassdestruction and ballistic that would be encountered in a war with the
missiles as a substitute for an effective air force Americans. Iran too may have passed along
as an instrument of power projection. Helicop- information about the war to the DPRK mili-
ters,intum, can provide close air support. Iraqi tary._63 The impact that such possible ex-
air power may be best suited for attacks against changes mighthave hadon the North Koreans is
regional econom_,ctargets and battlefield air unclear.
interdiction (e.g., with chemicals). Perhaps the most distressing aspect of the

Gulf War for North Korea had to do with the
ability of the United States to put together and

Case Study: North Korea manage an effective wartime coalition of quite
dissimilar powers. The North Koreans are well

As a nation which feels itself to be confronted aware that the last such great U.S.-led coalition
directly by American military power, North was directed against them. This fact undoubt-
Korea had perhaps the most to leam from the edly increased Pyongyang's sensitivity as to the
Gulf War of any Third World state._6°There is circumstances under which war on the penin-
unfortunately little public evidence, beyond sula might occur (which is not to say that the
obviously propagandistic statements, concern- North Koreanscurrently desire war). If the war
ing what these lessons might have been. The is seen by the international community asone of
real decisions in North Korea are made at the blatant aggression by the North against the
top, and American analysts do not have a good South, the chances of a coalition re-forming
feel for the decision-making process during the would be almost certain. But if the conflict can
current planned transition from the leadership be portrayed as a civil war (such as those in the
of Kim I1Sung to his son. former Yugoslavia)---or, better yet, as a case of

Some American experts who have traveled to South Korean/American provocatiotr--the for-
the DPRK over the past two years discern a mation of an international coalition might be
division in views between Foreign Ministry truncated or prevented altogether. Here the
officials, who have access to the Western media counter-productive nature of Saddam's open
and who were quite impressed with the Ameri- aggression against Kuwait must be evident to
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Pyongyang as it is to Iran, Syria, and other tions and supply, attacking South Korean
ambitious regional powers, and U.S. air bases, ports and other facili-

The bestmilitary-technicalassessmentofU.S, ties, and generally seeking to disrupt mili-
experts on North Korea is thus that the Gulf tary and political operations in the South. _
War had a mixed message for Pyongyang, and Iraq did not have, or did not utilize, such an
that Operation Desert Storm largely sewed to option at anypoint during Operation Desert
reinforce key elements of North Korea's exist- Shield/Storm.
ing strategy and programs. This strategy in- • Countering U.S. air power. Even prior to
cludes a strong interest in the acquisition of the Gulf War, the North Korean military
advanced technology -- an interest which in- was well aware of the advantages that
creased dramatically after the Gulf War w American air power would provide in a
including computer technologies._ Other key future conflict. The DPRK, like virtually
elements include: ali Third World states, wouldnot attempt to

counter a U.S. air campaign primarily
Ballistic missiles. The ability of the Iraqi throughair-to-aircombat, butinsteadwouldSCUDs to survive the American air cam-

attempt to orchestrate a multi-faceted re-
paign was undoubtedly well received by the sponse designed to reduce U.S. effective-
North Koreans, given their extensive mis- ness. North Korea, much more sothan Iraq,
sile protection schemes, which rely on ter- reliesheavily on hardened facilities, and the
rain, underground facilities, and various DPRK has the added advantage of moun-
cover, concealment and deception prac- tainous terrain in which to conceal and bury
tices. The North Koreans are producing key assets, including logistics, command
andmarketingextended-rangeSCUDs(500- and control, military production, and the
kilometer range)and anew 1,000-kilometer like. Since the Gulf War, the North Kore-
missile that is capable of reaching Japan._6s artshave re-emphasized the hardening and
The DPRK is interested in improving mis- redundancy of these key defense nodes. _67
sile accuracy as well as range, in thCt the There is some reason to believe that the
North Korean military believes that S _Ms North Korean military assesses the surviv..
can have military as well as political (i.e., abilJityof its hardened facilities as being
terror) utility, fairly high despite improvements in Ameri-

• Rapid anddecisive operations. The North can precision/penetrating weapons as re-
Korean military has long held to a strategy veaJtedin the Gulf. In the past, the North
of achieving its military objectives quickly, Koreans have planned to rely heavily on
before the full weight of Americanmilitary night operations to complicate the use of
powercan be brought to bear. The fact that U.S. air power, the American performance
the coalition's military build-up in Saudi in the Gulf at night may qualify if not
Arabia--OperationDesert Shield--took six eliminate this strategy. Finally, the Northmonths, and that it relied on a relative few

Koreansplan to disrupt American air power
naval and air ports of debarkation, prob- by attacking air bases during the initial
ably confirmed to the DPRK the impor- stages of a war. The price that lraq paid for
tance of speed and of targeting U.S. logis- its inability to disrupt the coalition's air
tics and reinforcement capabilities. This campaign atits source was undoubtedly not
fits in with the North Korean strategy of lost on Pyongyang.
opening a "second front"---striking deep Suchacounter-air strategy might serveto
into South Korean territory with missiles supportNorthKoreandefensiveoperations,
and special operations forces (SOF) at the but would not necessarily allow the DPRK
outset of conflict. The SOF would attempt to operate large armored forcesoffensively
to flood into the South in the early stages of in the south, given the fact that the United
a war, disrupting command, communica- States could operate its aircraft (with
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refueling) out of Japan as well as from also located in desert regions. Korean
airfields in southern Korea. The American terrain is mountainous, densely populated
air performance against exposed Iraqi ar- in places, and covered by various types of
mored formations must clearly give the vegetation. Invasion mutes across the De-
North Koreans pause. North Korea's militarized Zone are l_mitedin number and
strengths are in fact on the defensive--the constrained by terrain. Ali of these factors
advantagesofterrain, tunnels, andthelike--- complicate mechaniTed operations but fa-
andin people 's war/infiltration tactics. This cilitate those of infantry and special opera-
places North Korea in an awkward position tions. The only opportunity for an Ameri-
if the goal of its quick military campaign is can-South Korean "left hook" flanking
to unify the peninsula, maneuver, such as that carried out in Op-

• More agileforce structure. Over the past eration Desert Storm, would be at sea, as at
decade, the North Koreans have restruc- Inchon in 1950. To prevent such an am-
tured their military around smaller, mecha- phibiousoperation, the NorthKoreanspiace
nized and combined arms units at the bri- heavy emphasis on naval mines, and the
gade level. They also have a mobile corps DPRK must have taken heart from the
in the rear area for the purposes of exploi- apparent effectiveness of the Iraqis in pre-
tation and defense against amphibious at- venting an American seaborne landing
tacks. The difficulties that the more tradi- against Kuwait. The perception that ad-
tionally structured Iraqi Army had in the verse weather impedes U.S. air operations
GulfWar are likely to confirm to the DPRK may incline the North Koreans to time their
that this reorganization was made along the attack (assuming they control the timing) to
correct lines. _ coincide with periods during which poor

• Command and controlcounter C31. The flying conditions are anticipated.
American strategic air campaign against • Weapons of mass destruction. As with
Iraq :focusedheavily on disrupting enemy several hostile Third World powers, the
command and control, particularly by tak- North Koreans have invested substantial
ing advantage of Iraq's heavy reliance on resources in programs to develop weapons
cenu'alization. The North Korean military of mass destruction. To the extent that the
is likely to re-evaluate the potential vulner- Gulf War highlighted the DPRK's conven-
ability ofits C31systemin this light. Despite tional military weaknesses, Pyongyang's
the fact that the North Korean military is incentives to acquire these weapons argu-
alsohighlycentralized, it reliesprimarily on ablyincreased. At the same time, the North
land lines of communication rather than Koreans had to be concerned that, with the
radios, and it has had forty years to prepare end of the Cold War, the United States
for various contingencies. This may per- might actually take some pre-emptive mili-
suade the North Koreans that their way of tary action directed against them, using
controlling an army is still valid despite the North Korea's WMD programs as a pre-
experience of Operation Desert Storm. On tense. For roughly a year after the Gulf
the otherhand, the DPRK may well attempt War, Pyongyang apparently attempted to
to take advantage of perceived command control this risk through e._licy ofconcili-
and control vulnerabilities on the allied ation. The North Koreans gave some indi-
side---especially those of the South Kore- cations that they might be willing to com-
ans, who are thought to be considerablyless promise with the international community
capable than the Americans in this realm, and abandon, or at least truncate, their

• Taking advantage of terrain and weather, pursuit of nuclear weapons. Recent devel-
The terrain and weather in Korea are quite opments, however, indicate that the North
different from that of Iraq, and from that of Koreans remain determined to acquire such
standard U.S. training ranges, which are weapons, and that they may have bought
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enough time to achieve thisobjective, even more by the lessons of the first than the second
ifintemationalinspectionsofknownDPRK GulfWar. Tehranis evidently more concerned
nuclear facilities are eventually allowed, withthe need to fight regionalopponents (and to
According to CIA Director Woolsey: ensure the loyalty of the military) than to face a

future Desert Storm. This is not to say that the
For its own part, North Korea gives every course and outcome of the second Gulf War was

indication of hiding evidence of some irrelevant to the Iranian military. Rather, the
nuclear-weapons related activity from the American campaign against Saddam Hussein
international community. Of the greatest apparently reinforced tile basic conclusions
concern is the real possibility that North reached by the Iranian military shortly after the
Korea has already manufactured enough endofitswarwithlraq---includinglessonsfromfissile material for at least one nuclear Iran's confrontation with the United States in

weapon and is hiding this from the IAEA. the Gulfin 1987-88. At the broadest strategic
Even ifNorth Korea were tocooperate with level, these lessons can be summarized as"pre-
the IAEA with respect to the Yongbyon paredness," "no surprise," and "self reliance."
complex, the intelligence community re- In addition, itmustbestressedthatthelranian
mains concemed that they could still clan- responsetotheoutcomeoftheGulfWarof1991
destinely develop a small nuclear weapons will necessarily be heavily influenced by thecapability elsewhere._69

ideological filter through which any potential
Perhaps lost in the discussion about North Ko- lessons learned must pass. As a consequence,
rean nuclear weapons is its chemical warfare Iran is likely to continue along the lines previ-
capability. The North Koreans have the capa- ouslyestablishedwhiletinkeringatthemargins.
bility in principle to deploy persistent chemical The force of inertia for Iranian policy makers
agents against airfields andportsof debarkation should not be underestimated, especially if the
in South Korea (and possibly Japan), and non- consequences of"objective" lessons are exces-
persistent agents against American and ROK sively profound or unsettling for a divided po-
forcesin thefield, ltisnotknownhowSaddam's litical leadership. Any reassessment of Iran's
apparentdecision not to usehis chemical weap- defense posture will be in the framework of the
ons against the Gulf War coalition might be revolution's political values, thought, and ideo-
viewed by the North Korean leadership, logical baggage. The cardinal features of these

values---self-reliance and astrong popularcom-
ponent in national defense--will survive and

Case Study: Iran indeed shape any reassessment.
Iranian Military Priorities. Iran's lessons

Iran represents an interesting case study of learned from the first Gulf War emphasized
GulfWar military-technical lessons leamed for threemain military-technical areas forimprove-
several obvious reasons._7° First, Iran itself ment--weapons of mass destruction/ballistic
engaged in a major war with Iraq from 1980- missiles, long-range aircraft for the purposes of
1988, and thus has a direct means ofcompari- power projection, and improved air defenses.
son with the performance of the United States There appears to have been some subsequent
and the coalition. Second, the overt hostility debate in Iran whether the destruction of Iraq's
between Tehran and Washington that has held offensive capability in Operation Desert Storm
since the hostage crisis, and that included the might allow a slowing down of programs in
American "tilt" towards Iraq during the first these areas, so as to divert resources into the
GulfWar, suggests that the Iranian military will domestic economy. Instead, the Iranians appear
take the prospect of fighting the Americans to see the period after the second Gulf War as
quite seriously, one of opportunity to press ahead and take

Despite these obvious factors, the direction of advantage of Iraq's relative weakness. Iran's
the Iranian military is still being influenced far inclination to cut corners and outsmart the West
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will probably continue and this may result in Iranian program however does not seem to be
attempts to gain by clandestine means some of driven by quite the same sense of urgency and
the flashier and more exotic weapons/technolo- threat that marked the Iraqi program; Tehran's
gies, if they are available. Still, it appears that efforts also seem to be more decentralized but
Iran has opted for a long-term approach to perhaps more tightly focused on high-payoff
military modernization while taking advantage areas than was Saddam Hussein's program.175
ofshorter-term opportunities (e.g., the purchase Iran also has an active chemical weapons pro-
of former Soviet hardware). In fact, because gram, and biological weapons, if not already in
Iran has had no access to reliable military production, are probably not far behind. 176
suppliers for more than a decade, the Iranians Another Iranian military priority is a long-
are now driven as much by what is available in range offensive air capability, which is aimed at
the current arms market as by their strategic providing Tehranwith a de facto regional deter-
preferences.'7_ rent/power projection capability. This capabil-

The top priority seems to be the development ity will be provided by strike aircraft--e.g., the
of weapons of mass destruction and further SU-24 and possibly the Backfire bomber--
improvement of Iran's ballistic missile force, possibly carrying precision-guided munitions.
There are several possible explanations. First, (Iran is consciously seeking to move away from
this combination would probably be regarded reliance on American aircraft acquired during
by Tehran as a deterrent against the equivalent the Shah's regime.) The idea here is to provide
capabilities of other powers, such as Israel, as Iran with the ability to "reach out and touch
well as a guarantee of the ultimate survival of _meone"--to send a political and psychologi-
the regime against external threats. From the cal message to its regional neighbors, particu-
Iranian perspective, Iraq's use of missiles and larly by holding at risk key economic facilities
chemical weapons during the Iran-lraq war was across the Gulf. Iran's interest in airpower is
clearly related to the belief that Iran could not however functionally limited--it is not aggres-
retaliate in kind. By contrast, Iraqwas presum- sively pursuing the ability to provide tactical air
ably deterred from using chemicals during the support for ground operations, for example.
Gulf War because of the fear of a severe coali- During Iran-lraq war, neither side was able to
tion retaliation. In addition, Iranian WMDs/ mountcombinedarmsoperationsusingairpower
SSMs will inherently cast a shadow over the tocomplementgroundoffensives. Consequently,
region that can provide political advantages and thereis still a tendency to view the air forcemore
represent acoercive force. (Some Iranian com- as an independent arm of strategic bombard-
mentators havenoted, forexample, the potential ment, reconnaissance, and harassment than as
effectivenessoflraqiSCUDsindestroyingSaudi part of an integrated force structure with as-
oil installations. 172) Also, missiles can offer signed missions that are organically partof an
something of a substitute for airpower, espe- overall battleplan.
cially against a high-technology opponent._73 The third Iranian military priority concerns
Iran is clearly interested in improving the accu- improved air defenses. The Iranians tend to
racy of its ballistic missile force to provide a focus primarily on fighter aircraft, which ac-
more credible threat against Israel and Saudi counts for recent purchases of Russian MiG-
Arabia. TM 29s with associated air-to-air missiles. (A

Withrespecttoweaponsofmassdestruction, number of Iraqi MiG-29s flown to Iran to
recent congressionaltestimonybyCIA Director escape the coalition's air campaign have also
R.James Woolsey confirmed thatTehran has an been retained.) The Iranians are also reportedly
active nuclear weapons program. Although attempting to acquire Russian Mainstay
Woolsey estimated that it willtake at least eight AWACS aircraft to improve the command and
to ten years for Iran to produce its own nuclear control of their air defenses. Surface-to-air
weapons, this might be accomplished in less missiles are of secondary interest because of
time if Iran receives foreign assistance. The anticipateddifficulties with command and con-
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trol, although again the Iranians are expected to a weakened Iraqi army over the short and me-
purchase some former Soviet hardware (e.g., dium-term using its advantages in manpower
the SA-5). Iran is currently undertaking the and support (logistics). A new strategy based
development of an indigenously-produced onspeed, maneuver, andhigh-technology, while
fighter,_7 aswell as purchasing foreign aircraft perhaps desirable, is unnecessary andtoocostly.
to build upon the "bonus" provided by the Iraqi Overtime, Iranmay be able to take advantage of
air force during the war. a "buyer's market" in military hardware to

Upgrades in air defense capability will begin upgrade its ground forces, but Tehran believes
with protection of the Iranian heartland, then that it can now afford to wait and buy selec-
pushout to offer protectionof border areas. The tively. The Iranians are restocking largely with
air defense program seems to be aimed prima- former Soviet equipment (e.g., the T-72) in the
rily at potential regional adversaries such as belief that the performance of this hardware
Iraq; there is apparently no effort to develop an cannot be fairly judged on the basis of the Gulf
air defense system capable of meeting a Desert War. In the long-run, Iran may also be able to
Storm-style air campaign waged by a high- rely increasingly on domestic industries for
technology adversary like the United States. equipment good enough to meet a threat froma
Like Iraq, however, Iran is striving to protect its weakened Iraqi army.
strategic industrial infrastructure from air at- The Iranian military is undergoing a major
tack by imbedding it in the civilian economy, as reorganization. Attempts are being made to
well as through measures of dispersal and con- merge the Revolutionary Guards (Pasdaran)
cealment. Fear of air strikes by the United and regular army for the sake of efficiency and
States is one motivating factor for these ef- professionalism. The Revolutionary Guard's
forts. 178 lesser units will be relegated to reserve duties

The Iranian military also seems inclined to while the better units will be merged into the
enhance its ability to control, or at least deny regular army. This is another step towards the
access to, the Strait of Hormuz. The acquisition professionalism that Iran now sees as crucial to
ofKilo-classsubmarinesfromRussia,'Vgrecent the future of its military capability. But in
maneuvers involving the amphibious landing of addition to limited resources, the Iranians are
marines on a hostile shore, efforts to achieve still having doctrinal and organizational diffi-
greater long-range air projection, and the full culties, which includes the Pasdaran's resis-
annexation of Abu Musa island (possibly as a tance to a merger with the regular army. The
site for a Silkworm brigade) point to an Iranian civilian government also continues to fear the
intention to control shippinglanesjust inside the army as a potential center of a future coup.
Strait. Iran might also contemplate using the During the Iran-Iraq war, the Iranians suf-
submarines to control access to the Strait from feredbadly fromunintegratedand uncoordinated
the Gulf of Oman. Clearly, Iran is not going to groundcampaigns fought without air assets. As
be able to deny the strait to the U.S. Navy, but a consequence, the Iranians have made halting
this may not be its real goal. The ability to attempts to developacombined arms capability
interfere with regional tanker traffic, as was as well as to integrate better fighting systems in
done in 1987-88, may be the immediate goal. general. Inthe spring of1992, forexample, Iran
Part of this campaign coui¢_include direct at- undertook several combined arms exercises in
tacks on Saudi Arabia and the coastal Arab the region around the Strait of Hormuz. These
states, exercises involved armored and infantry divi-

Beyond these three areas of emphasis, the sions, airborne brigades, artillery, army avia-
Iranian military recognizes the serious weak- tion, air force fighters, combat engineers, the
ness of its ground forces, but it has not given Revolutionary Guards Corps, and gunboats
priority to the rectificatiori'of these problems, equipped with SAMs. The exercises included
Iranprobably believes that it can defend against close air support exercises and defense against
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chemical attack. The stated objective of these quired from foreigners, and that their corrupt
exercises was to secure the strait from enemy moralandpollutedwaysshouldbeeschewed. ''t81
penetration into the Gulf.18o

The Ideological Dimension. One further

lessonof the Iran-lraqwar,as reinforcedby the The Bottom Line: Technology
secondGulf War,is worthy of some attention. Matters
Duringthe Iran-lraqwar,Iranhad extolledthe
importance of commitment, will, and the moti-

The Gulf War demonstrated to virtually alivation of society for sacrifice and the willing-
ness to take punishment for a morally righteous foreign militaries the salience of advanced tech-
cause. The emphasis on 61an, determination, nologiesin regional conflicts--orperhaps more
and steadfastness had been at the expense of accurately, the war illustrated the unexpectedly
concern for professionalism, expertise, disci- serious consequences of being onthe wrong side
pline, or technology; the man was more impt_r- of a military-technical "gap." That said, the
tant than the weapons system, and the best Gulf War did not generate a military-technical
material for the armed forces were committed competitor to or emulator of the United States.
Islamic revolutionaries, not professional sol- Foreign militaries will instead adapt the tech-
diers or technicians. This fit in well with the nologies and operational concepts displayed in
revolution's aim to build up a revolutionary theGulfWarinthecontextoftheirownparticu-
guardcorpstooffsetdependenceonapolitically lar domestic and regional circumstances. In
unreliable military. In time, self-reliance be- many cases, plans and programs for advanced

technology were already in train before the war,came not simply a slogan or aspiration but a
the success of Operation Desert Storm onlyreality, as Iran's policies turned off more and

more potential sources of weapons, served to reinforce these plans and programs. In
In the end, however, Iran lost the first Gulf the view of most foreign militaries, Iraq lost

because it fought the wrong war, but neither isWar on its own terms---not because of inad-
the American way of war necessarily the rightequate arms but inadequate commitment. The

endofthe war therefore catalyzed are-examina- way for most states.
Because foreignmilitaries are adjusting to thefion of Iran's defense thinking. Although the

Gulf War in selective and incremental fashion,Iranian government continued to stress the self-
the war itself did not point to a practical revolu-reliance and the superiority of the committed
tion in military-technical affairs for any nationsoldier to the technologically advanced one, it
other than the United States. The warclearly diddid so in a new context, lt was clear that even
signal an increase in foreign assessments of thebefore the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, Iran was
relative importance of aerospace operations---struggling to reconcile its values and objectives
manned aircraft, helicopters, space systems,and the needs of its defense forces--specifi-

cally, the need for advanced weapons and mili- PGMs, UAVs/RPVs, cruise missiles, ballistic
taryprofessionalism,while still avoiding depen- missiles, ballistic missile defends--as ameans
dency on foreigners and relying on Islamic ofpowerprojectionandasapotentiaUydecisive
devotion and faith. (although not necessarily a war-winning) in-
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The experience in the war with Iraq, and the
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ism, although these cannot be justified outside impressed. Foreign militaries will tend to focuson one or two of these critical, but narrow,
of a revolutionary context. For example, if Iran
must import military technology from the West, technology areas. The perceptionofthe value of
it must ensure, in the words of Ayatollah 'Ali military professionalism and quality (relative to

ideology and quantity) was strongly enhancedKhamene'i, "that only sciences should be ac-
by the Gulf War.
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Analysis and Conclusions

To sum up: the Gulf War (still) matters. The form to, or take advantage of, these facts and
Gulf War, properly understood, remains an trends. The war also revealed or confirmed
important source of political-military and mill- important tensions and contradictions in na-
tary-technicalinsight formany keyforeignstates, tional views about the Gulf War and the future

To be sure, the unique attributes of the Gulf of international relations. Finally, the war, and
War are widely appreciated: unmistakable Iraqi its outcome, is by no means viewed as aconclu-
aggression; oil; an emerging nuclear threat; the sive image of the future; much remains un-
residual Cold War capabilities and relation- known.
ships that strengthened the military coalition; The body of the report has dealt with how
the confluence of great-power interests on the foreign nations perceive these facts, trends,
UN Security Council; and the like. Foreign contradictions, and unknowns. This section
observers also recognize that much water has addresses the overall impact of foreign reac-
passed under the bridge _nce Operation Desert tions to the Gulf War, and attempts to identify
Storm--including the collapse of the Soviet anumber of critical issues that American deci-
Union and a series of crises and conflicts asso- sion makers may have to address over the next
ciated with the former Yugoslavia---that could several years.
negate or at least qualify some of the initial
lessons from the Gulf. The electoral defeat of

President Bush is another development that "So Whats"
tends to put more distance between the Gulf

War and current events. Perceptions of the This report on foreign perceptions of the Gulf
meaning of the Gulf War have in some cases War has been organized around three central
undergone significant changes due to internal messages: the U.S. matters; military power
and external circumstances, matters; and technology matters. This section

Ali this said, the GuifWarnevertheless seems will try to identify some critical policy implica-
to remain an extremely useful, although by no tions and uncertainties that flow out of these
means definitive, perspective from which to central messages ("so what"). Not ali of these
assess foreign perspectives on future political implicationsarenecessarilyconsistent, norneed
and military trends. The Gulf War is a critical to be acted upon, but policy makers should be
data point; it was the first major international aware of the decisions and issues that they face,
event involving military power after the end of given foreign reactions to the Gulf War (and
the Cold War, and it remains the event against other international events).
which subsequent political-military and mili- America as World Leader. Policy makers
tary-technical developments tend to be mea- mustappreciatetheimportancethatotherstates,
sured. The war revealed or confirmed to many friendly, hostile, and nonaligned, continue to
foreign states certain facts and trends in the piace on the United States as the organizing
emerging internationalenvironment; these states force in international relations. Two years after
are adjusting their policies and interests to con- the Gulf War, foreign states tend to evaluate
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U.S. capabilities more highly than do many power in the Gulf War, there is an underlying
American elites. The passage of time, the events sense that the emerging post-Cold Warenviron-
in Yugoslavia, and domestic political factors ment is neither unipolar nor multipolar, and
have tended towards a discounting by Ameri- hence the current patterns of intemational be-
cans, perhaps prematurely, of the Gulf War's haviormay be transitional rather thanenduring.
importance as an expositor of U.S. capabilities Thelengthofthistransitionalperiodisgenerally
across the board. The United States has tended put at five to ten years among those foreign
to focus on its relative inability to act (in Yugo- observers who are inclined to speculate. For the
slavia) rather than the strength of its position (in most part, the current policies of most foreign
the Gulf War). governments are not now being determined by

Whatis much less certain to foreignobservers long-term expectations about character of that
is whether, how, and for what purpose the future environment, but by the exigencies of the
United States will apply its power in the post- moment. There are nevertheless important mi-
Cold War, post-Gulf world. The emerging norityviewsaboutimminentorinevitableAmeri-
short-term challenge for American policy mak- can decline--and the rise of challengers to
ers is to demonstrate to foreign observers that American leadership---that cot/ld come to the
U.S. power w_Ucontinue to be applied purpose- forefront depending on U.S. actions and/or do-
fully and effectively to achieve American and mestic political changes.
intemational objectives. For the longer term, lt is critical for the United States to shape
the United States will have to address three expectations aboutthelong-term strategic envi-
areas if it is to retain its central and unique ronment and the kindsof security arrangements
position in the international system. The first is that will be appropriate to that environment.
economic and technological competitiveness. The U.S. performance in Operation Desert
Thefact that the United States had to seek major Shield/Storm has played a role in shaping those
intemational funding for the Gulf War made a expectations, but the Gulf War afterglow will
serious, and negative, impression about U.S. have a finite half-life. American policy makers
economic weakness that must be addressed, should be aware that their actions in the former

The second is military power. Any sense that Yugoslavia and Somalia are becoming part of a
the United States could not perform a Desert pattemofintemationalpeacemakingandpeace-
Storm in five to ten years due to military re- keeping, which will be at the heart of whatever
trenchment would remove an essential pillar of new world order, or disorder, finally emerges.
American diplomatic influence and encourage This pattern is being observed by foreign pow-
or impel other powers, major and lesser, to try ers who wish the United States weil, or ill, for
to fill the vacuum. The last area of importance clues about how they should behave in future
is intemational legitimacy. As a legacy of its crises closer to home.
successful leadership during the Cold War, the Over the longer term, the structure of the
United States enjoys a level of global prestige international system will depend on how the
that goes beyond its economic and military United States accommodates other centers of
strength and that allows it to guide the intema- power that were marginalized in the Gulf crisis
tionalcommunityonissuesWashingtonregards but that will inevitably seek, in one form or
as vital. This prestige is not automatic; it an°ther'theirplaceinthesun(GermanY'Japan'
ultimately depends on a sense that American Russia if it remains intact, and China). As
leadership is legitimate because it stands for suggested below, the impetus for anychanges in
something beyond the narrow national interest, the current transitional pattem may have to
Suchlegitimacyisessential todeal withintema- come from the United States, since these other
tional fears about U.S. activism as well as power centers are now quite limited in how far
speculation about potential American decline, andhow fast they themselves can pushthe issue.

Defining the Future of the International If the United States fails to do so, it runs the risk
System. Despite the demonstration of U.S. thattheissueofrisingpowerswillemergeunder
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unfavorable circumstances--and that these a nuclear-armed North Korea and the acknowl-
power centers will as a result define themselves edged proliferation of nuclear weapons into
in opposition to, rather than assatisfiedparmers Ukraine and Eastern Europe, coupled with the
in, aninternational system thatisinitially crafted loosening of security ties with the United States,
by the United States. for example, could lead to a major change in

TheGermanandJapaneseQuestion. There German and Japanese security policy. Rather
is a tension between the growing economic than become a hostage to such events, the
power and potential political ambitions of Ger- United States should anticipate that Berlin and
many and Japan, on the one hand, and the Tokyo will eventually become more activist
domestic willingness of these states to develop over time, andtry to encourage and Support that
policies and tools to pursue those ambitions, on activism where appropriate (as Washington did
the other. The resolution of this tension will in the manner of German unification).
largely determine how the hierarchy of great The ChaUengeto Regional Security Order.
powers emerges over the longer term (decade The emergence of Japan and Germany/Europe
plus), because Japan and Germany/Europe are as truly global powers, whether desirable ornot,
the most likely aspirants to great-power status is some distance off. The United States will be
in this time frame, the only true superpower for some time. But

A "realistic" perspective among the current Washington lacks the capability, and probably
Japanese and German governing elites points the interest, to be the principal player in each
toward assuming true great-power status. The and every crisis below the "global" level (how-
Gulf War highlighted or reinforced the view ever that level is defined). How, then, will
among these German and Japanese elites that security be maintained at the regional or sub-
greater international activism will be necessary regional level?
to allow them to have a greater say in interna- In the aftermath of the Gulf War, there was a
tional relations. This influence, in turn, will clear interest of many in Europe, Asia, and the
require the development of strategic instru- Middle East to strike a new division of labor
ments,includingtailoredmilitarycapabilitiesof with the United States----one in which a new
some sort. At the same time, the Gulf War hierarchy ofregionalpowers would supplement
indicated acomplete lack of political consensus U.S. global power. This would point toward a
in Germany andJapan about future directions in devolution of the current international system
national security policy. There is an obvious (which is neither unipolar nor multipolar) into a
and deeply ingrained societal reluctance to be series of subsystems, whose security would be
anything other than inward-looking states that guaranteed to a first order by one or more
focus on economic concems. Many serious regional powers or organizations. In such a
analysts of Germany contend that the new Gcr- system, the United States might still act as the
many is most likely to become, if not a big ultimateguarantorofregionalsecurityifallelse
Switzerland, then a big Italy, in terms of its lack failed, and as the leading power concerning
of ability to formulate strong and consistent "global" security issues. The United States
international positions, could also in principle provide certain types of

Even if the goveming elites in Germany and military infrastructure---e.g., command and
Japan seek quietly to develop more capable control, reconnaissance, transportation, and
strategic means, either independently or part of ballistic missile defense--that would enable
a multinational organization, probable funding foreign militaries to use their ground, naval, and
constraints ontheJapanese andGermandefense air forces more effectively in regional opera-
ministries willdelay, ifnot preclude, the devel- tions without having to invest independently in
opment of desired autonomous military capa- these very expensive capabilities. Such a divi-
bilities. But events may force a decision more sion of labor would run against the grain of
rapidly than wenow expect. The emergence of greater military autonomy that nations such as
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Israel, France, and South Korea have been the decision-making process on issues such as

seeking, but that they may not be able to obtain the Gulfcrisis, will complicate matters, lt is not
because of cost considerations, clear that their interest in membership will be

Although such a divisionoflabormakes sense supported (e.g., China vetoing Japanese mem-
in principle, there are highly uncertain and bership), creating obvious political tensions
contentious boundaries between "regional" and among the major powers. Even if Japan and
"global" security issues that have yet to be Germany do become Security Council mem-
worked out, and that may not ultimately be bers, it is not clear that their interests will

resolvable, coincide with those of the others (again, a Chi-
The Gulf War and its outcome indicated that nese-Japanese rivalry could emerge, at least

the Middle East, and particularly the Persian over issues relating to Asia). Pressures will

Gulf, is a region to which this division-of-labor grow to allow second-tier powers to become
model will not immediately apply. The keypro- Security Council members (Brazil, India, and

Western players in the Gulf are not willing to Nigeria most often mentioned).
accept a regionally based security system based This combination of pressures and circum-
on Egyptian and Syrian military power, or to stances suggests that the United States cannot

include Iran or Iraq. Maintaining the balance of expect to rely on the United Nations as the
regional power requires credible American guar- principal security mechanism for ali global and
antees, if not a direct American presence, regional crises. If Security Council member-

The Yugoslav crises also raise serious ques- ship is expanded, the UN may become
tions whether a European-based regional secu- gridlocked; but if membership is not changed to
rity order is possible. The CSCE was never a reflect changing geopolitical and geoeconomic

serious player once fighting broke out. The conditions, the Council may lose its legitimacy.
failure of the European Community to resolve Innovative procedural solutions could resolve
the crises in their early stage--to successfully this problem in some sense, but they cannot
orchestrate an economic, political, and military generate consensus where the interests of the

coalition such as the U.S. organized against majorpowersdonotcoincide. This is not to say
Iraq---seemed to indicate that American leader- that Washington should abandon the United

ship is still an essential element in European Nations as an instrument of national policy and

regional security. At the same time, the princi- international security to be employed wherever
pal vehicle of American power on the conti- possible. Rather, Americanpolicymakersshould
nent NATO---likewise has proved essentially be realistic about the probable constraints on the

irrelevant to date in Yugoslavia. There is a very UN that may begin to emerge. They should also
real question about whether and how such a focus on developing a consensus with those

vacuum can be filled in Europe. states that do matter in any particular case, and
The Future of the United Nations. As a recognize that there may be occasions when

consequence of the lack of good regional secu- desired American policies are overtly opposed
rity alternatives, the Gulf War and Yugoslavia by other major powers.
suggest the importance of the United Nations as The Role of Non-Western Powers. Many
the means through which multinational action non-Western states are concerned with how

can be taken. But there are real problems on the they might fit peacefully and prosperously into

horizon for the UN as well. lt is not at all certain the emerging global and/or regional political-
that the Russian Federation (if it remailts intact) economic-military system(s). The Gulf War
and China will continue to support the actions of suggested real problems for such states in the
the other current permanent members of the emerging security environment, whatever its

Security Council. The ambitions of Germany contours might be. The enormous military gap
andJapantobecomepermanentmemhersofthe with the West revealed by the Gulf War is
Security Council, so as to be able to take part in worrisome to them, as is the lack of societal
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cohesion and modem industrial-technical infra- This suggests that the new administration may
structure. Some non-Western states argue that want to get out ahead of events and try to shape
export controls, nonproliferation regimes, and opinion on the degree and circumstances of
the like are efforts by the advanced powers American intervention, rather than continue to
(particularly the United States) to ensure that react. To be sure, the proclamation of doctrines
the gap between the have and have-not states is can be dangerous; they can mislead friends and
maintained. There is of course nothing new in potential adversaries and reduce valuable room
this argument, but there is a sense that an for diplomatic maneuver. Still, a de facto
importantU.S.lessonlearnedfromtheGulfwas doctrine is likely to emerge over time in any
the heightened need to keep non-Western states case, and it may behoove the administration to
and cultures "down." The U.N. sanction/in- put its own stamp on public expectations as
spection regime imposed on Iraq as a come- soon as possible.
quence of the Gulfcrisis/war is seen as a highly Nuclear Weapons. The Gulf War signaled
disquieting preview of the future in this respect, the emergence of a potentially significant asym-

Ali this will incline non-Western powers to metry of views concerning the future role and
find means to break the economic and military importance of nuclear weapons. The advanced
monopoly of the West, and particularly the militarypowers,notablytheUnitedStates,Brit-
United States. This inclination could well coin- ain, and France (and indirectly the nonnuclear
cide with efforts by some Western powers to powers, Germany and Japan)have made strong
weaken American power and influence fortheir efforts to separate their nuclear capabilities
own purposes. In short, U.S. policy makers from regional conflict contingencies. The Gulf
should be sensitive to the fact that the makings War indicated that the advanced military pow-
of an anti-U.S, coalition are present, if yet ers believe that they enjoy such conventional
unformed, and that steps to dissuade the emer- superiorityover regional rivalriesin high-inten-
gence of that coalition may be necessary, sity warfare that there is no need to play the

Internal vslnternational Rights. The after- nuclear card. These states indicated that if
math of the Gulf War (and more recently the Saddam had used weapons of mass destruction
Yugoslav crises) have increased international (i.e., chemical or biological) during the Gulf
awareness of the ethnic, religious, and tribal War, theirpreferredmethodofretaliationwould
pressures that will exist in the post-Cold War have been conventional in character.
world. The Gulf War also signaled that the On the other hand, for states that are on the
intemational community may well take aninter- wrong sideof the military-technical gapand that
est in the "intemar' affairs of states, especially have reason to be concerned with a U.S.-led
if those affairs have broader political or eco- intervention, nuclear weapons appear to be an
nomic implications. For many states, or fac- increasingly attractive means of offsetting that
tions within states, their policies must therefore gap and deterring intervention. This is true for
be fundamentally shaped by the necessity to Russia (and possibly China), as wellas the Irans
encourage, or avoid, international intervention andlraqs of the world. The preferred method of
in "internal" affairs, the advanced military powers to deal with this

The United States is having great difficulty in asymmetry will be primarily politicalin charac-
• formulating policies that are appropriate to ter---e'g"tightenedexportcontr°lsandreassur"

particular intra-state conflicts. The key here is ance through measures among themselves such
as likely to be the state of U.S. public opinion as asanuclear test barr--coupled with the threat of
the conditions in any given crisis. American conventional preemption of nuclear facilities.
policy makers have to date beenpulled in differ- But thought should also be given to circum-
ent directions by public opinion---to intervene stances in which a hostile regional power has
to stop atrocities, and to stay out to avoid obtained nuclear weapons. This hostile power
becoming bogged down in other people's wars. may not share Western ideas of deterrence--
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which is not to say thatit cannot be deterred, but powers, perhaps allied with more advanced
that American policy makers must understand states, might seek to develop high-technology/
the very different strategic dynamics that this leading edLc-forceswith the aim of challenging
situation could create. American interests across arange ofcontingen-

In such a situation, Washington itself will cies.
obviously be concemed with the need to avoid In some cases, these highly-capable units
being deterred by a nuclear-armed hostile re- could supplement regular standing armies, per-
gime from taking actions that otherwise would haps as special operations strike forces. How-
be in the vital interests of the United States. But ever,like contemporary stand-offweapons, such
there are other issues as weil. For example, forces may become the symbols of a country's
duringa crisis or conflict, the nuclear command rapid-response ability to control strategic situ-
and control arrangements of the regional power ations ("arriving firstwith the most"). Not only
may not be stable or secure. Internal conflicts budget and manpower efficient, these forces _.
may piace the weapons in jeopardy. Other will conform to modem trends by emphasizing
nations may inject themselves into the situation mobility and maneuver, and not necessarily
to protect their perceived interests, and so on. overwhelming mass. The abilityto produce and

The Future of Warfare. The Gulf War did deliver nuclear, chemical, and biological weap-
not necessarily signal a revolution in military ons could become much more .sophisticatedand
affairs, but it will lead to, or reinforce, national militarily effective. Hostile regional military
military "trajectories" that could result in sig- powers can be expected eventually to go beyond
nificant changes in future defense concepts, low-technology countermeasures and attempt
force structure,doctrine, and tactics.TheUnited to devise means to strike directly at the U.S.
States now enjoys a unique global military military centersofgravity--commandandcon-
capability that is unlikely to be challenged for trol, logistics, and joint operations. Counter-
perhaps the next five to ten years. But that does societal tactics might also emerge: human and
not mean that the United States is omnipotent computerviruses; economic disruption through
always and everywhere. The war with Iraq disabling key networks; and environmental
demonstrated that American forces perform warfare.
superbly in the desert--but can they do as well These speculations may seem far fetched, but
in mountains, jungles, or urban areas? At some they are intended to reinforce one of the central
point, a hostile regional power may intention- theses of this report: regional powers learned a
allyorinadvertently test U.S. capabilitiesunder good deal from the Gulf War, but they do not
thesemoredifficultcircumstances, lftheUnited expect or intend that the war will define their
States performs less than adequately, thiswould future. Regional powers are understandably
offset much of the prestige that the American working to accommodate or work around the
military gained in Operation Desert Storm. Gulf War experience so that they will be in a

The Gulf War will in any case be a central better position to deal with future crises and
reference point for any regional military that conflicts. The U.S. performance in Operation
desires to move up to another level of techno- Desert Shield/Storm has played a major role in
logical capability, especially if it seeks to meet shaping the expectations of regional powers,
an advanced military power on more equal but the Gulf War afterglow will have a finite
terms. Foreign militaries can thus be expected half-life.
to continue the "lessons learned" process for
some time, perhaps after a period of apparent

indifference. This argues for the value of con- Was the Gulf War a Watershed?
tinuing to track foreign assessments of Opera-

tion DesertStorm. Looking into the firstdecade In the immediate aftermath of the Operation
of the next century, American policy makers Desert Storm, there was a widespread percep-
should be aware of indications that regional tion that the experience might be the defining
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event of what President Bush called the New Warlessons learned thus concerned matters
World Order. One of the questions that our ofdegree--fasterorslower, moreorless---
authors implicitly addressed was whether this rather than matters of kind.
perception would prove to be enduring. The

This said, it is also too earlyto saydefinitivelypreliminary, and general, answer is: No, the
that the Gulf War was not a watershed. Subse-

Gulf War did not seem fundamentally to change
the overall direction of international politics, quent events could change our perception of the
That is, it did not lead most nations to adopt character and importance of the Gulf War. For
policies in an order-of magnitude different di- example, our view of the Gulf War would
rection from that which they would have fol- dramatically change if a number of key pro-

Western Arab regimes are overthrown by Mus-lowed had Iraq not invaded Kuwait (absent the lim fundamentalists whose success is attributed
success of Operation Desert Shield/Storm). By

to popular revulsion against those regimes thatcontrast, the end of the Cold War and the
supported the U.S. in the Gulf.disintegration of the Soviet Union, taken as a

whole, did constitute such a watershed. Finally, it is important to note that a failure
of U.S. policy in the Gulf probably would haveThereare anumber ofimportant exceptions to
been a watershed. A political or military failurethe general conclusion that the GulfWardid not

represent a defining moment in international by Washington against Saddam Hussein would
have gone against general expectations andrelations. These are noted throughout the re-

port. But as a role, the Gulf War seems to have would have forcedmany nations to rethink their
basic interests. The United States might wellserved more as a catalyst and an agent of
have been seen as amarkedly declining power,confirmation than as awatershed. Itilluminated

many of the key trends andessential elementsof regional aggression could have appeared to bea
the new strategic environment, even if the war muchmoreattractiveoption;energypricesmight

have soared; theintemal dynamics in the Sovietitself did not lead to a new world order.
Union could have evolved in a significantly

• The Gulf War was a catalyst in the sense fashion; military contributors to the coalition
that the war brought to the forefront trends, might well have blamed the financial contribu-
i_sues and decisions that were probably tors, andvisaversa, leading to a spiral oftension
going to emerge anyway-everything else and conflict among the great powers; and soon.
being equalmbut the warmade themvisible In any case the importance of this catalytic
sooner and more pointedly than might oth- and confirmatory role should not be minimized
erwise have been the case. because the lessons of the Gulf War have be-

• The war served as an agent of confirmation come and will continue to be a common "cur-
in the sense that the war and its outcome rency"thatmediatestheexchangethroughwhich
served to reinforce national views andpoli- many policy decisions by key states are made.
cies that were already widely held, or to For most nations, the GulfWarwas not thought
strengthen (or challenge) particular argu- to be irrelevant, although its unique features
ments that were being presented in national were appreciated, lt had an impact, and contin-
debates overthe future. Manyforeign Gulf ues to do so, and is therefore worthy of study.



Appendix
Study Outline:

Gulf War Lessons Learned by Foreign Nations

Each participantin the study was asked to -- If the nation being studiedwas involved in
address fourgeneral areas with respect to their the Gulf conflict, how does it assess the
assigned nation. These areas are described performance of its own military forces?
below. The studyparticipants were to use these How did this performance compare withits
areas as guidance for preparing their report; prewar expectations? Did it suffer from
they were intended to be neither exhaustive nor any military weaknesses or failures? If this
definitive. Theparticipantsweredirectedabove nation has a regional military adversary
ali to ,seekto understand the lessons learned by that took part in the Gulf War, how well did
their assigned nation from the perspective of this adversary seem to perform?
that nation, and not to generate answers to -- How did Iraq lose the war? Did Iraq
predetermined questions that werenot necessar- successfully demonstrate any military ca-
ily relevant in ali cases. Also, because the pabilities that actually (or potentially could
military and political leaderships in most coun- have)causedseriousproblems forthe Unitod
tries are not monolithic, the study participants States?
were asked to note any importantdisagreement
or debates.

2. Incorporating Political-Military Lessons
Learned.

1. Objective Analysis by Foreign Nations of -- How will lhc course and outcome of the
the Course and Outcome of the Persian Gulf Persian Gulf Waraffect this nation's view
Conflict. of the character of international relations in

From the perspective of the nation under the future? Have its majorperceived inter-
study, how did the United States and the ests and policies changed as a consequence
coalition win the war? What factors were of the Gulf War experience?
critical--e.g., technology, leadership, the -- What lessons about crises and crisis man-

. command structure, operational concepts, agement did this nation take away from the
logistics? July 1990-January 1991 period?
How did the actual U.S. performance in the -- Have this nation's perceptions of the utility
warcomparewithexpectationsaboutAmeri- of military power and the use of force
can military capabilities prior to andduring changed? Does international conflict seem
the crisis? And in specific terms, how well more or less likely? Will thisnation behave
were Westernmilitary technologies seen to differently in futureinternational crises be-
perform (primarily U.S., but also British cause of its views of and experience in the
and French)? Were there any perceived Gulf War?
military weaknesses or failures on the part -- Has this nation's perception of the United
of the United States? States changed significantly? Whatroledid
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domestic American politics play in the U.S. this nation interested in, and capable of,
conduct of the war? moving into any of these areas to a greater

extent than at present?
m Does this nation see any relatively easy way

3. Incorporating Military-Technical Les- to nullify U.S. advantages as displayed in
sons Learned. the Gulf War?

How will the course and outcome of the
Persian Gulf war affect this nation's view

of its armed forces, including the command 4. Assessing the United States.
system, force structure, doctrine, and tech- w How does this nation expect the United
nology? Did the Gulf War reveal a com- States to react to the Gulf War--that is,
parative advantage/serious weaknessinone what political, military, and technical "les-
or more of these areas? What adjustments sons leamed"does thisnation see Washing-
might be made to utilize this advantage (or ton taking away from Operation Desert
cover up weaknesses)? Shield/Storm?
How does this nation now evaluate its own -- Does this nation understand the Vietnam
military capabilities relative to those of Syndrome in the United States? Does it
potential adversaries? believe that this syndrome has been exor-
In light of the Gulf War, are there areas of cised by the Gulf War?.
warfare andtechnology thatnow seem to be -- Will this nation attempt to influence/de-
much more important---e.g., space, mobile ceive the United States with respect to how
ballistic missiles and BMD, PGMs, air it will respond to the experience of the Gulf
defense, electronic countermeasures? Is War?
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